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And for a pure 
adrenalin-pumping,fire 
ball of a rush, get our 
color brochure featur¬ 
ing the complete 
series. Send $2 (post¬ 
age and handling) to: 
H.M., 7975 N. Hayden 
Road, Suite C-100, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85258. 

Richie Sambora 
knows that Floyd Rose 
tremolos, DiMarzio 
pickups and Fender 
design make the HRR 
and H.M. Series 
guitars rock infernos. 

And now you know 
it too. 

See if you can 
stand the heat at your 

; Fender dealer today. 

If you can stand 

Check out Richie's new solo 
release, Stranger in This Town, 
on Mercury. ©1991 f MIC Floyd Rose is a trademark ot Floyd Rose. DiMarzio is a trademark of DiMarzio. Inc. 
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“Zorn's miniature compositions 

take twin Inspirations from the 

traditional forms of film music, 

Original soundtracks for three 

American independent films— 

37 tracks in all-—plus a cover 

version of Ennio Morricone's 

and the say-what-you-mean-and-

shut-up rage of hardcore.” 

Pulse 

we hear an African art music in all its 

79270 

lucidity and 

Classic CD 79275 

WORLD? 

on Elektra Nonesuch 
79280 

its vitality, musical 

heroism. Essential. 

“His ability to swing exuberantly from 

the heels and to wrench from his 

“A dynamite CD...Kronos has gone to 

the source and here for the first time 

heat, colors and rhythms...! cannot 

think of any other recording in 

distant memory that equals this for 

"Arguably the best young jazz 

clarinetist in the country.” 

The Wall Street Journal 

horn singing, liquid melodies, place 

him in a unique category.” 

Downbeat 
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Masterpiece. 

Yes, you too can create beautiful works just like the masters. Start composing with the SC-55 Sound 
Canvas, utilizing its 317 CD-quality sounds and terrific digital effects. Next, bring the SB-55 Sound Brush 
into play, with its ability to replay any piece created in 3.5" standard MIDI file format. Voila! Artistry. For 
hundreds less than other sound modules—and with greater ease of use, greater portability, even a wireless 
remote. Experience what we like to call Interactive Listening.™ Experience the i 
Roland Sound Brush and Sound Canvas. Now on exhibit at your Roland dealer. 11010110 
Roland Corporation US, Dept. SC-55, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3696. (213)685-5141 ext. 315. 
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7 IRONT MAN DAVID BYRNE 

He’s broken up the Talking Heads and made his first rock solo album, but 
Byrne is still full of contradictions. BY MARK ROWLAND 

25 YOKO ONO 

A retrospects e of her recording career gives Mrs. Lennon a chance to 
judge how far she’s come since John first walked into that art gallery. 

BY ELY SA GARDNER 

23 MCA'S AL TELLER 

One record company boss’s assessment of the state of the music industry 
in 1992—and how those mega-deals could come back to bite us. 

BY THOM DUFFY 

32 JOE HENDERSON 

The tenor tried to recreate the camaraderie of the Blue 
Note era and found his way back to his own musical 

home. So, he says, did the burglars. BY tom moon 

36 K.D. LANG DROPS HER TWANG 

The country market resented lang’s Grammy, derided her 
vegetarianism, was spooked by her image—so k.d. has 
told country, “Sayonara!” High on a hilltop with a 

singer/songwriter still searching for her place. 
BY SHEILA ROGERS 44 LIVE: BORN IN THE ’70S, 

BURNING TODAY 

We send our writer, the world’s oldest living punk 
rocker, on the road with Live, a fiery young band 
whose first childhood music was Duran Duran. 

Passing the torch to a new generation. 
BY CHARLES M. YOUNG 

52 DEF LEPPARD’S CURSE AND CURE 

Who is the best-selling rock band in the world ? Here’s a hint—they live in 
Dublin. Here’s another—it ain’t U2. Def Leppard have overcome one mem¬ 
ber’s loss to alcohol, another’s loss of a limb and a third’s death to build music 

of joy and abandon—and just a little regret. BY MARK ROWLAND 

55 LAST WORDS FROM STEVE CLARK 

Published here for the first time, an interview with Def Leppard’s late gui¬ 
tarist. Clark took stock of his band and the trials they had faced, 

and wondered what the next blow would be. 
BY MATT RESNICOFF 

62 CHIC SPEAK: THE BOYS ARE BACK 

Nile Rodgers and Bernard Edwards had one of the hottest bands of the 
70s, but Chic was a disco group and disco was a dirty word. So they went 
off searching for respect, produced and played with Bowie, Jagger and 
dozens more—and now have reunited to prove that where they started 

out was just as worthy as where they went, by jock baird 
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CUITAR ROBERT QUINE 
Got pale skin? Black clothes? A lot of Lou 
Reed albums? Then you don’t want to read 
about Yngwie, do you? The dark prince of 
downtown guitar on psychotic solos and 

subtle shading. 
BY MATT R E S N I C O F F 

74 

BASS MARC JOHNSON 

A quick lesson in hammer-ons, pull-offs 
and double-finger strokes—make yourself 

sound like two bassists at once. 
B Y RICK MATTINGLY 

76 

PIANO DR. JOHN 

Öl’ Mac Rebennack sits down at the piano 
and demonstrates the subtle varieties of 

New Orleans style: Pull up a stool. 
B Y ALAN DI PERNA 
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DRUMS HAND EXERCISES 
1 fold the triple ratamacue! Ace sideman 

Zach Danziger takes you through methods 
of developing the control you’ll need to be 
as fast as a missile, as accurate as a smart 

bomb and as heavy as a cannon. 
B Y TONY S C H L R M A N 

BD 

P E R I O R M A N C L 

Robyn Hitchcock & the Egyptians have 
quietly grown into one of England’s best 

bands. I lere’s how. 
B Y BILL FLANAGAN 
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82 

DEVELOPMENTS 
The winter NAMM show found the 

musical instrument makers surprisingly 
bullish about the players’ market in this 
recession year. We report on the products 

that stirred the optimism. 
BY THE MUSICIAN ANALYSTS 
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B MASTHEAD IO LETTERS 

15 FACES 

Willie Dixon gets a hero's funeral. 

22 CHARTS 

The real numbers 

B6 RECORDINGS 

Tracy Chapman, Michelle Shocked and k.d. 
lang—the freshman class of 1988—come 

into senior year. 

9 2 SHORTTAKES 

97 READER SERVICE 

9 B BACKSIDE 

ROCK SUPERHEROES 
When trouble erupts shy John Lennon 

turns into the mysterious Nowhere-Man! 
Skinny Ray Davies becomes the mighty 
Ape-Man! Millionaire playboy Man in 

Gaye transforms into two-fisted Trouble-
Man! Call Perry White—the secret identi¬ 

ties are exposed! 

COVER 
De] Leppard photographed by Michael 

Lleztellyn, Los Angeles, California, 
January, 1992. 



You deserve a miracle. 
Maybe you’ve been playing guitar half your life. 

Maybe you’re just honing your chops. Either way—and 

no matter what you play—the dynamic Zoom 9000 will 

inspire you like no other processor you’ve heard. 

Imagine. Digital reverb so pure, so celestial, it’ll 

send you. Overdrive, distortion, and amp simulation 

so sizzling, so real, you’ll wonder where we hid the 

stacks. Classic tremolo. Studio-grade pitch shifting. 

Delay. Delay. Delay. 21 programmable multi-effects in 

all—and up to live at once. 20 user patches, plus 20 of 

the sweetest presets this side of Nirvana. The 9000 is 

portable for practice. The optional total-access foot 

controller makes it perfect for performance. And 

since no one sounds heavenly out of tune, we’ve 

included a professional in-line tuner. 

Now perhaps you'd expect that something so 

out of this world would have an astronomical price 

tag. Wrongo. 

Experience the 9000, and prepare for the rapture. 

After all, to play is human. To Zoom, divine. 

High-Tech Tools for Artistic Expression 

Anytime someone promises a miracle, you're smart to read the Jine print. Put it this way: We hail trouble puttiugdown the 
/oom potto long enough to write this ad. Ify ou'd like to know more about our new Zoomliox, or any of our products, please 

drop usa line: 385 Oyster Point Houlei’ard. Suite 7, South San I'rancisco. California 94080. 



DAV 1 D BYRNE 

our new album Uh-Oh incorpo¬ 
rates several of your earlier direc¬ 
tions, from Talking Heads to salsa. 
Was that by accident or design I 

I think it was an accident. But 
looking back on the writing pro¬ 
cess, I realized that I’d been trying 

for a number of years not to do anything that 
sounded like Talking Heads, denying that part of 

Ya Think I’m Sexy?” 
Was there also a political point to be made by 

releasing the music of Cuba Classics!” 
Yeah, it was kind of saying, “Let’s open some 

avenues of dialogue.” No matter how you feel 
about Castro and his policies, without some dia¬ 
logue no progress will ever get made. 

There’s people who claim that the word “sal¬ 
sa” was coined to avoid calling it Afro-Cuban 

into patterns sometimes. Like, if a verse tells a 
story the chorus has to put it in another context, 
take a step forward or sideways. That’s not 
always true but there’s these little rules of thumb. 

If I’m writing songs I lock myself away for a 
while. If there’s activity around, I know I won’t 
get anything done. 
On The Forest you commented that while 

we’ve moved away from the industrial age we 
myself. Now there’s kind of a 
mixture. 

Why did you deny it? 
I haven’t figured that out 

yet. But I guess part of it is, if 
vou want to move on, for a 
certain time you have to throw 
all your past in the dumpster. 
Once I was mentally or psy¬ 
chologically free, 1 could allow 
it back in. 

Were you surprised by the 
controversy surrounding Rei 
Momo and your Brazil and 
Cuba Classics records series, 
such as accusations of cultural 
imperialism ? 

Well, I wasn’t born yester¬ 
day. I know some of that stuff 
is going to get thrown at me. 
But there’s so many things tied 
into that. Was Chris Blackwell 
exploiting reggae? Not to hold 
him up as an example, but... 
you’re helping to bring this 
stuff to other people’s ears. 
And then if it gets very suc¬ 
cessful and makes tons of 
money, it becomes another 

“A sizable body of Talking Heads fans were dis¬ 
appointed. ..and will probably never forgive me. ’ 

still think in some of the ways 
that age inspired. What did 
you mean, specifically? 

That our thinking about 
lots of areas tends to be 
mechanistic. That the brain is 
often thought of as a complex 
computer. That bigger is bet¬ 
ter—greater crop yields and 
bigger tomatoes. While it’s 
becoming kind of obvious 
that tomatoes don’t have any 
taste anymore—they taste 
like red styrofoam. Just 
because GM closes a couple 
of plants, you know, it 
doesn’t mean that the mind¬ 
set that fueled those plants is 
going away. 
Do you have a sense of 

your audience? 
For the most part it’s not 

adolescents. I was shooting a 
video last week and these 
kids were saying, “Who’s the 
singer?” Well, it’s me. “Well, 
who are you?” [laughs] 

I know there’s a sizable 
body of Talking Heads fans 

thing, even though nothing has changed about 
the process. Of course we’ve never sold millions 
of Tom Ze records or anything like that—not 
that we don’t want to. But that’s the economic 
end of it. 

Musically, you can’t really ask musicians to sit 
still and not try to work with music that they 
enjoy. Most of the time, I work with the people, 
I’m friends with them. It’s not like I just hear 
something on a record and go, oh, I’ll cop that. 
But I don’t see the press jumping all over Rod 
Stewart ’cause he stole Jorge Ben’s song for “Da 

music. That was its lineage, before it became 
politically unpopular to admit it. I don’t know if 
that’s true, but it makes a good story. 

Your own music is not overtly political, though. 
I don’t deal with specific issues very often. I’d 

rather deal with that in an essay or a pamphlet or 
a poster. All of which I’ve done. But on Uh-Oh 
you could say that each song is about something. 
In the past it could be pretty hard to even pin 
down what the song is about. 

Do you have a work regimen ? 
I’ve been writing songs long enough that I fall 

who were disappointed or pissed off that I 
didn’t continue that longer. And will probably 
never forgive me. But I can’t turn back the 
clock. 

Can you foresee any Talking Heads music in 
the future? 

It’s possible, but it’s such a small possibility 
it’s not even worth talking about. I just don’t 
want to rule it out. Of course, too much bad 
blood gets spilled, it makes it harder to do 
anything. 

—Mark Rowland 

JAYNE WEXLER MUSICIAN 
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Highly regorded os o pianist and 
an accompanist to the greats of 
jazz (Miles, Sarah Vaughan, etc.), 
Harold Mabern takes the lead 
on "StraightStreet"-a trio 

Harold 
m. Mabern Trio 

acclaimed label dedicated to adventurous music and leading-edge 

sounds. DIW/Columbia is proud to make these innovative works 

widely available in America. 

"Straight Street 

Introducing DIW/Columbia. DIW is the critically-

olbum featuring Ron Carter and 
Jock DeJohnette. 

ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO 
with Cecil Taylor. 
Thelonious Sphere Monk — 
Dreaming Of The 
Masters Vol. 2" 
The internationolly-oalaimed 
Art Ensemble Of Chicago joins 
forces for the first time with 
legendary pianist Cecil Taylor 
for an unforgettable tribute to 
the great Thelonious Monk. 

DAVID MURRAY. 
'Shakill's Warrior" 
'Probably the most powerful 
soloist to arrive In jazz in the last 
10 years," states The New York 
Times about master saxman 
Dovid Murray. This hard-swinging 
quartet recording features Don 
Pullen in a rare appearance 
on organ. 

DAVID MURRAY 

ALL RELEASES AVAILABLE MARCH 3 
Dovid Murray Big Band ond 
Harold Mabern available on CD only. 

'David Murray Big Band 
Conducted By 
Lawrence 'Butch' Morris" 
David Murray swings on on even 
larger scale with a new Big Band 
release that marks the 20th 
anniversary of his collaboration 
with conductor/composer Butch 
Morris. Featuring tributes to 
3 greats of the tenor sox: Ben 
Webster, Lester Young, ond 
Poul Gonsalves. 
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provides 

a solid feel of 

stiffness and beauty. 

Constructed to Jeff Berlin's 

design standards, for the serious 

players who challenge conven¬ 

tion. The Palaedium. Make it your 

bass. 

Jeff Berlin 

Jeff Berlin, recognized by fans 

and fellow bass players alike as 

the definitive contemporary 

bassist, is internationally known as 

a true force in music education. 

The Palaedium’'’ is his bass. 

When implementing the 

Performer Series'" program, 

our objective was to utilize 

the input of today's finest 

professional bass players to 

design instruments that are 

personalized for one artist, 

but represent what so 

many musicians need. 

The Palaedium was 

conceived through this 

program. The concept 

consisted of simple 

construction and 

design; lean, low action 

and a great feel; a slim, 

straight neck stabilized by 

dual graphite reinforce¬ 

ment; growling quad-coil 

pick-ups and a BadAss D ™ ’ 

Bass bridge. The alder 

used in body construc¬ 

tion is a mid weight, 

stable wood with 

tone characteris¬ 

tics, thus lending 

itself to smooth 

mid range and 

balanced highs 

and lows. The 

ebony fingerboard 

The 
Palaedium 
has been 
built to 
compare 
with some oí 
the finest 
custom built 
instruments on
the market. And for 
half the cost1 I truly love 



LUCRE AND DROSS 

Seems like every time I read a 
music article lately somebody’s 
just signed a multi-million-dollar 
record deal (Jan. ’92). Michael 
Jackson, the Rolling Stones and 
Janet Jackson are all apparently 
rolling in cash. The record compa¬ 
nies that shell out the big money 
believe that consumers will be so 
excited by this that they’ll race out 
to buy the artist’s latest release. 
You know, in a sort of “touch the 
hem of the garment” reaction. 

Most major record companies 
are based on the principles of the 
late, great P.T. Barnum. “There’s a 
sucker born every minute” was 
P.T. ’s credo, and the movers and 
shakers of today’s entertainment 
industry look upon him as a 
founding father. Well, Ronald Rea¬ 
gan and George Bush became 
President of the United States 
because of their belief in P.T.’s 
credo. Why shouldn’t it work for 
Mick Jagger? 

Let’s face it—at this point, there’s 
really not a whole lot of difference 
between George Bush and the 
Rolling Stones. They’re both 
extremely well-marketed figure¬ 
heads that have absolutely nothing 
to do with what they represent. This 
is the age of advertising. Form is 
what’s important here, not content. 

When an artist is given that 
much money to make a record, the 
future of an entire corporation 
depends on the results. That kind 
of pressure hasn’t proven to be a 
strong incentive for creativity. In 
fact, it tends to drive people crazy. 
Take a look at Michael Jackson. 

Of course, that’s really not the 
record company’s concern. To 
quote one executive about a recent 
big release, “Who cares if it’s a 
good record? What’s important 
here is that it’s selling.” Unfortu¬ 
nately, that executive was fired 
later that week when the Japanese 
bought out his company. Al¬ 
though the record stayed in the 
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LETTERS 
charts long after he lost his job, he 
told me he felt like a real loser. 

As far as I can tell, the only real 
winner here is the product, and it 
doesn’t really matter what the prod¬ 
uct is as long as it’s “marketable.” 
George Bush became extremely 
“marketable” the day he said, “Read 
my lips, no new taxes.” It didn’t 
matter that everybody, including 
him, knew that he was lying. 

Unfortunately, George Bush’s 
rating in the opinion polls seems to 
be dropping at the same rate as the 
sales figures on the latest “big” 
record releases. In both cases, the 
public is buying less and less these 
days. Maybe they’re tired of being 
conned, or maybe they’re just broke. 

If P.T. Barnum were alive today, 
I’m sure he’d embrace the people 
who have followed in his foot¬ 
steps. He’d probably have one arm 
around M.C. Hammer and the 
other around Dan Quayle. P.T. was 
right when he said, “There’s a 
sucker born every minute.” I just 
don’t think he realized he was talk¬ 
ing about himself. 

Glenn Phillips 
Atlanta, GA 

Look for Glenn Phillips ’ Echoes 
(1975-85) on ESD Records, due 
out in the spring.—Ed. 

As a keyboard and guitar player I 
enjoyed many hours as a performer, 
yet chose another endeavor to earn a 
living. I know the pressures of the 
music business, and I have given up 
being a public advocate for an artist, 
instrument or publication by way of 
any form of merchandising, which 
in reality is free advertising. Though 
I love my ’58 Stratocaster I’ll be 
damned if I’d ever wear a jacket with 
the Fender logo on it. 

Arnold Rosenstock, D.D.S. 
Brooklyn, NY 

Tony Scherman’s “When 
Things Go Wrong: Dubious Super 
Deals” piece in thejanuary issue 
was great and informative. How¬ 
ever, I just want to add my two 
cents. I might be wrong, but when 
David Geffen wooed Donna Sum¬ 
mer to launch his eponymous 
record label in 1980, didn’t the 
media hail Summer the $25 million 
woman? Was that a mistaken 
quote and the actual sum $15 mil¬ 
lion, as Scherman reports? Also, 
Geffen only released four albums 
by Summer, not five. 

Somehow, Scherman implies 
that he doesn’t believe the label’s 
response that they lured big stars 
just to get credibility and not big 
profit margins. I agree with him. 

Bill Carpenter 
Mitchellville, MD 

According to Summer’s lawyer 
at the time, Don Engel, the origi¬ 
nal deal was for five albums at S3 
million per. But you’re right, label 
and singer parted ways after four 
albums.—Ed. 

Your January ’92 issue contains 
some great insights into the nasty 
business of music. The only thing 
that really disturbed me was your 
cover concept. Is the picture of 
Mr. Neil (who looks like a total 
asshole) supposed to be an incen¬ 
tive to aspiring musicians who 
seek a record deal to expose their 
thoughts through their music? 
I’m not sure if it ever crossed your 
minds, but while Mr. Big Shot 
burns money and shows all of his 
gold, there are a large number of 
talented artists all over America 
who must starve for a day or two 
in order to buy a pack of guitar 
strings. 

Marinho Nobre 
Astoria, NY 

Scamming isn’t new. I know 
some evangelists that make Motley 
Criie look like pikers. The real 
problem is having to look at Vince 
Neil’s mug for a whole month. 

Joseph Fossett 
Chicago, IL 

Nirvana’s music (Jan. ’92) is an 
explosion of excitement! Unfortu¬ 
nately, for me, you would never 
catch me at a Nirvana show stand¬ 
ing side by side with sweaty juve¬ 
nile headbangers—I would rather 
stand in an area infested with alli¬ 
gators. 

I think I’ll wait for MTV to 
swallow them up and turn them 
into snotty, ungrateful, monstrous 
assholes; then I can watch their 
overly exposed videos and watch 
their music career and personal 
lives become a circus for the 
media. 

Trisha Vai 
Rosemont, IL 

With his accusation that Pearl 
Jam are closet glam-rock fans, Nir¬ 
vana’s Kurt Cobain is apparently 
taking a page out of the Black 
Crowes’ stylebook by insulting 
other bands just as their 15 minutes 
of fame approach. While Cobain 
thinks he is pulling a fast one on 
the American public by singing, 
“Here we are now, entertain us,” 
Nirvana’s shit-in-mouth vocals 
leave half of America hearing and 
later mumbling, “Here we are now, 
hestitaters.” A true anthem. Just as 
censorship warning stickers 
increase sales of talentless crap, the 
“a” word does the same. Perhaps 
Cobain needs to hide behind his 
“alternative” flag because he fears 
others will recognize his “under¬ 
ground” sound for the poor vocals, 
feedback excess and weakly exe¬ 
cuted live shows that the band real¬ 
ly is about. 

Simeon Kessler 
Austin, TX 

MUSICIAN 
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At least our wireless mies will 
always give you great reception 



Let’s face it: some gigs are more 
fun than others. A lot more. But 
unless you’re working for a kind-
hearted bar owner (some say they 
actually exist), the night isn’t over 
until it’s over. .And you still have to 
perform as if the house was packed. 

That’s why we developed the 
ProStar handheld wireless: a tough, 
high performance system designed 
and built for working vocalists who 
don’t have money to bum. It’s a true 
diversity wireless that offers better 
range, frequency response, selec¬ 
tivity and sensitivity than anything 
else in its class. 

And we back it up with a no-B.S. 
warranty that’s three times longer 
than the warranties our competitors 
offer on their comparably priced 
products. So you can depend on it 
night after night, no matter how 
wild the gig is. Or isn’t. 

Ask your dealer for details on 
our complete line of wireless 
equipment, including our guitar 
belt-pack transmitter. Or call Telex 
at (612) 887-5550. 

ProStar. Because even on those 
nights when the crowd’s cold, you 
still have to sound hot. 

The PrnStar R-10 receiver, G-10 guitar transmitter 
and H-10 handheld mic transmitter. 

TELEX. 



Tlie 4200 Series. Designed For The Control Room, 
Not The Living Room. 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
H A Harman International Company 

Today’s recording studio has evolved into a 
multi-function facility which simultaneously 
addresses the specialized needs of music 
recording, film and video post, and radio 
production. In this environment, where the 
most critical listening often occurs in the final 
mix, close proximity monitors are often more 
important than the mains. The problem: most 
console top monitors, unfortunately, were 
designed for the living room not the control 
room. Until now. 

4200 Series: console top monitors designed in the studio, for the 
studio, with sonic performance rivaling much more expensive 

monitors. 4200 Series: the shape, and sound, of things to come. 
Available at your local authorized JBL Professional dealer. 

With the 4200 Series we’re taking our stand 
from where you sit: right where you work at 
the console. Designed, engineered 
and tested from this position, the 
4200 Series is the first console mount 
monitor created specifically for the 
professional recording environment. 

Both models give you pin-point 
imaging by delivering high and low 
frequency information to your ears at 

precisely the same instant. By virtue 
of their symmetrical design the 42(H) 
Series monitors are mirror imaged. 
And so nothing gets in the way of your music, 
the 4200 Series introduces our uniquely sculpted Multi-Radial ™ 
baffles incorporating newly designed pure titanium tweeters and 
low frequency transducers. The combination of these technologies 
successfully corrects time arrival anomalies and eliminates baffle 
diffraction distortion. 

Frequency Response (Model 4206): % dB at 1 m, typical console listening levels 

Distortion vs. Frequency (Model 4208) 96 dB at 1 in, typical console listening 
levels (distortion raised 20 dB) 



Willie Dixon 
1915 - 1992 

Willie Dixon died IN California on the morning of Jan¬ 

uar}’ 29th. He was 76 years old and was one of the four or five most 

important figures in the development of electric blues and rock ’n’ 

roll. Born in Mississippi, Dixon had already been a boxer, prison 

inmate, locally published poet, and singer when he landed in Chica¬ 

go in the late 1930s. He recorded with several Mills Brothers-style 

vocal groups. For extra money Dixon worked as a session bassist 

around Chicago; that’s how he hooked up with the fledgling Chess 

Records. At Chess, Dixon made records of his own and played ses¬ 

sions with Howl¬ 

in’ Wolf, Muddy 

Waters, Chuck Ber¬ 

ry, Bo Diddley and 

other giants of that 

remarkable transi¬ 

tion period when 

rural blues was be¬ 

coming electrified 

and turned into 

rock. In the early 

’60s Dixon helped assemble the American Folk Blues Festivals, 

tours that brought the Chicago sound to England. The impact of 

those tours—and of Dixon himself—on young British R&B musi-

“ cians was incalculable. 

But Willie Dixon’s greatest influence was as a songwriter. Sam 

Í Cooke sang Dixon’s “Bring It On Home to Me,” Van Morrison 

recorded Dixon’s “I Just Want to Make Love to You,” Muddy 

Waters cut “I’m Ready,” Howlin’ Wolf did “I Ain’t Superstitious,” 

the Rolling Stones recorded “Little Red Rooster,” Bo Diddley had a 

hit with “You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover,” the Doors did 

s “Back Door Man,” Led Zeppelin recorded “You Shook Me” and 

z based “Whole Lotta Love” on Dixon’s “You Need Love.” There are 

~ hundreds more, from Prcslev to Hendrix. On February 5th Chica-X • 7

: go gave Dixon a full-blown New Orleans funeral. His coffin was 

x pulled through the streets on a horse-drawn hearse, followed by 

bluesmen, fans and a marching band. 

Z , Willie Dixon was a charming, funny man, but he exuded an easy-

~ - going authority and did not hesitate to remind people of the injus-

c í tices blacks suffered and the ingratitude with which most musicians 

' - still regarded the blues. In the ’80s Dixon helped start the Blues 

< Í Heaven Foundation, which does charitable work for blues and 

~ Z R&B artists and works to promote the music. Donations to the 

c J foundation can be sent to Blues Heaven Number 590,249 North 

- - Brand Boulevard, Glendale,CA 91203. Bill Flanagan 

PETER CASE STUDIES FULK NO MORE 

hen Peter Case put out his first solo album in 

1986, most expected a hard-driving disc in the 

style of his old band the Plimsouls; instead, 

the singer/guitarist, strumming an acoustic, 

delivered a subdued folk-rock album. Now, with everyone from Aerosmith to L.L. Cool 

J unplugging their amps for the MTV generation, Case is once again turning up the 

volume with his third album, Six Pack of Love. 

“I had put on an old live tape of the Plimsouls and there was this feeling on it that 

I was about to leap off the stage and throttle people,” says Case. “It was really 

intense. Then it hit me: I wanted to do that again.” 

Actually, Case feels he never really strayed that far from his rock roots. His two 

solo albums, recorded with an array of musicians from John Hiatt to David Hidalgo, 

contain a number of tracks with rock underpinnings. (What has changed is Case's 

personal life: After a divorce from singer/songwriter Victoria Williams, he remarried 

in 1990 and has a new baby daughter.) 

Case’s first two albums, he says, were born partly out of his need to establish a 

closer bond with his audience, partly out of Case’s frustration that fans at Plimsouls 

shows had seemed more intent on partying than really listening to his songs. But 

today Case is far less concerned about audience reaction. 

“I was confused back then. It can be just as bad when people are just sitting there 

listening. It can drive you crazy. So it can go either way. It’s not really the business of 

the performer what the people do. Your job is to dig deep and move the place. Yeah, 

rock 'n’ roll is that kind of music.” JON MATSUMOTO 
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JIM 

LAUDERDALE 

Desert Music 
and Country Songs 

hen I was 20 years old, I 
thought, ‘Well, I’m gonna 
get a record deal in a few 
months,’” says Jim Laud¬ 
erdale, “and it’s 14 years 
later that I’m finally releas¬ 
ing an album.” The result 
sounds from here like time 
well spent. Lauderdale’s 
Planet of Love (Reprise) is a 
solid pleasure that readily 
evokes thoughts of Lyle 
Lovett’s braininess and co¬ 
producer Rodney Crowell’s 

5,0 805. 

PolyGram Records, Inc. 

This highly original South African group has been 
spreading their unabashed brand of get-up-and-
dancefun since 1964. 

! Growling male vocals, female harmonies, guitars, 
i saxophones, penny-whistle and layered 
percussion add up to one big PARTY I 



own rocked-up country, but should go down 
just fine with lovers of George Jones and Buck 
Owens. Lauderdale, with a strong assist from 
co-writer/co-producer John Leventhal, is a 
still-growing hybrid who’s just as exciting for 
his promise as for this most accomplished 
debut. Its theme is true to its title, but there’s a 
heartfelt edge to mid-tempo twangers like “I 
Wasn’t Fooling Around.” “A woman knows, 
knows what she loves but/Those are the 
things that nobody tries,” the worldly-wise 
Lauderdale sings amidst the slow-locomotive 
sound of “What You Don’t Know,” but he 
clearly has a clue when he dulcetly croons, 
“...I felt your happy tears” on “My Last 
Request.” 

In some demand as a banjo and guitar pick¬ 
er and harmonizer (to great effect with Lucin¬ 
da Williams on her “Dark Side of Life”), Laud¬ 
erdale early on made a bluegrass album with 
Roland White, brother of Byrds legend 
Clarence, that never saw release. More recent¬ 
ly, Pete Anderson produced him, but CBS 
didn’t hear a single. Crowell heard that and 

more, and took him into the studio. The mo¬ 
ment Lauderdale mentioned collaborator Lev¬ 
enthal might be useful, “Rodney said, ‘Great 
idea, call him right now.’” Something 
clicked—Leventhal’s now engaged in produc¬ 
ing not only Crowell’s next album but one by 
Rodney’s ex, Rosanne Cash. 

Lauderdale is out of North Carolina, son of 
a Presbyterian cleric dad and a choir director 
mom, saw many lean years in road shows like 
“Diamond Studs” (playing Shawn Colvin’s 
husband), and shuttles between Nashville and 
that town south of Bakersfield known as L.A. 
His current muse is Howlin’ Wolf, preferably 
heard in the car out by Joshua Tree, where he 
wrote a George Jones/Gram Parsons tribute 
called “ King of Broken Hearts.” “I’ve been 
going out to the desert,” he says over beers in 
an L.A. bar, “I might go out there later tonight. 
When the moon’s full out there you can see 
your shadow." If his marvelous eclecticism 
gets the hearing it deserves, Lauderdale’s shad¬ 
ow should be a nice long one. 

FRED SCHRUERS 

Flaming Lips 
Full of intriguing ironies both jarring and gentle, the 

Flaming Lips' musk invites you to bask in a warm 

psychedelic haze, then douses you in an acid bath 

of post-punk neurosis. Creating that sound has kept 

the band cloistered in the studio for most of their 

seven-year career. “I was always under the impres¬ 

sion that bands made records: wrote songs and 

recorded them,” explains frontman Wayne Coyne. 

“The fact that you have to play live just seemed to 

be an afterthought, a self-promotion thing.” After 

Restless, the Lips’ label, crumbled, Warners 

stepped in to grab the band, whose latest effort Rev 

the Smilin' Deathpom Machine remains stubbornly 

true to idiosyncratk form in spite of interjections 

from a 28-piece orchestra, some kinder, gentler pop 

gestures and major-label backing. “Money doesn’t 

mean quality. Professional sound doesn’t actually 

mean quality,” Coyne says. “Sometimes the shitti-

est-sounding records have the most quality about 

them.” Sandy Masuo 

314 510 794-2/4 

WORLD 

-tailed as the undisputed master of the 
lamento guitar, Paco De Lucia returns on 
lyryab, with his exciting mix of classical 
ind contemporary forms of Spanish-
nfluenced music. 

Joining Paco on the title track is his very 
ipecial guest Chick Corea. 

■ The first-ever recorded live concert by the world-
■ renowned Bulgarian State Radio and Television choir! 
H "Magical, mysterious singing, haunting, eerily 
■ beautifully, other-worldly, with just the right mix of 
■ eroticism and gorgeous romantic harmonies," 

raved the Los Angeles Herald Examiner! _ 



the Vermont quartet’s drawn a faithful tie-dyed crowd ever since its 
formation in 1983, but its music can’t be pigeonholed. It’s an eclectic 
mix of styles served up with chops galore and a dollop of goofy 
humor. 

Phish (named after Fishman; “the ‘ph’ sounded like an airplane 
taking off,” says Anastasio) was your average two-guitar college 
rock band until the second guitarist got religion and left. The group 
picked up keyboardist Page McConnell and, over six years and two 

0 albums, gathered a big cult following. Last year, they signed with 
J Elektra. Their major-label debut, A Picture of Nectar, shows oft their 
0 funky side and dabbles in jazz—McConnell’s “Magilia” sounds like 
; a lost number from the Monk book. 

Though Phish jams a lot, much of its material is thoroughly com-
“ posed. Anastasio, a former music major, often charts out his tunes 
h before presenting them to the others. “I’m a pencil-and-paper guy; 
ï pencil’s important ’cause you’ve gotta erase a lot,” he explains. 

PHISH PHACE 
This ambitious, resolutely non-commercial music found listeners 

despite the odds, and the majors came running: an encouraging story. 
But why the trampolines? “I was actually the one who bought o ou may have heard wild rumors about Phish. Some are true; guitarist Trey Anastasio and bassist Mike Gordon 

really do bounce on trampolines while playing live, and 
drummer Jonathan Fishman actually does a vacuum cleaner solo. 
But if you heard they were a Deadhead band, you heard wrong. Sure, 

them,” admits McConnell, “though I don’t bounce onstage. It’s a 
great visual thing, and the audience gets involved. We do it in two 
songs; the crowd knows they’re the trampoline songs.” Is “Bouncing 
Around the Room” one of them? “No,” McConnell chuckles. Leave 
it to these guys not to do the obvious. MAC RANDALL 

WE WORK WITH SOME OF THE BIGGEST NAMES 
BUSINESS INTI 



Black 47 
Irish Rock with a World Beat 

Red-faced declamation, Celtic growls, ring-around-the-collar 
rhythms and a real nuts-’n’-bolts horn section (pennywhistle, soprano 
sax, trombone and uilleann pipes)—Black 47 create a distinct sound 
from the get-go. Outside of Paddy Reilly’s, a Manhattan alehouse where 
the band has whooped it up for the last year or so, a fan describes them as 
“kind of like the Pogues.” Larry Kirwan, who writes and sings all the 
Black 47 tunes, cites a difference. “They came from a folk background, 
our roots are in rock. We put the beat down first and the Irish music 
must accommodate itself to that.” 

And the beats that they toss around make the bar go nuts. Such exu¬ 
berance is just as crucial to Black 47’s demeanor as catchy chord changes 
(which they’ve got), because much of their music houses a fierce political 
stance. “Free Joe Now,” “James Connolly”—tributes to the martyrs and 
heroes of the Irish immigrant community—go hand in hand with songs 
of working-class dignity. “We decided to skip CBGBs and hit the Irish 
bar scene,” Kirwan explains. “There the songs have to stand up quick or 
else you’re dead; they want Springsteen stuff. There should be a morato¬ 
rium on the old two guitar, bass and drums kind of band,” Kirwan says. 

“There’s just too fooking many! The only originality 1 hear these days is 
coming from the African guys.” No wonder one song is called “Paddy’s 
Got a Brand New Reel.” Black 47 CDs and cassettes arc available from 
Paddy Reilly’s pub (495 Second Ave., New York, NY 10016), where they 
play every Wednesday and Saturday night. JIM M A C NIE 

We know who you are. Maybe not your name, 
but we do have something in common. We both 
know the importance of having the best possible 
mies and mixers working for you. And, having already 
invested in the kind of big-name professional mies 
that do real justice to your 
sound, you've been looking 
to procure a big-name pro¬ 
fessional recorder/mixer 
that'll work with you and 
your mies, without breaking 
the bank. An affordable 
four-track like the new 
TASCAM 464 Portastudio. 
It comes with four low-
impedance XLR balanced 
mic inputs, standard. Which 
means no mic adaptors to 
deal with. And 3-band 

sweep midrange EQ circuits on all four mic inputs is 
also standard. 

But, wait. There's more. Like all the added versatility 
and sophistication you get with the 464. Including a 
dual-point autolocator, plus return-to-zero. Auto re¬ 

hearse. Auto punch-in/out. 
And two additional stereo 
inputs, each with its own 
2-band shelving EQ. Plusdual 
effects sends. Two stereo 
effects returns. And a two-
speed transport with all sole¬ 
noid-type controls for quick 
and reliable response. All for 
only $899, suggested retail. 

Come see your near¬ 
est TASCAM dealer today 
and step up to the 464 
Portastudio. 

TASCAM. 
© 1992 TEAC America, Inc.,7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640.213/726-0303. 



(And là 

Nineteen dollars?!? For that 
kind of money, it would have to be 
the best tape in the world. 

It is. 
Ask Audio magazine. After sub¬ 

jecting 88 different audio cassettes 
to every test imaginable, they 
found that the TDK MA-XG is not 

MA-XG Dual Metal Particle Coating/Extra Wide Dynamic Range METAL BfAS:7O/xsEO 
IEC Nz TYPE N METAL POSITION 

only the best of any metal tape. But the best of any tape. 
Period. 
We were happy, but not surprised. A few years ago, we 

gave our engineers a clean sheet of paper and a mission: 
to create the world’s best tape, with money as no object. 

They came to us with a tape so advanced, we had to 
give it a manufacturer’s suggested retail price of $19. 

If you took the TDK MA-XG apart (you’d need some 
patience for this: it’s held together by enough screws to 
open a hardware store), you’d see why. 

It’s not just a tape. It’s a tank. 
The shell is an unprecedented super-rigid five-piece 



o 
8 

Cassate. 

Blank.) 

mechanism with an inner layer of 
fiberglass-reinforced plastic for 
strength, and a non-rigid plastic outer 
layer to reduce resonance. A precisely 
balanced system of internal sound 
stabilizer weights serves to reduce mod¬ 
ulation noise even further. 

More music. Less noise. Audio magazine 
rates the MA-XG the best tape in the world. 

in the world has gone into our less 
outrageously priced tapes. Which may 
explain why Audio magazine’s tests also 
revealed TDK not only has the best 
normal bias tape, but the best high 
bias tape (in lowest noise and widest 
dynamic range) in the world. 

All this technology surrounds a unique dual-layer 
metal tape that provides the highest output and lowest 
noise of any tape in TDK’s history. 

In other words, the ultimate digital-ready tape. 
If you still can’t bring yourself to spend the better part 

of your paycheck on the MA-XG, we have good news. 
Everything we’ve learned from making the best tape 

If, after hearing all this, you’re still not using TDK, 
we have just one question. 

How many times do you have to be told before you 
listen? 

&TDK 
As Serious AsYxi Can Get 



ms inimni maxed 
Top 100 Albums 
The first number indicates the position of the 
album this month, the second its position last 
month. 

1 • 2 Garth Brooks 
Ropin'the WW/Capitol 

2*4 Nirvana 
Nevermind/DGC 

3*1 Michael Jackson 
Dangerous/Epic 

4 • 3 Hammer 
Too Legit to Qw/r/Capitol 

5*14 Garth Brooks 
No /'enm/Capitol 

6*5 U2 
Achtung At/xj/lsland 

7*7 Boyz II Men 
Cooley htghharmony Motown 

8 • 6 Michael Bolton 
Time, larve and TiWowca/Columbia 

9*9 Metallica 
Metallica/Elektra 

10*11 Mariah Carey 
Emonons/Columbia 

11*17 Color Me Badd 
C.M.fí. /Giant 

12 • 20 Prince 
Diamonds and Pearls/VA\s\ey Park 

13*12 GunsN’Roses 
Use Your Illusion //Geffen 

14*10 GunsN'Roses 
Use Your Illusion ///Geffen 

15*16 Bonnie Raitt 
Luck of the Druu/Capitol 

16*8 Natalie Cole 
Unforgettable/E\ektn 

17*13 Genesis 
We Can’t Dance!Atlantic 

18*18 Bryan Adams 
Waking Up the Neighbours!MM 

19*23 Various Artists 
Two Rooms: Songs of E. John 6 
B. Taupin!Po\ydor 

20*15 Paula Abdul 

21*37 Garth Brooks 
Garth Brooks/CapitcA 

22 «31 Jodeci 
Forever My LadyMCN 

23 • 25 Marky Mark & the Funky Bunch 
Music for the People /Interscope 

24*19 Amy Grant 
Heart in Motion!MM 

25 • 26 Keith Sweat 
Keep It Comin ’/Elektra 

49 • 76 Lisa Stansfield 
Real Love!Arista 

26 • 40 Enya 
Shepherd À/oons/Reprise 

27 • 30 Soundtrack 
Beauty & the Beast/Walt Disney 

28 • 32 Ozzy Osbourne 
No More Tears/Epic Associated 

29 • 27 Reba McEntire 
For My Broken FleartMCK 

30 • 22 Harry Connick, Jr. 
Blue Light, Red /.zgAt/Columbia 

31*21 Motley Criie 
Decade of Decadence/Elektra 

32*38 TravisTritt 
It’s All About to Change 
Warner Bros. 

33 • 35 Naughty by Nature 
Naughty by Nature FYommy Boy 

34 • 34 Public Enemy 
Apocalypse 91... The Enemy 
Strikes Black/Dei Jam 

35 • 36 C&C Music Factory 
Gonna Make You Surat/Columbia 

36 • 29 Ice Cube 
Death Certificate/Pñoñiy 

37 • 33 R.E.M. 
Out of Time/Wxmer Bros. 

38 * — Soundtrack 
/wtce/Soul 

39 • 28 Stevie Ray Vaughan & 

Double Trouble 
The Sky Is Crying/Epic 

40 • 45 John Mellencamp 
Whenever We WantedMercwy 

41*42 Vince Gill 
Pocket Full of GoldMCK 

42 • 39 Van Halen 
For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge 
Warner Bros. 

43 • 43 Rod Stewart 
Vagabond Heart/Warner Bros. 

44 • 48 Red Hot Chili Peppers 
Blood Sugar Sex Magik/Wuner Bros. 

45 • 54 DJ. Jazzy Jeff & the Fresh Prince 
Homebase/}\ve 

46 • 24 Bette Midler 
Music from “For the Boys "/Atlantic 

47*59 P.M.Dawn 
Of the Heart, Of the Soul & Of the 
Cross/Gee Street/Island 

48 • 78 Tevin Campbell 
T.E.V.LN. /Qwest 

Top Concert Grosses 
1 Liza Minnelli $1,544,496 

Meadowlands Arena, East Rutherford, Ay/January 24-25, January 28-February 1 

2 New Kids on the Block $1,408,081 
Palacio De Los Deportes, Mexico City, Mexico/January 15-17 

3 Rod Stewart $1,033,760 
Madison Square Garden, New York, NK/January 27-28 

4 Metallica $1,031,310 
Great Western Forum, Inglewood, CA/January 6-8 

5 John Mellencamp $728,878 
Rosemont Horizon, Rosemont, //./January 30-31 

6 John Mellencamp $673,185 
Meadowlands Arena, East Rutherford, Ay/January 16-17 

7 John Mellencamp $654,573 
Palace of Auburn Hills, Auburn Hills, ¿///January 24-25 

8 Rod Stewart, Glass Tiger $623,377 
SkyDomc, Toronto, OwMno/January 22 

9 Guns N’ Roses, Soundgarden $614,993 
San Diego Sports Arena, San Diego, CA/January 27-28 

10 Guns N' Roses, Soundgarden $602,900 
The Summit, Houston, TX/January 9-10 

50 • 52 Queensryche 
Emptre/EMI 

51*56 Alan Jackson 
Don’t Rock the Jukebox/ Arista 

52 • 41 Firehouse 
Mwae/Epic 

53 • — Soundtrack 
EwsE/Reprisc 

54*71 Trisha Yearwood 
Trisha YearwoodMCK 

55 • 62 The Geto Boys 
We Can’t BeStopped/Rip-K-Lot 

56 * — George Strait 
Ten Strait Hits/MCK 

57 • 66 Mariah Carey 
Mariah Carey /Columbia 

58*90 Tanya Tucker 
What Do I Do with A/e/Capitol 

59 * — Collin Raye 
All ! Can Äe/Epic 

60 * — Soundgarden 
Badmotorfinger /A&M 

61 • 47 Extreme 
F.xtreme II Pomograffitti! MM 

62 * — Cypress Hill 
Cypress //////Ruffhouse 

63 • 64 Rush 
Roll the Bones! Atlantic 

64 * — Pearl Jam 
Ten/Epic Associated 

65 • 70 The Black Crowes 
Shake Your Money Maker 
Def American 

66*51 Richard Marx 
Rush Szreet/Capitol 

67 • 44 James Taylor 
New Moon SA/we/Columbia 

68 * — A Tribe Called Ouest 
Low End Theory /Jive 

69 * — Mr. Big 
Lean Into It/\\xc 

70 • 53 Dire Straits 
On Every Sireef/Warner Bros. 

71 • 46 Bob Seger & the Silver Bullet Band 
The Fire Inside/Cxpitoï 

72 • 55 Luther Vandross 
Power of Love/Epic 

73 • 49 Original London Cast 
Phantom of the Opera Highlights 
Polydor 

74 • 74 Madonna 
The Immaculate Collection/Sirc 

75 • 67 Michael Crawford 
Performs Andrew Lloyd Webber 
Atlantic 

76 • 58 Michael Bolton 
Soul Provider/Cohimbin 

77*82 DJ. Magic Mike S 

M.C. Madness 
Am’t No Doubt About /i/Cheetah 

78 * — Gerald Levert 
Private Line/Ktco East West 

79 • 84 Ricky Van Shelton 
Backroads!Co\omb\'A 

80 • 63 The Judds 
Greatest Hits Vol Two/Curb 

81*94 Heavy D. & the Boyz 
PeacefulJourneyM CK 

82 * — Blacksheep 
A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing/Mercury 

83 • 57 Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers 
Into the Great Wide OpcnMCN 

84*93 The 2 Live Crew 
Sports Weekend/Luke 

85 • 83 Salf-NPepa 
Black’s Magic/Next Plateau 

86 • 85 Skid Row 
Slave to the Grind!Atlantic 

87 • 65 Clint Black 
Put Yourself in My Shoes/RCK 

88 • 79 Gloria Estefan 
Into the Light/Epic 

89 • 69 Bell Biv DeVoe 
WBBD—Bootcity.' The Remix 
AlbumMCK 

90 * — Tracy Lawrence 
Sticks & Stones!Atlantic 

91 • 61 Soundtrack 
The Commitments/MCN 

92 • 95 Alabama 
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2/RCA 

93 • 88 Scorpions 
Crazy World/Mercury 

94*91 Digital Underground 
Sons of the P/Tommy Boy 

95 * — Live 
Mental Jewelry/RidioAcúvc 

96 • 72 Soundtrack 
Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves 
Morgan Creek 

97 • 99 Bonnie Raitt 
Nick of Time!Capitol 

98 * — Vanessa Williams 
The Comfort Zone/Capitol 

99 * — Tesla 
Psychotic SupperIGeüen 

100 * — 2nd II None 
2nd Il None/ProÜ\e 

The Musician album chart is produced by the Billboard 
chart department for Musician, and reflects the com¬ 
bined points for all album reports gathered by the Bill¬ 
board computers in the month ofJ anuary. The concert 
chart is based on Amusement Business Box Score reports 
for January 1992. All charts are copyright 1992 by BPI 
Communications. 

Greenbacks & Blues, 
Blacks & Whites 
Robert Johnson must be turning in his grave. 
For 29 songs cut at two of the greatest record¬ 
ing sessions ever, Johnson was paid probably 
about $ 10 per song, flat fee, no royalties; the 
estimate comes from blues historian Gayle 
Dean Wardlow. A hundred fifty bucks a ses¬ 
sion—nice piece of change in Depression-era 
Mississippi, but not much more than a tempo¬ 
rary stake, a sum to fuel a bluesman's ram¬ 
blings for a little while. So it might be interest¬ 
ing to look at the kind of money those songs 
are earning in Johnson's reincarnation as a 
bestselling pop star. 

According to the data-gathering firm 
Soundscan, Johnson's Complete Recordings 
sold 175,000 copies in the USA from January 
1, 1991 to January 2, 1992—not counting, 
that is, the first three months of the album's 
release, when Robert's ghost shocked the 
record biz by hopping into Billboard's Top 100 
and shipping (not selling) some quarter-million 
units (nor does that include foreign sales). 
Throughout 1991 the album sold at a weekly 
clip of 3300 units; in mid-February '92, 18 
months after release, it is still moving 1600 
units a week. 

So, using a royalty figure of 14 percent of 
gross at a list price of $9.98, the posthumous 
1991 income, from U.S. record sales, of a pen¬ 
niless street musician, a semi-outlaw flitting 
through the shadow world of prewar black Mis¬ 
sissippi, comes to $244,370. 

Who is (or isn't) getting Robert Johnson's 
royalties is beyond the scope of a four-para¬ 
graph column. The point here is this: When we 
write an article or a book about Johnson, or 
shoot a movie based on his life, or cut one of 
his songs, or even buy his album, we're not 
simply honoring a vanished genius. We're par¬ 
ticipating in a far less glorious tradition: the 
hundreds of ways the wealthy and white have 
profited from the creativity of the poor and 
black. Remember—ten bucks a song. 

—TS 
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WE ARE THE WIRELESS FUTURE 

With 11 trucks, 9 buses, 9 musicians, 
8 dancers, 2 stilt walkers and hundreds 
of support personnel on the road for her 
spectacular “Under My Spell” tour, Paula 
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The virtuosity of cellist Yo-Yo Ma and 

the unique vocal artistry of Bobby 
McFerrin meet in the most inventive 

album of the year. 

Featuring magical McFerrin originals, 
plus works by Bach, Vivaldi, Rach¬ 

maninoff and others, "HUSH” is an 
inspired meeting of musical hearts 

and minds. 

"HUSH,” the first collaboration 
between multi-Grammy Award 

winning artists Yo-Yo Ma 
and Bobby McFerrin. 

oooiy masterworks 
COMPM’T DISCS IWIWTES. 

TO ORDER CALL: 800-888-8574 
* SONY and MASTERWORKS Reg.'U.S Pat & Tm. Off Marca Registrada /© 1992 Sony Music Entertainment Inc. 



AVANT-GARDE 

YOKO 

in Retro 

I
T’S QUITE LIKELY THAT HAVING JOHN LENNON FALL IN LOVE WITH HER WAS 

the worst thing that could have happened to Yoko Ono’s career as an artist.” So writes 
Robert Palmer in his liner notes for Onobox, Rykodisc’s six-CD anthology of Ono’s musi¬ 
cal career. It’s a theory that elicits a chuckle from Lennon’s widow on this rainy afternoon at 

the Dakota—and a clarification. 
“In a truly artistic sense, I think John and I both gained from working together,” says Ono, 

reaching across her living-room sofa for a second or third cigarette. “I think we reached a point in 
our experiments together that neither of us had reached before we met. But there were some fans 
who dropped him because of our union. And yes, I probably lost my career, in a way.” 

By the time Rykodisc approached her about putting together a boxed set, in fact, Ono had turned 
down similar offers from “people who turned out to be most interested in, you know, John’s guitar 
playing or whatever. I thought that presenting my music from that angle would be misusing his name. ” 

The late Beatles presence on Onobox is, nonetheless, as forceful as it is inevitable. The collection 
features Mr. and Mrs. Lennon collaborating with George, Ringo, Eric Clapton, the “people’s band” 
Elephant’s Memory and others; it also includes Ono’s recordings from the Double Fantasy and 
Milk and Honey sessions. One doesn’t approach a project like this expecting Rubber Soul, of course. 

by Elysa Gardner 

Yet Palmer raises the point that in a pop environ¬ 
ment in which “artful noise enthusiasts” sell 
records for major labels, Ono’s expressionistic 
singing and often unconventional textures may 
prove more accessible to the uninitiated than they 
did 20 years ago. He refers specifically to Public 
Enemy and Sonic Youth; Ono admits, somewhat 
apologetically, that she hasn’t listened enough to 
the latter band to appreciate the analogy. She 
claims to have had a keen interest in rap, though, 
since the time of its inception. “I’m not sure about 
some of the directions it’s taken since then,” but 
she hastens to add, “We have to be gentle and 
patient with artists, and not criticize them for try¬ 
ing different things. ” 

Ono acknowledges that her own penchant 
for trying different things owes something to 
the environment in which she grew up. “In 
Japan, there was this very strong Oriental cul¬ 
ture, and yet there was a lot of Western influ¬ 
ence.” Her father taught her about Western clas¬ 
sical music, while her mother passed on forms 
of traditional Japanese singing. Ono also devel¬ 
oped a fascination for Indian and Tibetan styles, 
and for the vocal techniques used in Alban 
Berg’s atonal operas. 

Ono cites as a particular favorite an even ear¬ 
lier icon of the avant-garde than herself: Lotte 
Lenya, the German chanteuse who was married 
to composer Kurt Weill. Ono is especially fond 
of Lenya’s interpretations of the songs that Weill 
collaborated on with the highly political play¬ 
wright Bertolt Brecht. “An ambition of mine 
was to combine that sort of musical reality with 
the incredible energy of a rock beat—which is 
like the heartbeat.” 

Ono says she is pleased with the way that 
popular artists like U2 and Sting have upheld the 
tradition that she and Lennon practiced of call¬ 
ing for social reform through rock songs. “It’s a 
great age for rock in that sense. I think these 
artists are really getting their messages across. Of 
course, there are still wars going on, and it’s not 
like the political system is getting cleaned up." 

Ono is somewhat more satisfied with the 
progress that feminist issues, a pervading theme 
in her songs from the early ’70s, have seen in 
recent years. The woman who once remarked in 
an interview that “woman is the nigger of the 
world”—and later wrote a song saying as 
much—feels that today’s young women are bet¬ 
ter equipped to combat discrimination than her 
generation had been. “When I look at women 
that are my son Sean’s age or younger, they seem 
pretty strong and aware. You know, when John 
and I were into the peace move- [cant'd on page M] 
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THE BIZ 

T IS A LATE MORNING AFTER A DARK NIGHT AND Al. TELLER IS IN A REFLEC-

tive mood. The chairman of the MCA Music Entertainment Group was out well past one 
a.m. the previous evening at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction dinner. 

“For any of us in this business, it does give a sense of perspective and history,” says Teller. 
“You look around the room and you see people you’ve done battle with, artists you’ve known from 
the beginning. I love the diversity of characters this business has.” 

Teller, a bearded Harvard MBA who once studied to be an engineer, has himself emerged as a major 
character in the music industry over the course of two decades, with tenure at the top of two major labels. 
Landing a job out of school in 1969 as assistant to then-Columbia Records president Clive Davis, this 
Bronx, New York native wound up as head of that label in 1981 and president of CBS Records in 1985. 

Ousted from CBS in 1988, Teller became president of MCA Records that year and chairman of 
the parent MCA group in 1989. Since then, Teller has overseen MCA’s acquisition of GRP and Gef¬ 
fen Records, new ventures in Germany, Japan and other markets to strengthen MCA’s international 
presence under its new Japanese owners, Matsushita—and suffered the defection of Motown 
Records to PolyGram Group Distribution. 

On this morning in the New York office of his West Coast-based company, the outspoken 47-

by Thom Duffy 

year-old executive offers his perspective on the 
state of the record business, from the impact of 
the recession to the still-intense competition to 
sign, promote and break new artists. 

Business for the MCA Group in 1991 wasn’t 
all that bad. In Billboard’s year-end tally, MCA 
Records topped the label rankings in the R&B 
and country fields, although it lagged on the pop 
chart. MCA’s sales arm has been flexing its muscle 
lately with the firestorm success of Nirvana on 
DGC Records, for which it handles distribution. 

Teller has been around long enough to know 
what that band’s breakthrough will mean for the 
broader artist-development picture. 

“There will be tens of millions of dollars 
spent—and lost—by record companies trying to 
find the next Nirvana,” he notes. “But the rapid 
success of Nirvana should be a great wake-up 
call to the various mechanisms of the music 
industry. The most exciting aspect of it is that it 
shows there is a huge audience for new music.” 

But new music still must find its audience in 

tried-and-true fashion, says Teller. “Alternative 
music really reflects the good old-fashioned way 
of developing an artist—a band gets together, 
builds a following in clubs, builds a local buzz— 
all independent of the record company. 

“I’m not focusing on guitar bands as opposed 
to sampling,” continues Teller. “Even in the world 
of rap and hip-hop—no matter how important 
the role of technology and the producer in the 
studio—the lasting impact has to be through an 
artist”—onstage. “I’ve always believed that any 
definition of superstar has to include the ability to 
affect thousands of people who see you do it live, 
to transport people as a performer,” says Teller, 
leaving unnamed the current hitmakers who 
don’t take their shows on the road. 

This is not an academic issue for Teller’s 
MCA Group. MCA’s concert division is one of 
the nation’s largest developers and operators of 
amphitheaters, which now dominate the con¬ 
cert business, and it ultimately will rely on the 
ability of new stars to sell tickets. Touring has 
been hit hard by the recession. But as cash-
strapped fans face the choice of entertainment 
or paying the bills, every aspect of the music 
business faces tough times. 
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“ It dictates that you start to cut back in every 
area of expense, including your investment in 
artists,” says Teller. “I think every record com¬ 
pany is looking very carefully at its artist roster 
so they can focus resources that are scarcer now 
than they were a couple of years ago.” (Indeed, 
the EMI Records Group North America— 
SBK, Chrysalis and EMI Records—recently 
cut its roster by a third.) 

What does Teller think of the costly mega¬ 
deals struck in the past year by his competi¬ 
tors—including those for Aerosmith and 
Michael Jackson by Sony Music, his former 

corporate home? 
“Understand the spirit in which I’m going to 

respond,” he begins diplomatically. “I don’t 
want to sound like I’m simply taking a shot 
because, ultimately, each of us has to deal with 
our own set of realities. But my guess is that dif¬ 
ferent people evaluating those situations perhaps 
would have reached different conclusions.” 

Translation? “Those deals looked awfully ex¬ 
pensive,” says Teller. “And you have to be careful 
you’re not putting in place a precedent that’s going 
to, say, fundamentally alter the economic equation 
of how the business is operated. ” Or, at least, set a 

ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY 

Early Alchemy 
Acoustic Alchemy in a 

retrospective of the 

band’s earliest 

efforts. Guitarist 

Nick Webb traces 

the origins of the 

duo offering remixed 

and remastered recordings 

never before released. 

ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY 
Early Alchemy 

precedent for other acts on the same roster. 
“My recollection of Bruce Springsteen’s ar¬ 

rangement at [Sony] is that he is coming awfully 
close to the end of his deal. I imagine that the 
Springsteen camp can’t be unhappy, from their 
perspective, with some of the deals that have 
been cut.” 

A Columbia Records spokeswoman says 
that Teller’s assumptions about Springsteen’s 
status with Columbia are incorrect, noting 
Springsteen recently announced the release of 
two new Columbia albums this spring. 

MCA has considered bidding for some of the 
top-name acts on the block in the past year or 
so, says Teller. “But by and large, my instincts 
are to build from within. When I look at the 
kind of financial commitment that’s involved in 
a particular act, I say to myself, “We could invest 
it in a dozen acts and end up with a better result 
at the end of the day.’” 

Still, there are other areas of artist develop¬ 
ment where competition has been driving up 
costs, most notably radio promotion, where 
labels such as SBK Records have aggressively 
upped the ante. Teller won’t comment on any 
one competitor’s strategy, saying only, “Many 
people have tried to spend their way to success 
in our business. It doesn’t work.” 

But he acknowledges that one area of label 
spending—the use of independent promoters— 
has returned industry-wide. 

“The independents are being used, by and 
large, by everybody,” he says. “But it’s a much 
more balanced situation than it was at the time 
things came to an abrupt end some years ago.” 

The abandonment of indie promoters by ma¬ 
jor labels in 1986 was spurred by federal investi¬ 
gations into payola and mob ties to some of 
those promoters. No convictions resulted, 
however. 

“The cost structure to utilize the indepen¬ 
dents is more reasonable than it used to be,” says 
Teller. “That’s what I mean by a sense of balance. 
The role of your own promotion staff is more 
important than it used to be. Nobody wants to 
let the situation get out of hand the way it had 
gotten out of hand [in the 1980s] with extraordi¬ 
nary amounts of money having to be spent to 
get your record a chance on the radio. 

“I’m not faulting the role of the indepen¬ 
dents. A lot of radio stations rely on [a person 
who], in their judgment, is more ‘independent’ 
than a record company promotion person is. So 
they’ll always have a role. 

“But I think it’s the responsibility of the record 
companies to be at the forefront of the promotion 
and marketing of their product, and not to abdi¬ 
cate that responsibility to a third party.” *S' 
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ONO 
[corn'd from page 25] ment, I had hoped that one 
day things would be so peaceful that we 
wouldn’t need a word like peace, that it 
wouldn’t be an issue. Maybe there will be a time 
like that for feminism, too...Anyway, things 
aren’t that great; women still have concerns.” 

Among Ono’s personal concerns these 
days are allegations that Paul McCartney has 
made, that she turned down his offer to split 
the $20 million cost of buying back the copy¬ 
rights to the Beatles’ songs from British 
entertainment tycoon Lew Grade, thus 
enabling Michael Jackson—who had alleged¬ 
ly been hanging out with Ono—to step in 
and purchase the rights himself, for $50 mil¬ 
lion. Ono says that there is presently “a lot of 
talk going on" between McCartney and her¬ 
self, though she is reluctant to give details. 
“Paul probably suspects that there was some 
sort of alliance between Michael and me, but 
there wasn’t. I do think it’s good that Michael 
bought the catalog, because he’s an artist 
rather than an ordinary businessman. I 
understand that Paul is not happy, but 1 have 
no control over the situation.” 

Moreover, Ono claims she is perplexed by 
McCartney’s protests against Jackson’s decision 
to license the Beatles’ “Revolution” to Nike for 
a sneaker commercial. “Paul’s office had called 
me and said that they had no problem with it; 
and 1 thought that if they didn’t, I wouldn’t 
either. The only stipulation I had, really, was 
that the song shouldn’t be cut up or edited in 
any way. I still think it’s a good thing that John’s 
song could be used in that way, so that a 
younger audience who hadn’t heaard it could. ” 

When asked to describe her own audience, 
or to suggest who might pick up a copy of 
Onobox, Ono confesses, laughing, “I have no 
idea. I think of myself as a musician that some 
people might like to listen to, and maybe 
they’ll get some sort of inspiration from it. I 
don’t mind just having a certain group who are 
interested in my work, as opposed to a wider 
public. 1 don’t,” she smiles, “have a desire to be 
Michael Jackson.” 

Y
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on Macintosh to sequence her composi¬ 

tions, and the Akai S-1000 for sam¬ 

pling. For additional sampled sounds, 

the Korg MIR and Yamaha 0X7 are 

used, with a Kurzweil K-10O0. Ono's preferred 

microphone is a Neumann U-87 with a dbx 902 
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JOE 

Henderson's 

J
OE HENDERSON THOUGHT HE WAS JUST GETTING A RIDE HOME FROM THE 

studio. It had been a long day—he and a trio led by the 22-year-old pianist Stephen Scott 
were working on the music of Billy Strayhorn, preparing to record Lush Life, the saxo¬ 
phonist’s Verve debut. When Henderson climbed into Scott ’s car, he didn’t expect to hear 

music at all, much less music that would force him to confront his past. But there, in the deck, was a 
tape of a vintage Kenny Dorham album, one of the many Henderson had made as a contract player 
for Blue Note in the ’60s. 

It took him back. 
“A lot of that music I haven’t heard in a long time,” Henderson explains, sitting in his room at 

Manhattan’s Paramount Hotel, pulling together visa documents and related paperwork for an 
upcoming Japanese tour. “I got so much pleasure on that 15-minute ride, just hearing [drummer 
Billy] Higgins play, the way that group of musicians interacted. I mean this with all humility—that 
music was happening. It is still happening after all this time. There’s been nothing else to come that’s 
strong enough to move it off.” 

If Henderson gets a measure of satisfaction knowing that young hotshots are excited about 

by Tom Moon 

records he made in 1965, well, he’s earned it. For 
three decades he’s been responsible for broaden¬ 
ing the horizons of hard bop, for fathering an 
angular tenor style that claims acolytes like 
Michael Brecker and Branford Marsalis, for 
offering an edgy alternative to the bebop of 
reigning god Sonny Rollins. 

But the lean, bearded saxophonist, who was 
born in 1937 in Lima, Ohio and bought his first 
horn with the money from a paper route, has 
never commanded Rollins-style press attention. 
His name on the marquee doesn’t automatically 
signify a jackpot at the box office. His audience 
remains the hardcore jazzheads, who have fol¬ 
lowed Henderson from the Horace Silver band 
through the Lee Morgan sides through the reve¬ 
latory Afro-centrism of Black Narcissus and 
Power to the People. 

Given that the record business rarely caters 
to hardcore jazzheads, Lush Life is something of 
an event. In addition to being his first studio 
album as a leader in 12 years, it returns Hender-

The great 
jazzman talks about 
heroes, blue notes— 

and rip offs 

son to the Rudy Van Gelder studios, and to the 
young-bloods-meet-old-master ethic of vintage 
Blue Note. It is also his most commercially 
viable offering ever, a record cooked to order for 
neo-trad jazz radio. More significantly, it marks 
the first time in Henderson’s career that he’s 
devoted an entire album to the work of one 
composer. Even on his composition-oriented 
Blue Note records, he says, he always included 
at least one standard “to keep people guessing.” 

But Strayhorn’s music—thick with texture and 
unusual harmony—had been a source of inspira¬ 
tion for years, since Henderson heard the Elling¬ 
ton band as a teenager. “I’ve been admiring Stray’s 
music since before I knew it was his music. ‘Lush 
Life’ has got to be among the top five songs ever 
written, and some of these others are so ripe for 
interpretation, it was easy to breathe new life into 
them.... When I play ‘Lush Life’ I’m visualizing 
all the images in the lyrics. Do you believe Stray¬ 
horn wrote them in his teens? I’ve known some 
10-year-olds with what people call grandfatherly 
wit, but this person had an incredible understand¬ 
ing of the human condition at a young age. ” 

Henderson evokes that knowing quality by 
performing “Lush Life” solo, using his saxo-
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phone to establish its statuesque melodic state¬ 
ment and tricky harmonic underpinnings. With¬ 
out following the elegiac line verbatim, he trans¬ 
lates the lyrics into magnificent saxophone¬ 
speak, his mournful, writhing tone etching the 
melancholy of those missing words. Along the 
way, he manages to slip in a few vintage Hender-
sonisms. His phrases have a spring-loaded ten¬ 
sion, yet he slides through tricky intervals with 
the assurance of a downhill skier in the home¬ 
stretch. He hears phrases that are wholly im¬ 
probable, and transposes them to the most chal¬ 
lenging crannies of the instrument, careening 
between keys like an out-of-control bumper car. 

And he accomplishes this wholesale revision 
without obliterating the atmosphere of Stray¬ 
horn’s elongated ballad form. Henderson loves 
ballads, says he wants to be the best ballad play¬ 
er in the world. He doesn’t care about playing 
fast, he cares about “using the facility I’ve been 
able to put together through the years to come 
upon some genuine music.” 

To do that, he returned to the old Blue Note 
formula, assembling a group of young musi¬ 
cians who have stormed the New York scene in 
the last year—pianist Scott, bassist Christian 
McBride, drummer Gregory Hutchinson. 
(Wynton Marsalis, who is now either the oldest 
of the new wave or the newest of the old, also 
appears on three tracks.) Then he worked to 
establish the sort of camaraderie that prevailed 
during the Blue Note era. “More than any other 
record I’ve done, this one was like the Lamaze 
method—I was with it all the way from idea 
until birth. For the actual recording, we tried to 
make it as relaxed as possible. We recorded over 
a period of four days, and tried a bunch of dif¬ 
ferent duo and trio combinations.” 

As jazz historians have observed, Blue Note 
in its heyday was not just a place for stars. It 
maintained a talent pool of widely divergent 
backgrounds. Instrumentalists were expected to 
fill both sideman and leader roles, and executed 
every assignment with finesse. The young guys 
learned from the old guys. 

Henderson’s way of thinking about music 
was shaped by that experience, which began 
shortly after his release from the military in 1962. 
“I’ve always tried to play to the situation, and I 
think those different settings taught me that,” he 
says. “I was always trying to interpret Andrew 
Hill, say, better than he could have written it out. 
Rather than force-feed the same character on 
everything I play, I try to find and produce the 
tone that fits the need. At Blue Note, you did that 
constantly. You could never get burned out on 
yourself, because there were so many different 
players, every record required something differ-



ent from you. I went back and listened to Grant 
Green’s Idle Moments; there’s a ballad that’s 
something like 14 minutes long, and it was so 
smooth, like burning on a low flame. And you 
can hear Ben Webster running through my brain 
that day. This was a different Joe Henderson than 
on something like ‘Inner Urge.’” 

As he talks about his “imitations” of the 
great saxophonists—“when I get a certain kind 
of soft reed on there, I can make you think 
you’re hearing Prez”—it’s clear that Hender¬ 
son, who spends part of the year teaching at his 
home in San Francisco, understands the impor¬ 
tance of absorbing the greats. He’s certainly 
become accustomed to having his improbable 
galloping runs transcribed and dissected by 
scores of aspiring saxophonists curious about 
his ability to blend traditional bebop with a 
highly individual harmonic scheme. 

But he also sees a line between imitation and 
theft, and he believes Michael Brecker, a former 
student, has crossed it. For years, Henderson 
says, musicians who play with both him and 
Brecker have mentioned it. Brecker didn’t bor¬ 
row just anything, Henderson maintains. He 
claims he’s heard Brecker play some of the 
“armor-piercing ideas”—of four- and eight-bar 
duration—Henderson knows he spent time 
working out in the practice room. 

“I’m listening to the radio at about 3 a.m., and 
there was a thing on the Claus Ogerman record, 
eight bars of this stuff I know when and where I 
worked it out. This wasn’t just a lick—this stuff 
was consumed by me, became one with me. 
Then I’m watching TV in Zurich, and they had a 
tape of Miles in Montreux on. So I kick back, 
and Herbie [Hancock] comes on, then Michael 
comes out to play with Herbie. And I heard 
myself, phrase after phrase. I think I know what 
I do, and somehow I think that’s dishonest. 

“It’s one thing to be influenced by someone, 
and hear the essence of the influence in the work. 
It’s another thing to have your shit burglarized. 
Most players live with the music of their influ¬ 
ences and at some point arrive at something that 
is their own. That didn’t happen here.” 

Told of Henderson’s charges, Brecker re¬ 
sponded, “He’s most definitely an influence, 
along with John Coltrane and Sonny Rollins. 
I’ve been listening to Joe since I was 14 years 
old. He was important, particularly when I was 
learning how to play. ” 

But Brecker bristled at the notion that he 
stole Henderson’s licks: “That’s absurd.” 

As Henderson talks about the theft of his 
ideas, his tone suggests he’s even more disturbed 
about what it says about the jazz process, the 
exchange of information between peers. For 

years he’s adhered to an admirable work ethic, 
proceeding with his performing and writing as 
selflessly as possible. He hasn’t “crossed over,” or 
resorted to gimmicks; though many saw his all¬ 
female band as a ploy, he defends it as one of the 
most surprising bands he’s ever had. Throughout 
the lean ’80s, when the only new Joe Henderson 
records were live albums, his sound illuminated 
works by Marsalis (Thick in the South), McCoy 
Tyner (New York Reunion) and even Rickie Lee 
Jones (Pure Pop). (Recently, his profile went up a 
notch when Marsalis booked him for a March 
Lincoln Center concert devoted to big band 

music Henderson and Dorham had written for a 
rehearsal band in the ’60s.) 

“I used to think of it as a holy word, jazz,” 
Henderson muses. “The concept meant some¬ 
thing to me. It was a way of life. Now you go to 
a George Wein festival and you see the term 
stretched all out of proportion. Used to be, you 
heard a jazz musician, you knew right away that 
he was playing from his conviction. Now these 
people get a goodly amount of air time, TV 
time, modeling time as jazz musicians. And 
they forget that what brought them attention in 
the first place was the music.” 'S’ 
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recorded Porter’s “So in Love” for Red Hot + Blue, the tribute album 
released in 1990 to raise money for AIDS research.“The Red Hot + 
Blue track was a real key, a cornerstone to this album,” says Ben 
Mink, lang’s longtime songwriting partner and musical collaborator. 
When Mink and lang set out to write Ingenue they knew that it was 
time to move away from country. “I have to clean house once in a 
while,” she explains. “I have to totally switch directions and even 
philosophies. I went through a catharsis with this album. A total 
metamorphosis. This album is very introspective. Very from the 
inside.” Part of that shift included saying goodbye to her longtime 
band, the Reclines. “The Reclines had developed a certain sound, it 

According to lang, her country era is ended. “I don’t want to be 
bitter about the country music scene,” she says. “I did it with respect 
and with humor. But it’s like a love affair. It’s over. It’s time to move 
on.” 

Ironically, both she and Lyle Lovett, another black sheep in the 
Nashville family, have veered away from country at a time when it’s 
finally begun to dominate the pop charts (see Brooks, Garth). “I think 
we’re both just following our natural creative paths,” says lang. Mink 
hints that lang chose that path because of the limitations and con¬ 
straints of the country scene. “It was the politics of country music 
that was the problem,” he says. “You’ve got to fit. k.d. was too daring. 
She was too country for pop and too hip for country.” 

“In the beginning,” says lang, “I thought I was going to change 
country music.” Her approach was unlike any other. She combined 

the intense sentimentality of country music and its quirkiness with 
her own performance-art-inspired campy stage persona, lang was 
able to pull it off because of her voice, whose depth, range and inten¬ 
sity can soothe even the most rankled country enthusiast. 

And though she may have idolized Patsy Cline, sheliardly had the 
fragile, demure demeanor of her mentor. Still, lang insists that her 
short, spikey hair, her sawed-off cowboy boots, her absurd drag 
queen takeoffs on traditional country swing dresses and her boyish 
manner were not intended to mock the medium. 

“I’m androgynous,” she says, matter-of-factly. (With Ingenue, 
however, lang says she’s tapped into her more feminine side.) 

Androgyny, which she says is “synonymous with 
k.d. lang,” is, according to k.d., “a polite way of 
having people speculate. Country music is very 
old-school, male-dominated, Christian-oriented. 
It’s probably everything that I’m not on a lot of 
different levels.” 

Born in 1961, Kathy Dawn Lang grew up in 
the Canadian farming community of Consort, 
Alberta. (She adopted the lower-case initials out 
of a fondness for the way it looked, but that’s as 
far as the e.e. cummings connection goes.) Her 
mom, a grade school teacher, was determined to 
expose her four children to cultural pursuits. She 
religiously carted Kathy and her older siblings off 
to their classical piano lessons at a convent 60 
miles away. There they studied with Sister Xavier, 
whose idea of discipline involved knuckle rap¬ 
pings with a ruler. “She was really neat though,” 
says k.d. “She was the one who got me into 
singing.” lang’s older brother John turned out to 
be a prodigy at the piano. “He was on the genius 
level,” says lang. 

k.d. began competing in vocal recitals when she 
was about five. She eventually quit piano and 
took up guitar. “I was more comfortable with the 
guitar,” she says. “It was more accessible for the 

She and her sister grew up listening to Delaney and Bonnie Bram¬ 
lett, Maria Muldaur and Joe Cocker. Country music wasn’t a very big 
part of their record collection, lang was, however, somewhat of an 
Anne Murray enthusiast. “When I was nine, I wrote her a song. I 
think it was called ‘Let’s Try It Together.’ It was a ‘We Are the 
World’-type song.” lang sent the song off to Murray with the 
postscript, “You have permission to write music to these lyrics.” No 
reply arrived. 

Despite her musical talents, lang says that her first ambition was to 
be a roller derby queen. “It was exciting,” she explains. “It was the 
only thing that came on TV on Saturday that was worth watching, 
other than ‘The Beverly Hillbillies.’” lang also rode a motorbike and 
was a school jock. “I played absolutely every sport,” she says. 

Somewhere along the way she abandoned her roller derby ambi-

was a country sound and I just wanted to change.” voice.” 
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tions and majored in music at Red Deer Col¬ 
lege in Alberta. She was also an active mem¬ 
ber of an avant-garde performance art 
troupe. It was during her college days that 
she began to discover country music. In one 
local theater production, she played the part 
of a country singer modeled after Patsy 
Cline. That was her introduction to her 
future musical inspiration. Part of the con¬ 
nection lang felt with country was the “small 
town” aspect. “Bake sales in the church base¬ 
ment, that sort of thing.” 

“I love country music,” says lang. “But 

the feeling from the Nashville community 
wasn’t entirely mutual. It’s a real funny mar¬ 
ket. The pendulum has swung back to tradi¬ 
tionalism and there’s no place for someone 
like me. There have always been these out¬ 
laws, left-of-center country artists like Rank 
and File and before that Rosanne Cash and 
before that Johnny Cash and Wayion and 
Willie.” Despite her gorgeous voice, lang 
probably didn’t endear herself to the country 
conservatives with her wild stage presence. 
Her decidedly unfeminine manner undoubt¬ 
edly alienated those who adhered to country 
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music’s gender-rigid boundaries. Many saw 
her approach as mocking or sarcastic. There 
was an outcry when she won a Grammy in 
the “Best Country Collaboration” category 
for her duet of “Cryin’” with the late Roy 
Orbison. “That upset a few people in 
Nashville,” remembers Mink. 

The breaking point with the conservative 
country mindset was lang’s 1990 “Meat 
Stinks” campaign for the animal rights orga¬ 
nization PETA (People for the Ethical Treat¬ 
ment of Animals). 

“If you knew how meat was made,” said 
lang in a series of frequently aired TV spots, 
“you’d lose your lunch.” It caused an uproar 
in the beef belt. 

“Radio stations that never played me in the 
first place were banning me,” she says, shak¬ 
ing her head. “I didn’t care so much that they 
weren’t playing my records.” What disturbed 
her most was the effect that the backlash had 
in Consort. “The vortex of the controversy 
was in my hometown,” she says. “It wasn’t so 
much the criticism in the press. It was the per¬ 
sonal attacks on my family that were really 
painful. Alberta is a small place. Everyone 
treats you like you’re their own. They’re 
your best fans but they’re also your worst 
critics. It can be very double-sided.” lang says 
that her family, who’ve been supportive of 
nearly everything she’s done, asked her to be 
a little less outspoken on certain issues. “I 
don’t know if I can do that,” she admits. “I’m 
the kind of person who tends to blurt out 
what I shouldn’t blurt out.” She still hasn’t 
fully recovered from the brouhaha. “I went 
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from being Canada’s little queen to all of a 
sudden having the whole country against me. 
It’s a little scary to feel that wave shift.” 

lang’s outspokenness and confrontational 
style are misleading. “I die when people criti¬ 
cize me,” she says. “I totally fall apart.” She 
rarely reads about herself in the press (a 
friend serves as her censor). For that matter, 
lang says that she hardly reads, period. “I 
read three things,” she says, “graffiti, the 
phone book and the dictionary. If you spend 
two hours reading your book, I’ll spend two 
hours reading the way a bug will crawl up a 
leaf. I really spend more time in nature than 
anywhere else. I learn from nature.” 
Throughout the conversation, she’s been 
looking out the window at her newly refilled 
birdfeeder, which is a big success. 

As dusk settles in, lang lights incense and 
candles—which for the moment serve as the 
only light source. Her house, which she says 
belongs to a friend (“I’m a squatter here when 
I’m in town”), takes on the air of a log cabin 
in the middle of nowhere. Except when you 
catch a glimpse of the spectacular view of the 
Los Angeles basin, lang is saying something 

rarely heard from a recording artist these 
days. “I love my record company,” she says, 
sincerely. “I’m sure I’m one of the few artists 
that can say that.” 

After releasing her first album, A Truly 
Western Experience, on an independent 
Canadian label, lang signed with Seymour 
Stein’s Sire Records. She went with Sire 
“mostly because of Seymour. I mean, look 
who he’s signed.” The roster includes the 
Talking Heads, the Pretenders and Madonna. 
“It’s a very eclectic label and it has longevi¬ 
ty.” 

Her Sire debut, 1987’s Angel with a Lariat, 
was produced by Dave Edmunds, whose 
rockabilly background (he produced the 
Stray Cats) weighs heavily on the album. 
While considered an auspicious debut, the 
album still sounded forced and uneven. It 
certainly didn’t live up to the expectations of 
those who’d seen lang’s live performances, 
lang admits that she wasn’t happy with it. “It 
was so stressful,” she says. “Part of it was 
that [Edmunds] didn’t understand what 1 
was doing and I was just so hyper and enthu¬ 
siastic and overly emotional. I fought every¬ 

thing he said, whether it was right or wrong. 
I just wanted to get my record out and I 
wanted to be a big star right away.” lang, 
who’s putting together a song list for an 
upcoming tour, said that she recently listened 
to Lariat for the first time in a while. “I’ve 
started to like it again,” she says. “It’s kind of 
peppy.” 

Lariat didn’t make her a big star. That 
came with her second Sire album, Shadow¬ 
land, which she recorded with Nashville leg¬ 
end, and longtime Cline producer, Owen 
Bradley. 

“Through my love for Patsy Cline, I 
sought after Owen, who produced every 
record she ever made, along with Loretta 
Lynn, Red Foley, Ernest Tubb and Brenda 
Lee.” 

As the story goes, lang had been courting 
Bradley through a mutual friend. He finally 
came around after catching lang’s perfor¬ 
mance of the Cline tearjerker “Three 
Cigarettes in an Ashtray” on the “Tonight 
Show.” 

“Finally he said yeah,” she remembers. “It 
was magical.” It was also a pretty ambitious 
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move for someone at her stage in her career. 
“People thought I was crazy,” she admits. But 
the outcome was a stunning collection of 
country standards climaxing with the 
“Honky Tonk Angels Medlev,” featuring 
guest appearances by Brenda Lee, Loretta 
Lynn and Kitty Wells. 

It wasn’t lang’s first encounter with a leg¬ 
end. She’d teamed with Roy Orbison in 1987 
to record “Cryin’” for the soundtrack of the 
forgettable Jon Cryer film Hiding Ont. 

lang says that she was at first reluctant to 
make the record. “They wanted it to be a 

duet and I said it should be either Roy 
singing or me singing. It shouldn’t be a 
duet.” She then came to her senses. “I started 
to wake up and go, ‘It’s Roy Orbison that 
you’ll be singing with, you goon.’” The per¬ 
formance was a pivotal experience for lang. 
“His involvement in my life, however short, 
was so multifaceted and so golden I’m still 
feeling the benefits of it,” she says. “Cryin’” 
led to lang’s participation in the “Black and 
White Night” Cinemax special featuring 
Orbison, Bruce Springsteen, Elvis Costello, 
Tom Waits and Bonnie Raitt, among others. 
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After Orbison’s sudden death in December 
of 1988, lang inherited the song, which she 
performed at the 1989 Songwriter’s Hall of 
Fame dinner at the request of Orbison’s 
widow Barbara. 

“To have the right to go ahead and sing a 
standard like that is a wonderful thing,” says 
lang. “1 always think of Roy when I sing it.” 
She says that she found Orbison to be 
“peaceful and quiet and strong, like a tree.” 
While recording their duet, they shared a 
mike and his cheek brushed against hers. 
“His cheek was softer than mine,” she says. 

After 1989’s Absolute Torch and Twang, 
lang took time out from the public eye (save 
for the “Meat Stinks” outburst) to make a 
movie with Percy Adlon, the director of 
Baghdad Cafe, who’d directed lang in her 
Red Hot + Blue video. The film, entitled 
Salmonberries, is sure to offend someone, 
lang’s character is “a half-breed Eskimo 
tomboy. It’s a story of a relationship between 
these two women. It borders on a love story 
but it never really consummates,” she says. It 
was while working on Salmonberries, which 
was filmed in Alaska and Berlin, that she 
began to write the songs for Ingenue. 

lang came up with the title first. As expla¬ 
nation, she offers the dictionary’s definition. 
“It means unworldly, naive, artless. An 
unworldly artless woman played by an 
actress.” She says that this is her most per¬ 
sonal album to date. Thematically, she was 
liberated from the country metaphors 
(“pulling at the reins,” “trail of broken 
hearts”) that were so prevalent in her earlier 
songwriting. 

“This album is emotional puberty for me,” 
she says. The songs focus, she says, on “unre¬ 
quited love...the worst kind. But I think that 
it has a positive overtone.” Later in the con¬ 
versation, she explains that the unrequited 
aspect of the love is from the perspective of 
someone who’s met her soul mate, but the 
realities of their lives don’t allow them to be 
together. “There’s only one subject to ever 
talk about really,” she says wistfully. “It’s 
certainly the only thing to really write 
about.” 

The album’s opening track sets the the¬ 
matic tone. The song, called “Save Me,” is 
about yearning and longing and pain. 

“Pain creates great art,” says lang, sound¬ 
ing like an ingenue. “There’s nothing like a 
good heartbreak to get a good song.” The 
second track, “Mind of Love,” is equally 
unsettling. “I never really considered that a 
song,” says lang. “I considered that a conver-



sation with God. I wrote it in this very room, 
on that little typewriter that my friend bought 
on the street in New York for $10.” 

While writing the album, lang stopped lis¬ 
tening to country music and focused on 
singers. “I love Karen Carpenter, she’s one of 
the greatest vocalists ever. And Nat King Cole, 
I worship the ground he walks on.” Other 
influences she names includejoni Mitchell, 
Carmen McCrae, Peggy Lee, Julie London 
and Yma Sumac. Musically, both she and Mink 
credit the Bacharach/David songs and the 
music of Kurt Weill as primary inspirations. 
Mink describes their collaborative writing 

process as “very intuitive, very primitive. We 
lock ourselves in a room like two monkeys 
and we set up a trapeze of instruments. We 
intellectualizc much later,” he says. 

Country music served as the “template” for 
their previous collaborations, says Mink. This 
album had no such thing. Making it much 
more difficult. “Not a lot varies in country 
except a singer’s voice,” he explains. “You’re 
not encouraged to break form.” This album is 
sprinkled with traces of Eastern musical influ¬ 
ences. Mink, who comes from a Hasidic Jew¬ 

ish family, says that he grew up around this 
kind of music and that lang had become 
intrigued by it as well. 

The greatest difficulty in making the album 
was when lang, Mink and co-producer Greg 
Penny went into the recording studio. The 
album was recorded in Vancouver, near lang’s 
permanent residence, a farm with goats, a pig, 
three horses, four dogs and a Harley David¬ 
son. 

“This was the easiest and the hardest record 
I’ve ever made,” she says. “Tracking was a 
dream come true.” The trauma came when it 
was time to sing. “The hardest thing in the 
world was to get these vocals,” she says. 

“She’s brutally honest when she sings,” 
notes Mink. “She sings into a mirror. She had 
to find a new voice—not the 'yahoo k.d.’—to 
learn to sing her own songs.” 

Writing such honest emotional lyrics was 
painful enough. “When I started to do the 
vocals,” says lang, “I was still singing from 
the writer’s perspective.” She compares the 
experience to going to a therapist. “If you had 
the choice, do you really want to sit there and 
cry for a couple of hours?” While she felt 

drained with each take, her vocals still sound¬ 
ed flat. 

“I thought I’d lost it,” she says. “I thought 
that my voice was taken away from me.” 
There was, however, a physiological explana¬ 
tion for what was happening, lang’s pitch was 
off because she needed a root canal. Fortunate¬ 
ly she was scheduled to interrupt the recording 
sessions for a few weeks to promote Salmon¬ 
berries in Europe. She had the dental work on 
the day she left. In Europe, she spent most of 
her time alone. “I practiced for hours, while 
walking through Paris, Berlin, Stockholm and 
Zurich. I discovered that I’d been singing from 
the wrong place. When I came home, I got it.” 

Mink says that on her first day back from 
Europe, they did vocals for four tracks. “It was 
like learning another language,” he says. 
“Finally the words and phrases began to make 
sense.” 

The finished product is an album that lang’s 
more excited about than anything she’s done 
before. “There’s a quiet kind of thing going on 
with this record and it makes me really happy. 
Everyone wants to work on this record. I’ve 
never had that before.” 'u’ 
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nder an Arctic air mass that has plunged Lan¬ 

caster, Pennsylvania off the wind chill factor and into the Siberian Gulag scale, a cou¬ 

ple hundred kids shiver and loudly demand entrance to the Chameleon Club. The sight of their breath steaming 

above them like smoke over a steel mill inhibits an actual riot from breaking out. One 

kid loses his temper and curses in the presence of a cop, who doesn’t like that sort of language in Lancaster, and 

that’s about as rough as it gets. In this weather, just standing in line makes the ulti¬ 

mate statement of wanting to rock ’n’ roll. ■ Inside the Chameleon, it has been an even longer afternoon. 

Video shoots notoriously generate boredom unless you have some abiding interest in 

film lighting, and this one—with seven cameras to arrange—reaches Olympic levels of tedium. All this extra 

equipment on overloaded circuits has created buzz in the amps, buzz that must be 

found and terminated. Buzz takes no account of shooting schedules. ■ “I just liked their attitude. They were 

JLV 
AV 

playing for real, not trying to sound like somebody else,” says club owner Rich Ruoff of the band Live, who await the stage. Then 

called Public Affection, Live drew less than 20 people at their first show here two years ago, and Ruoff 

couldn’t afford to pay them except with an invitation to return. They did, they built a following, and their major-label debut Mental 

jewelry has just jumped 101 places on the Billboard chart, from 200 to 99. Not bad for unknowns in their sec¬ 

ond week. MTV has given them prominent display in the Buzz Bin. Could we be talking phenomenon here? Like a baseball pitcher 

going into the ninth inning with a no-hitter, no one wants to say it out loud. ■ About two hours after it 

gets dark, the crowd rushes inside, the cameras roll and Live takes the stage to ecstatic response. Kids leap from the balcony, pogo 

frantically and are passed hand-to-hand overhead—not all of which quite fits the music. Nothing quite 
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fits the music. Live really doesn’t sound 
like anyone else. Maybe R.E.M. over a 
jazz fusion rhythm section, maybe U2 
with greater metaphysical distress, come 
closest as analogies. The singer and occa¬ 
sional acoustic guitar player Edward 
Kowalczyk emotes like Eddie Cochran 
locked in a steel-cage death match with 
Immanuel Kant. He doesn’t dance much, 
but has sweeping command of the grand 
gesture. Guitarist Chad Taylor mostly 
sets the groove, Edge-like, with hypnotic 
elbow action on his Stratocaster. Drum¬ 
mer Chad Gracey (yes, that’s two Chads 
in one band) operates in some other cos¬ 
mos than the usual 2/4 boom-chukka in 
rock ’n’ roll. He doesn’t sound like Char¬ 
lie Watts, or John Bonham, or Keith 
Moon...maybe early Buddy Rich? And 
then there’s the bass player, Patrick 
Dahlheimer, likely destined to rise to the 
pantheon of Low-End Superstars with the 
likes of John Entwistle, Stanley Clarke and 
Flea. The guy can slap and snap. He looks 
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like Droopy Dog. His shoulders slump. His 
eyes gaze perpetually downward, as if to 
look upward would invite God to smite 
him with a plague of boils. So, all in all, a 
strange visual presence: three neatly coiffed 
Eagle Scouts and a guy who you figure the 
police will have to talk off the ledge before 
the night’s through. 

“I don’t really listen to other bass play¬ 
ers,” says Dahlheimer backstage, and a 
comfortable backstage it is: big mirrors in 
the dressing room, enough space to sit, a 
convenient area to store your equipment, 
easy access to the street—concepts un¬ 
heard of in New York. “I listen to bands. 
Individually, I think we’re okay as players, 
but together, something jells with us. 
Together we play really different. We’re a 
band.” 

Surely John Entwistle was one of your 
influences? 

“I hate the Who. A lot of people compare 
us but I never listened to him.” 

Well, whose lines did you learn when 
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you were starting out? 
“In York I had a teacher named Don 

Carn who taught me how to use my thumb. 
When I was 14 I learned every Duran 
Duran bassline, and I don’t think I’ve 
improved since then. I don’t even remem¬ 
ber the guy’s name. Just some poor excuse 
for a white guy trying to be funky.” 

Duran Duran the main influence on the 
next great bass virtuoso—call it irony, or 
call it generations passing in the night. The 
oldest Live member was born in 1970. All 
four were graduated from William Penn 
Senior High School in York, PA, in 1989. 
They’ve been playing together since the 
eighth grade talent show. They’re smart 
enough to grab college students who dig 
what Robert Plant likes to call “the deep 
and meaningless.” They play well enough 
to entice technical-prowess worshipers. 
They’re young enough and pretty enough 
to grab a high percentage of pubescent girls 
who think Marky Mark should leave it in 
his pants. They have plenty of hooks and 
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Live’s songs have strange titles like “Opera¬ 
tion Spirit (The Tyranny of Tradition)” and 
“Mother Earth Is a Vicious Crowd.” 
Ostensibly solipsistic titles like “Mirror 
Song” and “Tired of ‘Me.’” Hippie 
anachronism titles like “10,000 Years (Peace 
Is Now)” and “Brothers Unaware.” 
Strange lyrics that plead with varying 
degrees of directness for everyone to shed 
their “mental jewelry,” the bogus accou¬ 
trements of identity that culture burns into 
our hides at birth, leaving us zombies in 
thrall to the nation-state. 

“The weird thing is, we’re selling out in 
record stores in Lincoln, Nebraska,” says 
Phil Schuster, who does A&R for Radioac¬ 
tive, a young label whose first big act was 
London Beat. He’d had the job four 
months when he picked Live out of the 
slush pile. “Live hasn’t done a real tour yet. 
You listen to so many bad tapes and see so 
many bad showcases that it gets discourag¬ 
ing after a while. I listened to the first two 
songs on the tape and I knew they had 
something unique. With a band like that, 
you just know. I saw them play several 
times and they always performed with the 
same intensity, whether it was to a full club 
or 15 people. They just love to play. The 
only thing I can’t figure out is why no one 
else signed them first.” 

“I firmly believe that cream rises to the 
top, but in some cases, an act can take so 
long to break that the act breaks first,” says 
Gary Kurfirst, head of Radioactive and 
manager of such bands as Talking Heads, 
Ramones and B.A.D. “With Live it’s hap¬ 
pening so fast it’s almost scary. I’ve always 
believed in managing for long-term careers 
and not going for the quick kill. I don’t 
believe in hits, just best songs. We haven’t 
even put out the single, and it’s working. I 
still can’t get over how young they are. In 
Los Angeles recently they happened to run 
into ZZ Top in the hotel and Chad [Taylor] 
said to them, in complete sincerity, ‘You’re 
my father’s favorite band.’” 

“Unlike most demo tapes, theirs had real 
melodies,” says Jerry Harrison, key¬ 
boardist for Talking Heads and producer 
of Live. “Ed can sing in the classical sense, 
but it doesn’t cut down on the fervor. He 
has honesty and intense beliefs. I think that 



living in York out of the mainstream has made them less derivative, 
more indigenous. When 1 made suggestions, they weren’t looking 
over their shoulders at what some other band was doing.” 

“You can put this in vour article,” says Edward Kowalczyk late at 
night in a Philadelphia hotel room. “We stole phone numbers out of 
Jerry’s book.” 

“I took the Edge’s phone number,” says Chad Taylor. “Tried to 
call him.” 

“1 got Susan Sarandon’s phone number,” says Chad Gracey. 
“We got Fab Eive Freddy’s,” says Ed. “Tons of famous people. 

Pat was the sneaky one. He looked first, and he saw Robbie Robert¬ 
son and Brian Ino. Next day I looked and I flipped. Yeah, the Edge. 
I got his address too.” 

“Lou Reed. Iggy Pop,” says Chad G. 
“And noneoi them worked,” says Ed. 
“We’re pretty sure the Edge’s worked,” says Chad T. “But he 

wasn’t at home, ’cause he just left his wife. Jerry’s gonna kill us 
when he finds out.” 

Born and raised in York, PA, a town of 50,000 people who work 
for Caterpillar and Harley' Davidson and have no local rock club to 
attend, the members of Eive look about 15 years old up close. In 
tortoise-shell yuppie glasses, Ed plays a stunning Dr. Jekyll when 
compared to his onstage Mr. Hy de. Chad Taylor wears a Pitts¬ 
burgh Steelers cap and has a look in his eve that assistant principals 
have probably wanted to slap out of him for years. Chad Gracey 

mostly defers to his bandmates. And Patrick Dahlheimcr has opted 
out of the interview. 

“We were bound for college and decided not to do it,” says Ed. 
“That was the serious turning point, deciding not to go to col¬ 

lege,” says Chad T. 
“You couldn’t tell our teachers that, or our parents,” says Chad 

G. “They all said we were nuts. They’re more supportive now, 
but...” 

“The parents were always supportive,” says Chad T., “but 
before, thev thought the band was a mistake.” 

“We applied to the dumbest colleges we could find,” says Chad G. 
“Yeah, we found the girl-to-guy ratios, and if it was eight-to-one, 

we applied,” says Chad T. 
“ I was going,” says Ed, with a shudder. 
“I le was an honor-roll kind of guy,” says Chad T. 
“ 1 was going to American University or Gettysburg or the Uni-

versity of Delaware. I was into the whole scene, getting my grades 
up, getting good SA I’ scores.” 

What were they? 
“ I had a 1080 or 1100,” says Ed. “Couldn’t get over 500 in math.” 
“Mine were about one hundred,” says Chad T. “We were playing 

a private school the night of the test, and we were recording our 
independent album Death of a Dictionary, and I couldn’t concen¬ 
trate. 1 just tilled in the answers.” 

Was there a moment when you guys knew you had jelled as a 
band? “There were a bunch of moments,” says Ed. “Mostly it was 
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when the songs started to happen, and it built from there. The first 
time I felt there was something original was when we wrote that 
song ‘Good Pain.’ That was a pretty long time ago, our junior year 
in high school. I knew we had something. I remember being in the 
garage, I remember what I was wearing, I remember what I was 
feeling. And I fell over the kerosene heater, and Matt Gracey 
[cousin of Chad G.] grabbed me; I was spinning around, going 
berserk. We started to sing that chorus, and I knew. After that, we 
had a definite sound and a definite way of bringing the songs 
about that was unique to us.” 

Besides having unique songs and a unique style of playing 
them, Live distinguishes itself from other bands by uttering an 
extremely high percentage of speech fragments per paragraph of 
conversation. This is not because they are inarticulate or messed 
up—they have no interest in drugs and minimal interest in 
beer—it is because they think about deep stuff, grope for answers 
and aver glibness. Like a lot of self-educated people, Ed has let his 
interests run where they will, which has given his lyrics perspec¬ 
tive. Much of that perspective originates in the writings of J. 
Krishnamurti, the Indian non-guru who recommended that peo¬ 
ple not have gurus, work stuff out for themselves, not identify 
themselves with nations or religions and love everyone equally 
and no one individual romantically. He wrote many books, gave 
thousands of lectures which still show up on odd cable channels 
and lived to a ripe old age. He also failed at his ideals—he had fol¬ 
lowers who gave him big piles of money and he had affairs with 

his non-initiates. 
“Whatever he might have done, I just quoted him,” says Ed. 

“That doesn’t mean I’m his follower.” 
He didn’t want any followers. 
“Right.” 
But he had them. 
“I couldn’t care less. The truth of a statement like ‘You Are the 

World’ [both a Krishnamurti book and a Live song], no matter who 
said it or what the personality behind it...it has the ring of truth 
that...any bigger mind that said anything revolutionary, it...some 
kind of like...it has that ending quality to it...like, you can go the 
way you’re going, and unless you stop in the present and see clearly 
what is actually happening inside you and the world around you... 
so it wouldn’t really, wouldn’t matter what phrases he carried....” 

“The thing is, we don’t give advice to read Krishnamurti,” says 
Chad T. “I don’t like his writing style myself.” 

“I don’t care about his life, or his soap opera,” says Ed. “To me, 
there’s something there, if you look at it seriously. And it makes 
sense. And it’s completely real. And I have no desire to increase his 
book sales. I’m just saying there’s something, and 1 saw it. The point 
is, you can always find a way to feel justified about some movement 
or country, but when does the cycle of violence stop? Who is going 
to say, no matter what Saddam Husseins come into being in the next 
hundred years, no more war? We’ve always tried to solve problems 
with war and conflict...maybe it didn’t start that way. It started 
with someone saying, ‘I’m an American. I feel chills when the 
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national anthem is played, when soldiers 
march down the street.’ It started with ‘I’m 
a Christian,’ or ‘I’m a Muslim,’ or ‘I’m a 
Jew’...” 

It started with human beings wearing 
that “mental jewelry.” 

“Right. Exactly. You can’t have world 
peace when people believe they are one 
thing and not another. We’re victims of con¬ 
ditioning, of nationalism and ideology.” 

What would you do if the Gulf War had 
stretched out and you were drafted tomor¬ 
row? 

“I wouldn’t go,” says Chad T. “1 
wouldn’t kill. If the government said that 
meant I had to go to jail, then fine. I’d die in 
jail. Just so I don’t cross that line, so I don’t 
commit that violence.” 

Do you define yourselves in terms of reli¬ 
gion? Agnostic? Atheist? Deist? 

“None of the above,” says Ed. “If you 
really see the futility of believing in God, 
you also see the futility of believing in athe¬ 
ism. The belief system is the problem. I 
think it’s just an easy way to explain your¬ 
self to people. Christianity has a lot of 
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answers, but the truth is, I have no idea 
what’s going to happen to me when I die. 
Absolutely none. I don’t even know what’s 
going to happen in the next minute. We’re 
all clueless. But I think there’s power in 
admitting that.” 

Is it true that “ Mirror Song” was inspired 
by Dustin I loftman on “Phil Donahue”? 

“Yeah. Well, it was a specific example of 
the global problem of each individual car¬ 
ing about himself and himself only. Dustin 
Hoffman was trying to raise money to help 
this girl with a rare form of leukemia. He 
said, ‘I don’t know why people don’t give.’ 
I wish 1 had been there, because 1 wanted to 
say, ‘People are worried about their bank 
accounts, and they’ve been that way since 
they were born.’” 

Every day I walk by homeless, hungry 
people in New York and don’t give them 
anything. Sometimes I do, but it seems like 
another form of taxation. The government 
ought to be doing something, we as a com¬ 
munity ought to be doing something. 
Instead, the rich keep stealing. 

“I understand what you’re saying,” says 
Ed. “It’s not my responsibility, it’s not your 
responsibility, it’s our responsibility to feed 
people. The world could feed itself if the 
world wasn’t divided between rich and 
poor. That’s it: You see these people, and 
you get that feeling of T have but I don’t 
give. Why?’ Why can’t we solve that prob¬ 
lem? In ourselves. Us. That’s what drives 
me. That paradox. And it’s like hitting a 
brick wall.” 'S' 

LIVE WIRES 

E
DWARD KOWALCZYK plays a Takamine 

EN-1OC acoustic-electric with graphic 

equalizer direct through the PA. PATRICK 

DAHLHEIMER plays a Vigier bass with 

active pickups through Trace Elliot ampli¬ 

fication. CHAD GRACEY plays a five-piece Pearl 

with Zildjian cymbals. CHAD TAYLOR plays a 

Fender Strat, a Gibson Les Paul and a Fender 

Telecaster. His amplifier is at present undeter¬ 

mined. He recently purchased a very cool vin¬ 

tage Vox Buckingham only to discover during 

soundcheck that it had a two-pronged plug and 

he’d get electrocuted if he touched the mike 

while touching his strings. He reverted to his 

old amp, a Frankenstein-like creation consist¬ 

ing of a re-wired Peavey Heritage head fitted 

with an Alesis MIDIVerb. How does it sound? 

“Just like a Twin Reverb,” says Taylor. 
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ROCK'S RECULAR CUYS OVERCOME ADDICTION 

AMPUTATION AND DEATH ■ BY MARK ROWLAND 

o,” asked the cab driver as we throttled along the narrow 

streets of Dublin, “Have you seen The Commitments^ 
It was the third time someone had asked me about that 

movie since my arrival from Los Angeles 20 hours earlier. 

^Dublin may be the capital city of the grand emerald isle, but it 

isalso a homey place that revels in its insularity. A film that 

purports to represent even a sliver of its culture is no trifling 

event. 

I thought it was great!” the cabbie boomed, in a way that 

leftlsmall room for counterpoint. “The kids could sing, 

couldn’t they? Though the town looked a little drab,” he 

notai defensively. “But I guess that’s what the movie wanted.” 

Aiew minutes later we arrived at the address of a converted 

warehouse called The Factory. It was a gray, damp afternoon, 

and the surrounding area looked, well, a little drab. I began to 

sense déjà vu. Up a couple of flights of stairs—and there they 

were, another Dublin band paying their “commitments” to 

some classic sounds that had once set souls afire. There stood 

the young, intent keyboard player, the three good-looking 

backup singers, the wild-eyed drummer, the star singer who’d 

had a few drops too many the night before... 

There was only one catch. They were playing the music of 

Slade. 

“Momma, Momma we’re all crazy now....” 

The reverberation in the room of the sweet-singing chorale 

and those perfect rock chords created a happy din. Joe Elliot, 

his blond tresses flowing over the top of a well-worn Ziggy 

Stardust T-shirt, directed the arrangement and chopped out 

the rhythm on an old Guild electric, not too badly either. I lis 

voice was shot, however—“I can’t even get up to the low 

notes,” he admitted good-naturedly. The previous night, he’d 

been up celebrating the completion of his contributions to the 
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new record by his other band, Def Leppard. The Leppard album, as usual, 
had taken four years. 

“Momma, Momma we’re all crazy now....” 
This band, by contrast, had been together approximately two weeks. 

Their first and only show, headlining an annual charity concert at 
Dublin’s Olympia Theatre to benefit the local children’s hospital, would 
take place in about 48 hours. Joe had come up with the name—“Glam 
Slam”—and the repertoire—Slade, Mott the Hoople, Ziggy-era David 
Bowie, Gary Glitter, the Sweet, T-Rex. It was the stuff he’d loved as a kid, 
the songs he’d often knock out on piano at the end of Def Leppard 
rehearsals—a sure signal to everyone else that it was time to go home. 

mates, he developed a style of drumming to compensate for his physical 
misfortune. His metamorphosis was one delay among many that resulted 
in a four-year wait between records, but the result, 1987’s Hysteria, sold 
14 million and catapulted the band into a triumphant world tour that 
lasted nearly two years. 

Within weeks after that tour’s end, Def Leppard was back in the stu¬ 
dio working on a new record. Then, in January 1991, Savage, Collen, 
Elliot and Allen received the phone call each had been dreading for years; 
Steve Clark was dead, a victim of chronic alcoholism. It took another 
year to complete the record, but that was the least of it. For better or ill, 
the band whose music reveled in the joys of being “deep and meaning-

But fellow Lepp Rick Savage was 
game to sit in on bass and help Joe 
put together his dream gig, which 
otherwise comprised players from 
local groups (including singer Maria 
Doyle, who really was in The Com¬ 
mitments). One-off or no, some of 
Def Leppard’s compulsive perfec¬ 
tionism was beginning to seep into 
their rehearsals. The band sounded 
tight, and Elliot was already getting 
worried about his lungs. 

“I guess I’ll have to rest ’em the 
next couple of days,” he said. “I 
know it’s just a gig to have fun, but I 
can’t help it. This voice, it’s a little bit 
like [football quarterback] Jim 
MacMahon’s arm,” he added dryly. 
“ It can still do the job. But if I was 
19, you might not want to give it that 
chance.” 

Elliot was younger than that when 
he and Rick Savage and drummer 

less,” as Joe Elliot put it, had been 
forced to confront the considerably 
deeper realities of their lives. 

Leaving The Factor}' in the twilight 
of late afternoon, Rick Savage 
appeared refreshed. “I’ve not had 
this much fun in months,” he 
declared. “Reminds me why I got 
into this business.” With his amiable 
good looks and thick shock of 
blond hair, Savage was the guy in the 
band who really looked like a rock 
star. He’s the one you’d figure 
would feel at home on a stage, 
which is true to a point; making 
records for years on end, he ex¬ 
plained while navigating the city’s 
knots of rush-hour traffic, was 
never his idea of a good time. He 
expressed admiration that sounded 
like envy for bands like Guns N’ 
Roses or Nirvana, who still let it 
hang every night. 

Rick Allen and guitarists Steve 
Clark and Pete Willis embarked on 
the unlikely success story of Def 
Leppard. They’d grown up in 
Sheffield, England, a working-class 

“The great thing about that stuff 
is that it has the energy you can 
only get at a certain age,” he said. 
“We were doing it in our own little 
way 10 years ago. But if we tried to 

city of musical unrenown. Their first album, released in the flush of Eng¬ 
land’s punk/new wave explosion, was either panned or ignored by the 
press. But the followup, High ’n' Dry, sold over two million copies in the 
U.S., and 1983’s Pyromania was a huge hit, eclipsed that year only by the 
mega-event of Michael Jackson’s Thriller. 

Still the group’s identity remained elusive. Their music suggested an 
ingenious pop/metal hybrid, but without the visual gimmickry of metal 
bands or the cult of personality that surrounded video pop icons. Def 
Leppard’s hooks were really hooks—tuneful vocal harmonies, well-
crafted song structures, crunchy guitar riffs. Mostly, it was music that 
made you feel good. Casual fans might not even have noticed when, 
following the release of Pyromania, but before that tour, guitarist Phil 
Collen replaced Pete Willis, whose alleged problems with alcohol 
forced his departure from the band. It would be a harbinger of troubles 
to come. 

On New Year’s Eve, 1984, drummer Rick Allen smashed up his car 
and nearly lost his life; his left arm was amputated. His career seemed 
over, but Allen had other ideas. With encouragement from his band-

do stuff like that now it would just be contrived. I mean, it might sound 
good,” he allowed. “But it wouldn’t be Guns N’ Roses.” 

The city fell away into the greenery and stone fences of rural Ireland. 
We arrived at Joe Elliot’s house, a modern affair on a hill with a widescreen 
view of the countryside, and entered the adjoining home studio, where the 
band had done most of their recording. 

It was a comfortable place, with a 32-track board, modern gear and 
leather-cushioned couches. A small kitchen and loo around the corner 
were more boy’s club, with a red felt marker by the toilet stall for graffiti. 
The doggerel was mildly vulgar, much of it regarding Australians. A 
photo of the band, circa 1988, had been ornamented by the marker in 
ways unflattering to everyone in the picture—all except Steve Clark, 
adorned simply by a fragile halo. 

Savage put on a tape of the new album, Adrenalize—“the mixes are still 
rough,” he cautioned, and commented on the songs as they came up. The 
leadoff track, a Bart Simpson-inspired raver called “Let’s Get Rocked,” 
had been written more or less on deadline, which meant it had been 
worked on for “only” three months. Other songs went back further—the 
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LAST WORDS FROM STEVE CLARK 

We never write a song to find an excuse to solo. It all After finishing Hysteria and before beginning work play anymore. 

than other bands I’m competing with. We’ve never let hard work, and half of the thing with Def Leppard is 

So this time, even when Hysteria was being mixed, appreciate what they do, but it don’t put me out. 

it’s healthy that we’re thinking about it beforehand. that a problem for you as musicians? 

LinnDrum. The drums were one of the last things to I’m aware of Steve Vai and things like that, I’ve heard 

go down. So if anything, it bought a lot of time for Rick them. I really don’t care for what they do. I don’t really 

studio, we went straight back in to work while he was 

trying to get his new kit going, so we worked to a 

really influenced me a lot, rather than just to sit down 

on a stool and play faster than somebody else. I mean, 

It didn’t really affect things too much. Not that it of the material, he produced it, played his solos, and 

was a good thing to happen, but once we were in the live, he was a good showman. So the whole package 

Will Mutt l^ngeproduce it? 

We don’t know yet. I’d love it if he could, but 

on Adrenalize, Def Leppard’s guitarist talked with 

Matt Resnicoff about his view of the band’s past and his 

hopes for the future. 

to experiment a little. He didn’t hold things up too enjoy guitarists who just show how great they are. I We’re very conscious not to let that happen ever again. 

I don’t think about it too much, to be quite honest. 

[Engi’S] 

Who influenced your playing? 

Mainly Led Zeppelin and Jimmy Page. I like Jimmy 

Page not just for the guitar playing, but he wrote most 

much but, you know, it wasn’t the best thing that could 

have happened. It threw everybody for a little while. 

Since Phil replaced Pete Willis on guitar, it would 

seem like the success the band achieved after Pyroma¬ 

nia could have been partly due to the change in the line¬ 

up. Why did Pete leave? 

Eh...well he...one, he had a drinking problem. But it 

What made Def Leppard explode with Pyromania, 

after so many years of struggling on a local and cult 

scale? 

We had a great album, probably the best-produced, 

best-recorded album at the time. There was no filler. 

And the group sort of looked fresh, had a good attitude 

and really worked hard. The market was right, some¬ 

thing was lacking that we filled. 

How was recording Hysteria different from Pyro¬ 

mania? 

When we started recording we decided that we 

didn’t want to make it like Pyromania at all, that we 

wanted a different approach. We didn’t use any key¬ 

boards, and Pyromania had a lot of keyboards on it. 

We went out of our way to write keyboard parts we 

could play on guitars and to orchestrate it a lot more. 

And we wrote in a different way. In the old days we 

used to come up with a riff and then try and put the 

vocal on top of it. On Hysteria we came up with the 

vocal lines and real simple chord sequences and then 

put little riffs in the gaps between the vocals. It was a 

different approach altogether. 

There’s virtually no time when Phil [Collen] and 1 

arc playing the same chord; we’re always playing dif¬ 

ferent parts that don’t really mean anything on their 

own, but when you put them together, it all gclls. So 

musically, I think it’s an improvement. 

Phil says you have equal share in writing, but it 

must move around. 

On the older records I came up with virtually all the 

music, but on Hysteria it was all split four ways with 

the exception of Rick, because he was trying to get his 

new drumkit together. 

low them. With Hysteria we just looked for something 

to try to stay one step ahead. But in the future we’ll 

probably change again. I don’t know really what kind 

of direction we’ll take, I don’t know if it’ll be heavier or 

poppicr. It’ll be just what feels right next time we make 

: an album. 

We’ve already started working on songs for the 

next one. We were a bit naive after Pyromania: We 

were obviously aware that we had to make another 

album, but we never faced up to it until the last 

minute: “Oh, shit, we’re gonna make another one.” 

No. Even on some of the early albums the solos 

were always cut down to a minimum; there were never 

How did losing his arm affect rehearsals and 

recording? 

As heavy pop bands like Bon Jovi brought metal Phil and myself were still working on some songs. 

styles into the foreground, the guitar has sort of taken a We’ve got about four ideas on board. Whether they’ll 

; back seat. On Hysteria the solos are pretty short. Is be on the next album or not, I don’t know, but at least 

wasn’t because of that. A spark had gone. It wasn’t any sort of self-indulgent parts. We prefer it that way. we’ve learned the best thing is just to sec what hap-

good for him anymore and it wasn’t good for us. It was We don’t want long drawn-out solos. Everything is for pens at the time, [laughs] like everything with this 

like a mutual agreement that he probably shouldn’t the good of the song and the solo has to complement it. group. 

You and Phil were old friends. Did that make a dif- : has to work together. 

ference? Do you listen to any hot soloists? 

Yeah, it would have made a lot of difference if we Not really. I prefer to listen to the Police or Prince 

didn’t get on. That would have been really tough and or Led Zeppelin when I feel like rocking out, rather 

that it has to be natural and fun. But Phil brought a lit- the market influence what we do. We always thought 

tic more energy to the group, more enthusiasm. Pete we were going to stretch it a little bit with Pyromania 

started grinding things to a halt on occasion and he was and things like that. A lot of groups really ripped off 

a bit tough, but Phil’s enthusi¬ 

asm and attitude made every¬ 

body sort of pick up and 

pound through it. 

Do you work closely with 

Phil on riffs, or do you both 

come into the studio with your 

own ideas? 

Yeah, we always work real¬ 

ly close together, even to 

working out solos together; 

we’ll suggest things to each 

other. We’re actually sitting in 

with each other when we do 

solos and things like that, and 

he’ll say, “That sounds weird,” 

or “I don’t like that,” and I do 

the same for Phil. So it’s a very 

close relationship. Neither of 

: us is scared to admit something 

is great or something’s terrible. 

: [laughs] It works really good 

together. We’re very different.

Phil goes for playing fast [laughs] and I try for some- Pyromania and they made Pyromania too horrid, 

thing with a bit more melody, or orchestrate it a bit [laughs] so we thought we’d do something slightly dif-

morc. The two together really complement each other. ferent. We’ve always set the standards rather than fol-
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group had been tinkering with the romantic plaint “Tonight,” for 
instance, since 1984. 

“You get the idea that McCartney and Lennon sat down in a room and 
half an hour later they had ‘Yesterday’ or something,” Savage said. “Well, 
for us mere mortals it takes a lot more work. We tend to do our best work 
on our own, but nobody comes in with something that turns out to be fin¬ 
ished. You build it bit by bit. 

“Well, people can read into it what they want,” Savage began cautious¬ 
ly. “We don’t want to give people the wrong idea...but there were certain 
things in there that mirrored his life. That deep down, he was a lonely guy. 
And it had nothing to do with not having friends or anything. It was that 
inside himself he was never happy. That’s the angle we tried to get in there. 
Only anyone that’s lived with an alcoholic in their family can begin to 
understand what it’s like to be in that situation. Because no matter what 

“We always have to multi-track the vocals ’cause that’s where we get 
our sound. Whenever we thought we didn’t need so many tracks, it never 

you do to help, it does not in the end make any difference.” 
Because it’s a symptom as well as disease? 

sounded quite right. Other people think ’cause you’ve moved on you’ve “That’s right. It’s some craving for something not being satisfied. And 
progressed, but I don’t think it’s a question of getting better in the ‘art’ 
sense of the word. You do learn 
more, but how you adapt to what 
you’ve learned is what’s important. 
You can start to think you are 
Lennon and McCartney, you know, 
and you’re not really—you’re still 
the same person who wrote some 
really awful songs on that first 
album,” he laughed. “So it’s best to 
keep that in mind.” 

Such humility from rock stars is 
best observed with one eyebrow 
raised, but with Def Leppard the 
sentiments feel genuine. One could 
argue that, in the absence of genius, 
their work ethic—“we’re slaves to 
the song,” as Savage put it—has 
been the crucial element to their 
success. 

Ironically, most of the songs on 
Adrenalize were so tightly crafted 
they felt effortless. Where Hysteria 
had presented an often complicated 
mesh of bridges and choruses— 
AOR rock structures with a key¬ 
board-heavy pop sound—Adrenal¬ 
ize was tuneful, crisp and immedi¬ 
ate—pop structures with a more 
crackling guitar sound. 

to see it in someone you’ve known and loved for years... ” he paused for a 
moment. “The whole aspect is so 
confusing in a sense, because you 
think, this guy is so talented in his 
way, it seems such a shame and a 
waste. We sat down with him many 
times, initially out of pure concern. 
Then we said, ‘Steve, you’re kind of 
letting us down,’ you know, tried 
that angle. We talked to counselors 
and went to see him in clinics—noth¬ 
ing seemed to make a difference. He 
was in one clinic for three weeks, and 
the first thing he did when he came 
out was go straight to a pub. What do 
you do?” 

Was it hard to continue as a band 
after his death? 

“We spoke about it. But it would 
have been a shame to just knock it 
on the head and call it quits. We’re 
still gonna go out live and play songs 
he co-wrote, and that’s the best trib¬ 
ute we could do for him. So he’ll be 
remembered that way, rather than 
people talking about the end of the 
band. We’re still here to tell his 
story. 

“But the bottom line is, we want¬ 
ed to carry on. We’re happy with the 
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The record, produced by Mike Shipley, was the first Leppard album in record. And it’s taken us a long time to be happy.” 
over a decade that hadn’t been produced by the band’s co-songwriter and 
mentor, Mutt Lange. Over the years Lange’s meticulous approach to 
record-making had rubbed off on them, Savage figured; at the same time, 
his absence was one more psychological hurdle. 

“We always want to have that commercial aspect that’s pleasing on the 
ear, while 17-year-olds can still get off on the power of it,” he went on. 
“It’s a fine line. They say the younger fan is fickle, but I still get a bigger 
buzz entertaining someone who’s 16 than one who’s 32—because that’s 
when I was really a fan.” He smiled. “I guess I’d still rather appeal to the 
mindless idiot than the bank manager with a gold credit card.” 

There were some sonic surprises on the record, like “Personal Proper¬ 
ty”—whose chunky rhythm, Savage said, had been inspired by the B-52’s’ 
“Love Shack”—but the overall sound was decidedly upbeat, romantic 
rock ’n’ roll. That is, until the final track “White Lightning,” a guitar-fren¬ 
zied rush whose lyrics about suicidal pain suggested a dark commentary 
on the life and death of Steve Clark. After all that sonic sugar, the effect 
was not unlike a sock to the jaw. 

Two weeks before Christmas there was a holiday spirit on the streets, 
along with the more desperate air of deadline shopping, as Phil Collen 
strolled over to his favorite Dublin restaurant, a vegetarian cafe. With his 
wiry physique and easy laugh, Collen seemed almost elfin in appearance, a 
man without pretense, especially considering his stature as guitarist in 
what is perhaps the world’s best-selling guitar band. As he entered the 
cafe, a waitress began chiding him for forgetting the name of a local band 
she’d been pressing him to check out. “I’ll get you a napkin,” she said, as 
we bought our food, then wrote the name of the group on it. 

“There’s something like 1200 bands in Dublin,” Collen explained as he 
settled in at one counter. “But it’s still like a small town here. Everyone 
knows each other.” 

He said it in a pleasant way, but for Collen the effect could be claustro¬ 
phobic. Over the last several years he’d put considerable distance, physi¬ 
cal and psychological, between himself and his roots, not to mention the 
legacies of Def Leppard’s other guitarists. He’d become a vegetarian and a 
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teetotaler. Two years ago he got married and moved to Southern Califor¬ 
nia; now he’s the proud papa of a son, Rory. 

“It’s so much more work to live in Europe,” he said. “Just things you 
take for granted in the States, like 24-hour supermarkets or the size of the 
roads. I’m really happy out there, I love the weather. I loved getting mar¬ 
ried, it really changed my life in a positive way. Rory will be two in Jan¬ 
uary and I just miss him terribly when I’m away. Well,” he figured, “it’s 
incentive to work harder and get back on the plane. ” 

Collen grew up in London’s East End, another glam rock fan and 
admirer of Queen’s “overproduction—our whole vocal style is based on 
them, you know”—though his early moment of truth came at a Deep 
Purple show when he “reached out and 
touched” Ritchie Blackmore. A self-
taught player who modeled his style on 
jazz fusioneers like AI Di Meola along 
with the usual rock gods, Collen first 
drew attention in a punk-era glam band 
called Girl (“we got spit on and all 
that”) but found his natural niche in 
Def Leppard. 

“The punk thing happened because 
rock bands became dinosaurs, they 
stopped caring. We felt that way too, 
but we didn’t want to conform to punk, 
’cause we could already play our instru¬ 
ments.” 

Once in the band, his style was fur¬ 
ther influenced by Steve Clark and by 
the Lepps’ “invisible” sixth member, 
Mutt Lange. “Steve had classical train¬ 
ing and his stuff was very delicate and 
involved, so I learned a lot from that. 
And Mutt totally changed the way I 
play by making me listen to the other 
instruments and hear how important it 
was to make the vocal stand out; to not 
get in its way. Stuff like timing, grooves, 
feel. He’d hum things in his head that 
you physically couldn’t play. He’d be 
very demanding but also a great guy, so 
it never felt like a chore.” 

With Clark’s death, and Lange unavailable to produce, Collen took an 
assertive role on Adrenalize, a more guitar-oriented record than its prede¬ 
cessors. “But if Steve had been around it would have been the same way,” 
he said. “On the intro to ‘Personal Property,’ for instance, I couldn’t 
believe how much like Steve it sounded. It gave me goosebumps. It’s kind 
of a conscious effort though, because that’s the sound of the band. It’s a 
nice thing, too.” 

Back in the hotel lobby, Collen was joined by Rick Allen, another Cal¬ 
ifornia emigrant, who’d just flown in to put on some final drum parts. 
Unlike most bands, who begin with bass and drum tracks and finish with 
guitars and vocals, Def Leppard takes the opposite tack, in part because 
their songs are inevitably rewritten during their epic recording process, in 
part to protect the primacy of the vocals. The result is that members can 
go for months without seeing the inside of a recording studio, and then 
return, as Allen has, to very different arrangements. 

So what did he think? 
“It seems like a happier-sounding record,” Allen said. “Which might 

seem strange after all we’ve been through. But comparing it with Hysteria, 
which I do a lot, it seems more in your face. You don’t need to sit there 
and ponder over it. Hysteria, I wasn’t sure 1 even liked some of the songs 
at first. I think a lot of those sounds were ‘fixed in the mix,’ to tell you the 
truth. Here things are hitting you where they should.” 

Like Collen, Allen had refined his style within the band, learning the 
virtues of playing less-is-more; though in Allen’s case, the impetus was 
considerably more dramatic. “When I had two arms everyone would say I 
played too busy. Now I can’t help but play it simple,” he said dryly. “So it 
gives you more room to expand on that, to make it interesting. I’ve always 
been a mid-tempo drummer anyway. That’s what makes me feel good.” 

Allen’s face still looks boyish, 
befitting the band’s youngest 
member, but when he talks you 
can feel the weight of his charac¬ 
ter. One suspects that the courage 
and resourcefulness he displayed 
since losing his arm seven years 
ago, and the inspirational model 
he’s become for others, has even 
surprised himself. 

After the accident, Collen 
recalled, “Rick was the most pos¬ 
itive person I’ve ever seen. Steve 
and I went to see him in the hos¬ 
pital and he was bandaged up like 
a mummy. Our bud had nearly 
died, he’d had an arm lopped off, 
and we thought, will this be hor¬ 
rible? Will we even be able to 
talk? And Rick was like, ‘Hi 
guys, I’m gonna play with this 
foot instead of this arm!’ He’d 
already begun practicing on the 
edge of the bed. We thought, 
‘This guy’s hallucinating.’ But he 
followed that route.” 

“On the last tour [handi¬ 
capped] kids came out in droves,” 
Allen recalled, “and it was quite 

upsetting to see them because some were in a lot worse shape than me. But 
at the same time, I felt a real sense of satisfaction that I could say, ‘You 
know, I have to go home too.’ Try to give a sense that I’m a normal guy 
trying to get on with my life in other ways. Try to make it a bit more real. 

“I think you get to a certain stage of life where you choose your direc¬ 
tion. And I’ve been close enough myself to see how easy it is to be on the 
negative side. But I have changed, the way I look at myself, my think¬ 
ing—being able to get to like myself. Which is really the tough one.” 

Allen and Collen mulled the pros and cons of adding a guitar player for 
the band’s next tour. On the one hand, twin guitars were part of the 
Lepps’ signature. On the other, so much had happened to their musical 
family in the last few years—births, deaths, marriages and the estrange¬ 
ment that sometimes resulted from taking years to make a record with 
people who lived on separate continents—that it seemed difficult to fath¬ 
om how a stranger could find a way to fit in. 

“Of course we make jokes about it ourselves,” Collen said. “Only 
three and three-quarters of us left, you know. But if anyone else says any¬ 
thing...” 
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“Whatever happens, I think the next tour 
will bring us together like we haven’t really 
been together in a while,” Allen said hopefully. 
“Because I don’t think I’ve ever seen one sad 
face at a concert of ours. There’s never really a 
dark side to our shows. We see little kids with 
these big old Def Leppard T-shirts, and stand¬ 
ing next to them are their moms and dads, in 
their Def Leppard T-shirts. We were actually 
starting to call it family rock.” Allen flashed a 
grin. “You know, I was also thinking of getting 
a prosthetic arm. So on the next tour, I could 
really screw around with people when they 

come up to ask about the accident. I’ll be stand¬ 
ing there with gloves on with a cigarette in my 
left hand. And I’ll say to ’em, ‘What accident?’” 

Back at the studio, Joe Elliot had returned from 
a round of soccer with his mates and had heated 
up some chili in the microwave, garnished with 
rice, salad and a mug of tea. Even in a band of 
“normal guys,” as Joe likes to describe Def Lep¬ 
pard, Elliot remains the archetypal rock ’n’ roll 
Everyman. A die-hard fan with an encyclopedic 
knowledge of rock history (he’s even appeared 
on Irish quiz shows), he became a singer 
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“because I couldn’t play anything”; walking 
home from work one day because he’d missed 
the bus, he ran into Pete Willis, who was getting 
a band together and looking for a vocalist. “ I 
was tall with long hair and I just said, ‘I’ll do it.’ 
We were naive enough to think we would be 
big, which happens to one band in a million. 
And here I am,” he laughed. “We’re that band.” 

In some respects, fortune hasn’t changed him 
much. When Elliot was 11 he’d watched T-
Rex’s Marc Bolan on “Top of the Pops,” bang¬ 
ing on his Les Paul guitar in women’s shoes, a 
feather boa and a top hat, and thought, wow. “It 
was like, yeah, I want to be that man!” Now 
he’s the guy who worries about servicing the fan 
club, who spends most of his free time on tour 
resting or nurturing his voice so he can give the 
crowd his all. Collen, Savage and Allen help 
provide Def Leppard’s musical muscle, but 
Elliot personifies the dream. 

“I’ve learned a lot over the years,” he said. 
“I’ve learned what I can’t do. You know your 
weaknesses and you learn to cover for them. 
Michael Bolton or Paul Rodgers can just stand 
there on a stage because their voices are brilliant, 
while Mick Jagger, who’s not the best singer in 
the world, has to play the clown. But I know 
who I’d rather listen to. Because Jagger had the 
bollocks to do what he’s done.” 

Elliot recalled seeing the premiere of Spinal 
Tap in a London movie theater. “Everyone in 
the row in front would laugh,” he said. “Then 
they’d turn around and look at me.” He can joke 
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about it, but it rankles that the Lepps, whose 
records are so precisely arranged and always in 
tune, whose attitude toward women is down¬ 
right gentlemanly, whose musical “message” is 
pleasing the kids, will always be viewed by some 
as just another pack of heavy-metal nihilists. 

“Rock has always been sort of the joke of the 
industry,” Elliot observed, “otherwise Spinal 
Tap would have been made about Thomas 
Dolby. But you just try to turn the negative into 
the positive and make the best of what you’ve 
got. I’ve always been a positive person. If we 
were losing 4-1 in football I’d be the one on the 
side going, ‘All we gotta do is score three more 
goals and we’re in it!’ And I do it now. It would 
have been very easy for us to get all Leonard 
Cohen-ish because of what happened to Steve 
or Rick. It’s a tough thing, you know, but life 
goes on. If everybody quit when somebody 
died, nobody’d be doing anything.” 

Much of what attracted Elliot to Dublin, he 
thought, had to do with the warmth and com¬ 
munity feeling of the place. His wife Karla is 
Irish as well, “but even if we weren’t married I 
think I’d be here. I just love the earthiness. I 
love the fact that you can go down to Whelan’s 
bar and watch a band called Big Geraniums, 
whose backup vocalist is nine months pregnant, 
and all she does is stand there barefoot playing a 
triangle. Or we’re sitting home one day and the 
doorbell rings and it’s [U2 bassist] Adam Clay¬ 
ton come round for a cup of tea. That’s great! 
Doesn’t happen every day.... But it wouldn’t 
have happened at all if I was still in London.” 

Elliot laughed. “Or this Glam Slam show. 
Anywhere else you couldn’t have got them 
together, they would have been wanting con¬ 
tracts signed, money, or, ‘Sorry, I’m too busy, 
I’ve got parties to go to.’ Here I can’t get it done 
quick enough. We were supposed to be at 
rehearsal at noon today and Maria Doyle was 
down there scowling ’cause we didn’t show up 
till half past one—like, ‘Where the fuck have 
you been?’ Here, everybody gets treated the 
same. I love that. It’s just like The Commit¬ 
ments'. That movie just about sums it up. The 
only thing about it, they make Dublin look like 
a drab and dreary' place. It’s not, you know.” 

The following night, the Olympia Theatre 
was filled to capacity for the Children’s Hospi¬ 
tal show. The program, featuring more than a 
dozen acts, moved along without noticeable 
glitches, but as the hours rolled by you could 
feel the energy in the hall begin to wane. It was a 
Sunday night, after all; people had to work the 
next morning. 

Finally, close to midnight, Glam Slam com¬ 
mandeered the stage to the blistering riffs of 

Gary Glitter’s “Rock and Roll Pts. 1 and 2.” Joe 
Elliot hadn’t worn flared trousers, but the rest 
of his outfit—including a crimson scarf, razor-
slashed jeans, gold boa and a top hat—qualified 
as a sight. Savage had a red scarf on as well, 
while the backup singers wore garish wigs. As 
one infectious hit followed another—“Ball¬ 
room Blitz,” “Twentieth Century Boy,” “All 
the Young Dudes,” “Suffragette City”—the 
music roused the crowd to their feet, then into 
the aisles for some anything-but-serious glam 
dancing. The years seemed to fall away, and it 
was 1972, and you could see how the singer on 

the stage was once a boy watching “Top of the 
Pops” on a TV in a noplace town and how that 
startling vision had set him on this still unfold¬ 
ing journey. 

In the dressing room after the show, Elliot 
was exultant. “If someone wants to take us on a 
tour of Ireland over the holidays, we’re ready!” 
he declared. 

“Joe,” one of the band members cautioned, “I 
think you’re starting to take this too seriously.” 

Elliot smiled. “You know all those years I’ve 
spent playing with Def Leppard?” he said. “I’ve 
been trying to get to this.” 'S' 
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Holy H.G. Wells, Batman! 
After 10 years of recorded silence, Chic has released a new album that sounds 

HHimHi mu 
that we didn’t have a new techno sound; we hid a classic dance sound, and it 

took a long time for us to get comfortable withat.” 
“When we started on this album, we were doirtg what we told ourselves we 

should be doing,” adds his once and future partner Bernard Edwards, looking 

more like a college professor than an R&B kingpin. “'We were trying to be what 

everybody else was, listening to the radio and trying to figHt^out^vhere to 

place ourselves. And we didn’t want to fail. We must have done nine rap songS, 

with samples. And we finally came to the realization that we had all the equip¬ 
ment that we wanted, but we didn’t feel comfortable doing it. It didn’t sound 
like Chic. We thought we’d be happy: ‘Now I’m going to make Chic what it 
could be!’ But what we discovered is that Chic should be what it was.” 

Of course, there is some rapping on Chicism, but there are also strings, a 
trademark of the disco era. The old Chic applied strings liberally, and even 
toured with string players. “Strings always represented class to me,” says 

Edwards, a self-described poor kid from Borough Park, Brooklyn. “All of a sud¬ 

den you have enough money to put strings in there. And I can remember the 

album when we took the strings off.” 

straight out of the latter days of disco. Entitled Chicism, it’s a terrific record, a 
rubbery, 12-song groove-fest that’s more than enough to remind you that Chic 
was one of the only disco bands worth a damn. But why Chic again? Why now? 

“Somebody said to me the other day, ‘Man, your new album has that classi 
dance sound,”’ says Nile Rodgers from under a mass of dreadlocks, 
thought, ‘Hey, “classic dance...” I like that.’ We just had to get us 

dl 

o the fact 
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Nile Rodgers and 

Bernard Edwards rebuild 

THEIR FRIENDSHIP AND THEIR BAND 



“Oh man, do you remember that?” Rodgers groans. “It was the album 
before the last, Take It Off, and we said, ‘Take ’em off!’ When we toured 
the last time, we took two horns instead of strings. It was a disaster. Ever 
since I’ve had people young and old walk up to me and say, ‘Make sure 
you put the strings back on!”’ 

But through all the strings, the two new female singers, that smashing 
backbeat, the real meaning of the reunion of Chic can be clearly heard in 
the delightful interplay between Rodgers’ guitar and Edwards’ bass. It’s a 
constant dialogue, with funny asides and punchlines and deft commen¬ 
tary, just like listening to the two of them being interviewed at their home 
base, NYC’s Power Station. But it’s not a friendship that has gone on 
interrupted—they essentially parted company in 1983, each to achieve 
platinum status as a producer on his own. 

“We just grew apart,” explains Edwards. “The success took its toll. We 
were always working—if we weren’t in the studio, we were on the road. 
The drinking, the personalities, the partying, people getting involved in 
‘he said this,’ and ‘she said this.’ And we were guilty of some childish 
things. It eventually wore us down and we split.” 

That’s the real subtext of Chicism: two old friends who have forgiven 
and forgotten, and have rediscovered a guitar-bass interplay that is unique 
in pop music. “When we got back together,” says Rodgers, “it was obvi¬ 
ous that although we had both become very successful, the vibe we share 
playing together is different than anyone I’ve ever played with. It’s really 
different. And it just makes me happy. We just jam, and the songs always 
develop from that. And jamming’s sort of a lost art. In R&B and dance 
music right now, very few people are actually playing the instruments. It’s 
not a band concept.” 

“From the ’80s on into the ’90s, it was the Me Decade,” smiles 

Edwards. “You could walk into the studio some nights when a record was 
being made and there was one person with a synthesizer making it. I love 
that feeling of walking in and talkin’ to the guys, laughing, smokin’ and 
jokin’ and then making music. Stax, Motown, all the great rhythm sec¬ 
tions—it was people.” 

Rodgers and Edwards freely admit that by the strict rules of R&B, they 
overplay. “We learned how to play as a bar band, a small, four-piece unit,” 
says Rodgers, “and we had to cover every part that was on a pop record. 
We had to learn to incorporate those horn lines, all the sweetening, into 
our style. There’s all this stuff going on at the same time, upbeats against 
downbeats. It’s pan of that working musician’s vibe, go out and play any¬ 
where, with anyone, for $25 or less. ” 

“Much less,” grunts Edwards. 
The two met as teenagers around 1970, when Nile’s girlfriend’s mother 

mentioned him to Bernard. “I always liked guitar players that put motion 
within a chord, and he had the knowledge and the ability,” says Edwards. 
“So every time I’d get a job I’d call him, or he’d get a job and call me.” 
Among their first club bands were Cal Douglas’ Doctor’s Orders and 
New York City. 

Rodgers had some classical guitar training and Edwards had played sax 
in the Brooklyn All-Borough orchestra, but both fell prey to R&B. 
Edwards insists their early interests in rock were discouraged. “When we 
started playing there was Hendrix and Buddy Miles and Sly Stone—I 
grew up in Brooklyn listening to the Beatles and Stones and Nile grew up 
in the Village. So we tried to do an R&B rock ’n’ roll kind of thing, with a 
lot of energy, called the Big Apple Band, and no record company could 
understand it. Like, ‘They’re all black and they sure can play, but I don’t 
hear the R&B single.’” 
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Edwards and Rodgers took the hint and went into dance, an arena that 
Nile had a particular affinity for. They made a demo at the studio of a 
friend, Robert Drake, and shopped it unsuccessfully for most of 1976. By 
’77, it was all or nothing: “We knew we had to break into the market some¬ 
how,” says Edwards. “ It was all calculated. ‘Dance, Dance, Dance’ was 
written to be a hit. We only had money to do one song, that was it. We were 
living and dying on this damn record! 1 mean, we’re in the studio with the 
engineer who’s looking at the girl’s behind—he was laughing at us. And 
we’re looking over his shoulder, making sure everything got done.” 

l he track, with its now-familiar “Yowsuh, yowsuh yowsuh!” aside, 
was cut with Nile and Bernard’s New York music biz cronies, and includ¬ 
ed Luther Vandross and guitarist Eddie Martinez. Atlantic picked up the 
demo and released it with a quick remix by Bob Clearmountain (“thank 
God,” says Nile). Now they needed front people. “We always wanted to 
soften the look and sound with ladies,” says Bernard. “We thought that 
was classier. Because me and Nile couldn’t sing! And we were always 
changing people in the studio—a lot of times the ladies we took onstage 
didn’t sing as well as the studio women did.” Vocalist Norma Jean Wright 
was featured on that first album, Chic, and she did some early tours with 
the band—Edwards and Rodgers also produced her first solo album. But, 
as Edwards says, “We had some minor disagreements that snowballed as 
her popularity rose, and she felt it was time to go on her own.” Eonzie 
Gordon, Michelle Cobb, Alfa Anderson and Luci Martin all served stints 
as Chic’s rotating studio singing group. 

A key member added at the time was drummer Tony Thompson, a for¬ 
mer Labelle sideman who Nile and Bernard had met the year before. “He 

locked everything in,” says Edwards. “He was tight and very inventive 
with his grooves.” Thompson was the only hired member of Chic who 
remained throughout the band’s existence, and his inventiveness and raw 
power were important components in getting Chic away from the 
monotony of disco’s “four-on-the-floor” backbeat. (Thompson was 
unable to participate in the reunion album because he is now a member of 
another band and couldn’t tour. His chair was filled by former Earth, 
Wind & l ire sideman Sonny Emory.) 

With “Dance, Dance, Dance” a hit, and with “Everybody Dance” a 
decent follow-up single, Edwards and Rodgers came back in ’78 with a 
stripped-down jam called “Le Freak,” but discovered their bosses at 
Atlantic hated the record. “It was a crowded conference room, all the 
department heads were there,” recalls Rodgers. “By the time the song was 
finished playing, everybody had left, because they couldn’t figure out what 
to say to us. It was just Bernard and me sitting there saying, 'Wow, what 
happened?’ And then Ahmet Ertegun walks in and says, ‘You guys got 
anything else on the record?' And we went, ‘What?!’ We felt so insulted.” 

“ Le Freak” was released as it was. It went on to sell eight million copies, 
still the best-selling single in WEA’s history. Chic had gone big-time, but 
the lesson to Edwards was clear: “No matter how important you think 
you are, how many records you sell, there’s always someone you’ve got to 
get past to get it released. We hated laying our insides out on a table and 
having someone go, ‘Ha ha. Anything else?’ But it only made us more 
committed about what we wanted to do.” 

Chic followed their platinum second album C’cst Chic with Risque, 
spawning the hit “Good Times” (later appropriated by Queen: “John 
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Deacon told me he loved the bassline,” laughs Bernard), but the band still 
felt a gnawing lack of respect from the press and even their own label. “We 
felt Atlantic was almost embarrassed by our success—we were their 
biggest R&B and pop act, with a novelty song, a disco song,” says 
Rodgers. “It made us feel liketreW done something wrong. Bernard and I 
would be walking down the hall and see posters on the wall: Led Zep¬ 
pelin, the Rolling Stones and. ..Chic!” Rodgers laughs heartily. “I mean, 
what’s the difference between us and Led Zeppelin? I play guitar, Jimmy 
Page plays guitar, we write songs, he writes songs, he sells one million, we 
sell six million. What's the problem?” 

"Don't think we don’t understand the difference between ‘Stairway to 
Heaven’ and ‘Lc I rcak,’” adds Edwards through the laughter. “Really, we 
understand. But it was a hit.” 

“Hev, they’re both in A minor,” pipes up Rodgers. “Jimmy plays in A, 
1 play in A!” 

“There’s something I learned a long time ago,” says Edwards, “which is 
that I don't understand a lot of what I’m doing. Nile likes to break things 
down, to know exactly what makes a sound. To me it just feels good.” 

“Bernard will plav something because he hears it that way, and then I'll 
sit down and sav, ‘You’re putting that B against my B flat minor,’ and he’d 
say ‘Yeah.’ And then I’d say, 'Oh, you’ve got the flat nine in the 
bass. . .okav, cool. Maybe I can think of it as the B is the root. 

“When the last thing on my mind is flatting a nine,” laughs Edwards. 
“Nile would stay there the rest ot the night analyzing it and call me the 
next dav and give me the same answer why it worked that I’d given him 
the night before: ' Lhe shit really feels good, man!’” 

Buoyed by the success of 1979’s “I Want Your Love,” Rodgers and 
Edwards were also having hits producing other acts. Their work with Sis¬ 
ter Sledge yielded “We Are Family,” while the 1980 album they did for 
Diana Ross, Diana, remains her best-selling LP ever. Among their other 
clients were Debbie Harry (Koo Koo), Sheila and B Devotion and even 
Carly Simon (“Why”). They did a soundtrack for Soup for One. Their riff 
from “Good Times” was lifted for the Sugar 1 lili Gang’s rap classic “Rap 
per’s Delight” (and their writer’s credit was later acknowledged). 

Things began changing for the band in 1980. On their fourth studio 
album, Risque, the lyrical themes began to turn from disco escapism into 
what Edwards calls “rebel type songs, about drugs and politics.” The 
change won them no plaudits from the disco-hating press, and served 
onlv to alienate their fans. Savs Rodgers, “I remember walking into a store 
and a girl saying to me, T don’t understand why you stopped writing 
songs about dancing and making love.’ It was as if I’d betrayed her. Now 1 
see it vividly: Onlv certain people are allowed to change sound and image. 
You love to see De Niro shoot and kill, you don't want to see him play a 
sweet part. Chic belonged to people, and Bernard and I didn’t pay atten¬ 
tion to it. We were too busy dealing with our own lives.” 

Another subtle enemy was predictability. That spontaneous guitar-bass 
interplay had become something of a schtick: “In the end it was, ‘Here the) 
come, 1 know what they’re going to do,’” says Edwards. “I hated to walk 
into a room and do what’s expected of us.” And more importantly, that del¬ 
icate balance of responsibilities was getting blurred. “In the beginning I 
wrote all the lyrics,” says Edwards. “Nile would always come up with the 
choruses, the hooks. I liked the verses. Then, as it evolved, we were both 
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doing everything, and that’s when the arguments 
would start. We got in each other’s way, and 
began to annoy each other. It’s like a wife: ‘What 
do you have to do that for?’ It was petty at times. 

“People don’t realize what success does,” 
Edwards continues. “It takes your life and just 
turns it around and all of a sudden you don’t 
know or trust anyone. And a lot of times you 
end up turning on the person you love the most, 
my best friend. By the time you realize it, it’s 
too late. We had already begun to bicker. We 
didn’t have a good time in the studio, and the 
music just died. And you could hear it on the 

records [Tongue in Chic and Believer], It was a 
sad, dark time for me, a stupid, idiotic time. 
When we broke up, I was very depressed. I 
didn’t want to continue making music.” 

Rodgers, ever the workaholic, began working 
as a solo producer and lit up the scoreboard in 
1983 with David Bowie’s Let’s Dance and in 
1984 with Madonna’s Like a Virgin, his searing 
guitar rhythms serving as launching pads for 
rock’s new dance explosion. For a year or two 
afterwards he was the hottest producer in pop, 
attracting high-profile clients like Duran Duran, 
INXS, Mick Jagger and the Thompson Twins. 

But a funny thing happened around 1985: The 
big hits stopped coming. Part of this was a result 
of Rodgers’ ongoing hunger for credibility. 

“You stan having all these hits,” he says, “and 
after a while people take you for granted. Then I 
started working with Peter Gabriel and Laurie 
Anderson, and you start doing records to get 
that kind of respect, to do more important stuff. 
I’m always going to do that. Last year I did Ric 
Ocasek, a record I loved doing, but it was here 
and gone. It didn’t even chan. I also did a Stray 
Cats record which didn’t even come out!” 

So Rodgers’ goals on projects like those is not 
to sell records? “You want it to be a hit,” he 
insists. “Believe me, that’s the reason. You’re 
never doing it to sell. What you’re trying to do is 
take things that don’t have a high probability of 
doing well on the charts and somehow make 
artists that have respectability have pop success 
too.” Among Rodgers’ hundreds of productions 
are Jeff Beck’s Flash, the Vaughan Brothers’ 
Family Style, “Moonlighting” for Al Jarreau and 
the platinum Notorious for Duran Duran. In 
recent years Rodgers has gotten hot again, with 
the B-52’s and dance newcomer Cathy Dennis. 

Meanwhile, Edwards’ fortunes seemed the 
exact opposite of his ex-partner’s. In the mid-
’80s, while Rodgers was red hot, Edwards sat on 
the sidelines for over a year, issuing an aptly 
named solo LP, Glad to Be Here. Then he got his 
feet wet producing a Diana Ross track, and was 

CHIC TECHNIC 

B
ERNARD EDWARDS, who considers James 

Jamerson “the greatest bass player 

ever,” plays a bass with EMC pickups. He 

also uses a Spector. All the Chic hits were 

done on a Music Man. Strings are Roto-

Sounds, which he rarely changes. He uses a Gal¬ 

lien-Krueger as a mini-amp, and a Trace Elliot 

onstage. Recording, he runs direct, but adds an 

amp in the room for “size and a little dirt.” He 

gets that “Addicted to Love" guitar sound with 

Marshalls and “a lot of room mikes.” 

NILE RODGERS is a Fender Strat man in the 

studio, although he's been using Tokai Strat 

copies and an ESP Tele copy. Nowadays he’s 

using different guitars on his recordings, which 

he first picked up from doing the Beck album. 

His clear plastic Guitar Man electric gets a hot 

tone, and he’s also got a Gibson ES-335. Amps 

are Soldanes and Fender Bassmans. Nile owns 

a Synclavier, though he no longer uses the gui¬ 

tar input; he uses it for things like recording a 

group of Hare Krishna chanters for the new B-

52’s album. Hare Krishna chanters? 
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introduced by Tony Thompson to Andy and 
John Taylor of Duran Duran. The result was the 
1985 smash Power Station, whose salutary effect 
on the fortunes of singer Robert Palmer was 
compounded later that year by the Edwards-
produced Riptide album, with its monster hit 
“Addicted to Love.” Now it was Bernard’s turn 
to shine, surprisingly as a producer of white 
rock. He did do a dance record for ABC and 
helped Jody Watley launch her solo career (and 
win a Grammy) with Don’t You Want Me, but 
his next success was Rod Stewart’s 1988 Out of 
Order LP. “ I always felt that with people like 
Robert Palmer and Rod Stewart, the best thing 
to do is what you do best and what everyone 
loves you for. The most difficult thing was 
convincing Rod and the people around him that 
as a producer you have to be a diplomat and a 
psychologist. You’ve got to motivate them.” 

As Edwards’ fortunes soared and Rodgers’ 
came back to earth, the two compared notes. 
“In this industry you’re only as hot as your last 
record, unfortunately,” says Edwards. “We’d 
get on the phone with each other and say, ‘Oh 
god, I hope 1 have another hit.’ And the scariest 
time is when you have a number one record, 
because you wonder, what are you going to fol¬ 
low it with?” 

Almost three years ago, the two played 
together for the first time in six years, in a pickup 
band with Paul Shaffer and Anton Fig at NYC’s 
China Club, to celebrate Nile’s birthday. The 
old singers came back, the band cranked out “Le 
Freak” and “Good Times,” and pandemonium 
broke loose. “Everybody was screaming, people 
were crying and we were having a ball,” reports 
Edwards. “We looked at each other and said, 
‘We’ve got to do this again! ’ ” 

Once they got down to cutting tracks, the 
pair took a year to record what became Chiasm. 
As they discarded their nine rap songs and sam¬ 
ple loops, Edwards’ advice to other artists hit 
home: “Do what everybody loves you for.” 
After over a hundred auditions, they chose two 
new singers from the D.C. area, Sylver Logan 
Sharp and Jenn Thomas. With at least four killer 
tracks—“In It to Win It,” “High,” “MMTTCF” 
and “Something You Can Feel”—and with the 
kicky trademark single “Chic Mystique” to start 
the ball rolling, Chicism seems like a sure hit. 
That’s no accident. “We knew what we had to 
do,” says Edwards. “We’d had big records, we’d 
come back, and we didn’t want to fall on our 
faces. The pride thing has never left us. We’ve 
always wanted people to respect us, and it took a 
while to get to that point.” 

It’s that same old craving for credibility, a 
jones Rodgers and Edwards seem to have shak¬ 

en. Most of the time.... “A good friend of mine 
said something that disturbed me,” Nile says. 
“He was watching that Nike ad on TV, where 
they use the Beatles’ ‘Revolution,’ and he said, 
‘That’s disgusting, that they would use such an 
important song to sell shoes.’ Then two days 
later, the California Raisins come on doing T 
Heard It Through the Grapevine’ and he says, 
‘That’s my favorite commercial!’ 

“I said, ‘Let me get this straight. It’s cool to use 
R&B, but there’s something different about 
using the Beatles. Explain that.’ And he said, ‘Oh 
man, you’re right.’ And I said, ‘Bingo. That’s 

what we’re fighting against.’ Even to certain 
musicians there’s a class structure—rock ’n’ roll 
is considered more important than dance. Well, 
sometimes you can say things are thrown togeth¬ 
er and they’re corny, but Bernard and I wrote 
songs the same way the Beatles wrote songs, the 
same way any musicians write songs. You start 
jamming, and one thing leads to another.” 

“We just want the respect from people that 
we’re good musicians and we didn’t have to 
compromise our musicianship to make a hit 
record,” adds Edwards. “Because the thing is, 
you’ve got to have a hit record.” ® 
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Days of Quine 1ST Roses 
Music Appreciation 101 /a m att resnicoff 

E
very time the phone rings 

for a session, Bob Quine clasps his 
hands together in atheistic prayer 
and gives thanks in advance for 

being able to pull it off. “I did a session with 
John Zorn recently,” he remembers, “and I took 
a Mickey and Sylvia approach: I left breaks 
where 1 was going to do flashy licks, and I was 
feeling pretty confident because I’d made a New 
Year’s resolution to play every day. It helps, 
amazingly enough; usually I get a call and say, 
‘Omigod, I haven’t been practicing at all,’ and 
I’ve always come through, but I come home and 
say, ‘Wow, thank you.. .next time I’ll practice.’ ” 

Not hard to believe, because the Quine young 
rock fans know through deviant soloing on 
Matthew Sweet’s Girlfriend does play with the 
passionate abandon of a man barely getting by. 
The Quine logic is emotionally charged: Con¬ 
versation about sincere playing turns into theo¬ 
ries why Guns N’ Roses are charlatans; assessing 
certain avant gardists, he coins Jewish-gramma 
truisms (“Anyone with a brain knows these peo¬ 
ple are no good—everyone else, let them en¬ 
joy”); recalling 90 days wasted at music school, 
he winds up exalting texture, drones and psy¬ 
chosis, all mainstays in what he calls his quote¬ 
career. By texture Quine means surface and 
depth—the fulsome use of beats in Miles’ On the 
Comer, former employ er Lou Reed’s depiction 
of fear through sound, or Quine’s own sped-up, 
layered improvisations on a 1984 solo record 
called Basic. 

Then there’s the texture of his Manhattan exis¬ 
tence, where a day may begin with the deposit of 
the dollar-fifty annual worldwide royalty check 
for that album, then continue with a jaunt through 
guitar shops while droning on psychotically about 
the criminal retail market. What makes his acute 
opinionation hit home—apart from the fact that 

he’s usually right—is its statement about the death 
of interplay in music today. You could argue that 
he gets passed over for gigs because he doesn’t 
practice, but Quine practices listening, and he’s 
gotten good enough, selective enough, to know 
what to turn down. And when to turn up. 

“What I like to do is interpret the song with¬ 
out destroying the artist’s concept. Lou Reed’s 
The Blue Mask was a turning point for me: I’d 
established what little reputation I have with the 
‘wild, psychotic guitar solos,’ but what I enjoy 
most is adding the chord that will shade things 

differently. One of the few traits I pride myself 
on—I can’t read music, by many people’s stan¬ 
dards I can barely play at all—is I listen to the 
lyrics, out of respect for the artist and as a guide¬ 
line. On ‘The Day John Kennedy Died,’ I have a 
simple role, but you can hear the approach 
change as the lyrics change through the song.” 

1988 was no banner year among Quine’s 34 as 
a guitarist. He turned down demo after unap¬ 
pealing demo, stepping forward only for 
Matthew Sweet’s second record and some 
Japanese cartoon soundtracks with Zorn. Fol-
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lowing sessions with songwriter Suzanne Rhati-
gan, Quine confessed to producer Fred Maher 
that he’d finally grasped his own adaptability as a 
sideman. “It’s something I would have flatly 
turned down four years ago. But we played live, 
which is rare, and I influenced the direction of 
the record. One reason I didn’t think I fit was 
because the songs modulate, with bridges in dif¬ 
ferent keys—it goes against my grain, about 
drones. No matter how I may improve as a play¬ 
er, it’s down to open chords. I used to say capos 
are a crutch, but if it sounds better on the record, 
I do it. Part of the drone thing is if I get the capo 

in the right place I can have the first and the sixth 
strings droning, hopefully in the right key, and 
play chords in between, sliding around.” 

Dylan and Lightnin’ Hopkins rhythms com¬ 
pelled Quine to structure ringing chord ideas 
that satisfy his sense of embellishment. (For a 
taste, try droning on the low E while sliding a C 
major shape up from the first to the seventh 
fret.) Alongside Reed, who seldom strayed from 
first-position D chording, Bob tuned down a 
step and played around E chord forms, giving 
the recordings a deep luster. Over one of Rhati-
gan’s I-IV-V-IV songs in E, Quine voiced the B 
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chord with an A in the bass and the open high E 
string ringing over E flat (on the B string), B (on 
the G) and F# (on the D), remaining on the B 
chord when the rest of the band returned to A 
on each cycle. Bernie Worrell, also on the date, 
tried to accommodate by suggesting changes in 
his piano chords. Quine appreciated the kind¬ 
ness of the gesture, if not the intent. “I assume 
the person calling me doesn’t want me to play so 
exactly, but to color things. In the beginning 
with Lou Reed, he’d say, ‘I’m playing this chord; 
you’re meaning to play that one, aren’t you?’ I’d 
say yeah, and he’d let it go. It still happens.” 

Though he’s no jazzman, Quine keeps his lis¬ 
tening muscles in shape by working with players 
like Zorn and Bill Frisell. He’s fascinated by the 
keenness of their ability' to interact, to smash aca¬ 
demic notions. In 1972 he took some lessons with 
Jimmy Raney. “I read something recently that en¬ 
raged me, that ‘If every guitarist between Charlie 
Christian and Wes Montgomery had been killed 
at birth, it would’ve been no big deal in the history 
of jazz.’ That’s ludicrous. Jimmy Raney—just his 
concept, forget guitar, chording, whatever. 1 never 
learned to play jazz properly, but in attempting to, 
I slowed his solos to 16 rpm. The more you 
slowed them down, the more amazing his choice 
of notes was—notes that shouldn’t work. 

“I’m trying to keep working, and it’s a strain. 
To an extent I think in terms of favorite things 
that happened 20 years ago. They’re not stale; 
maybe they're fresh ideas that have been neglect¬ 
ed, and if I can put that into a record, whether I 
like the music or not, I’m happy. One problem I 
have is if I go to Tower Records, I have to walk 
by the new releases. I don’t want to know about 
the new Paula Abdul album. It’s tragic if I’m on 
record doing my bad imitation of Harvey Man-
del and I can’t name a record he’s been on lately. 

“I’m very much off the scene, and that’s the 
way I like it. The only time I’m exposed to it is 
when I’m in the studio with people 20 years 
younger than I am and they turn on MTV. Noth¬ 
ing will get me in a worse mood quicker than 
being exposed to that trash. It comes off negative, 
but the fact is, music is the only thing that keeps 
me going. One thing Raney said really affected 
me. He said, ‘What I play is like classical music. I 
don’t mean like Beethoven, I mean it’s from a peri¬ 
od which is gone, and I know that. This is what I 
do, this is what I do best, and I don’t care.’” 'S’ 

GIBSON 

ROBERT QUINE runs Fender Strats, strung with Fender Super Bullets, through Fender 

Champ and Twin Reverb amplifiers. 
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Fluttering 1O1 
Marc Johnson »ives a bassic lesson ❖ Hv kick \i ouxiaa 

R
ecently, hearing that i 

planned to go see the John Sco¬ 
field Quartet, drummer Peter 
Erskine offered some advice: “Try 

to get together with Marc Johnson and have 
him show you this ‘fluttering’ thing he’s been 
doing. It’s like opening a harmonic trap door.” 

A few nights later, standing in a storeroom 
backstage, Johnson obligingly agrees to show 
the technique. “It’s a combination of two 
things,” he says, tuning his acoustic bass: “a 
double finger-stroke with the right hand and 
sort of a hammer-on with the left.” He proceeds 
to play a repetitive three-note riff consisting of 
an open string played twice with the second and 
then the first right-hand fingers, followed by a 
hammered-on higher note. “I can also use pull-
offs,” he says, playing two quick held notes and 
pulling off to get the open note. 

“ I use open strings a lot, ” Johnson shouts out 
over the insistent thrumming of the bass as he 

tears into a fast passage of straight 16ths, evok¬ 
ing a drummer playing double strokes around 
several tom-toms. Usually Marc plays two open 
notes followed by two held, but he occasionally 
syncopates the rhythm so the second note, not 
the first, falls on the beat. Sometimes he plays 
the same note with the double right-hand finger 
stroke; sometimes the note changes. 

“It’s very pattern-oriented,” Johnson con¬ 
firms. “It all started one day when I was practic¬ 
ing and hit on this ostinato drone. I found it to 
be very meditative, reminding me of some of 
that African tribal music where they’ll hang 
with an idea for ages.” 

If you want to experiment with the tech¬ 
nique, Johnson recommends limiting the num¬ 
ber of notes at first. “The study of pentatonics 
would be interesting with this technique—vou 
don’t have to deal with as much information. 
The fewer notes the better, because this is more 
of a rhythmic thing. You don’t want to have to 

worry about all the notes in a scale.” 
For starters, Marc suggests a five-note pat¬ 

tern: “Play an open D with the second finger of 
the right hand, followed by an open G with the 
first. Then do the same thing closing the E and 
A on the same two strings.” Johnson demon¬ 
strates the lick with fast 16th notes, playing D G 
E A several times. The right-hand fingering is 2 
1 2 1 throughout. 

“Once you’re comfortable with that, you can 
add the open A. The first four notes are the 
same pattern as before, but for the next four, do 
this,” Johnson says, playing D G D A, all on 
open strings. “The fingering has to change a lit¬ 
tle bit,” he points out. “I tend to rake the strings 
with my first finger as I’m going down to the 
low A.” He demonstrates the pattern again, 
playing the last three notes all with the first fin¬ 
ger, making the right-hand fingering for the 
entire pattern 2 1 2 1,2 1 1 1. 

Johnson plays the pattern faster and faster, 
suddenly stopping. “I should say something 
here about staying loose, because the arm can 
get really cramped trying to keep an ostinato 
like this going. There is a kind of whip motion 
going on with the elbow and wrist, and it stays 
more flexible that way. And the fingers just 
articulate lightly. I’m not pulling real hard.” 

Johnson plays a fast ostinato again, and his 
arm does, indeed, seem to be bouncing around a 
little bit. Were his wrist aimed in a different 
direction, he could be dribbling a basketball. 
And his fingers glide over the strings as if to 
caress rather than pluck. But the notes have an 
articulate, staccato quality nonetheless, primari¬ 
ly because of the speed with which Marc is 
changing them with his left hand. 

Johnson’s frequent use of open notes, which 
gives his left hand time to change positions 
while maintaining a quick tempo, would seem 
to preclude the use of certain keys. “Yeah,” he 
agrees, “either that or you have to be real clever 
with how you negotiate things. I’m not com¬ 
pletely restricted to using open strings, but it 
becomes kind of boxy in the left hand, playing 
pretty much in positions across the strings and 
staying fourth- or fifth-oriented. 

“Another good way to develop this tech¬ 
nique is to pick a tune like [cant'd on page 97\ 
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Beach: A & D Music Center. Abbey Music • WASHINGTON: All Locations: Homestead Book 

Stores • Seattle: American Music. New Seattle Music • WEST VIRGINIA: Huntington: Pied Piper • 

Morgantown: OB Fawley Music • WISCONSIN: Madison: Mad City Music • Milwaukee: Atomic 

Records, Uncle Bob’s Music • Rhinelander: Community Music Centre • CANADA: ALBERTA: 

Calgary: Long & McQuade • Edmonton: Cameron Guitars, Long & McQuade • BRITISH 

Also available at all Waldenbook Stores, B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records & Books. 

Owings Mills: Music Machine • Towson: Gordon Miller Music • MAINE: Portland: Buckdancer's 

Choice. Daddy’s Junky Music • Rockport: Northern Kingdom • MASSACHUSETTS: Allston: Mr. 

Music • Amherst: Amherst Music House, Fretted Instrument Workshop • Boston: Berklee College 

of Music. Daddy s Junky Music • Brockton: Dick Johnson Music • Cambridge: Cambridge Music • 

Danvers: Steve s Quality Instruments • Ipswich: Ipswich News • Norwood: Daddy s Junky Music 

• Peabody: Daddy’s Junky Music • Pembroke: Hub Music Shop • Shrewsbury: Daddy's Junky 

Music • MICHIGAN: Canton: Arnold Williams Music • Dearborn: Dearborn Music • E. Detroit: 

Music Quarters • Ferndale: Gordy's Music • Grand Haven: Robbins Road Music - Lansing: 

Elderly Instruments. Marshall Music • Lapeer: Olery Music • Marquette: Macdonald s Music Store. 

Melody Shop • Oscoda: Huron Music • Pontiac: Pontiac Muse & Sound • Port Huron: Port Huron 

Music Center • Redford: Pyramid Guitars • MINNESOTA: Bloomington: Groth Music • Duluth: 

The Music Center • Faribault: Eastman Music • Minneapolis: Knut Koupee Enterprises. Schmit 

Music • W. St. Paul: Eclipse Concert Systems • MISSOURI: Arnold: Great Sounds Music • 

Kansas City: Muse Exchange • St. Louis: Dale's Music. J. Gravity Stnngs • MONTANA: Forsyth: 

Valley Music • NEBRASKA: Omaha: D-Rocks. Russo Music • NEW HAMPSHIRE: Manchester: 

Daddy s Junky Music • Nashua: Daddy s Junky Music • Portsmouth: Daddy's Junky Music • 

Salem: Daddy s Junky Music • NEW JERSEY: Bergenfield: O. Dibella Music • Edison: Sam Ash 

Music • Lyndhurst: Sweetest Sounds Music • N. Cape May: Mr. J's Music Shop • Nutley: Giovine 

IIURIM li 
HIMlim 

McQuade • Hamilton: Pongetti Musical Supply. Reggies 

Music • Kitchener: Dr. Disc, Sherwood Music • London: Dr. 

Disc, Multi-Mag. Music Mart • Midland: Long & McQuade • 

Mississauga: On-Line Productions • Oshawa: Long & 

McQuade • Ottawa: Metro Music. Songbird Music • Port 

Credit: Port Credit Music • Richmond Hill: Cosmo Music • 

Thunder Bay: Coran's Music Center • Toronto: Long & 

McQuade, Saved by Technology, Stereo Town, Steve’s 

Music. Twelfth Fret • Welland: Central Music • Windsor: Dr. 

Disc, Long & McQuade. Riverside Music • QUEBEC: 

Montreal: Italmelodie, Music Circle 

• SASKATCHEWAN: Regina: 

Long & McQuade • Saskatoon: 

Long & McQuade 

COLUMBIA: Surrey: Long & McQuade • Vancouver: Long & McQuade. Midi Data Music. Not Just 

Another Music Shop • Victoria: Long & McQuade, Pro Shop Sound, Pro Shop Sound & Lighting • 

MANITOBA: Portage La Prärie: Funk's Music, Ltd. • Winnipeg: Long & McQuade • ONTARIO: 

Brampton: Keyboard Kads, Music Plex • Burlington: Lakeshore Music • Downsview: Long & 
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Piano 

A Consultation witti Dr. Jotin 
Examining New Orleans styles Bi-ai.an di perna 

N
OW, 1 DON’T KNOW IF THIS 

is true or not...” Mac Reben-
nack’s swamp-croak voice 
modulates up a tone as he 

launches into one of his many stories. “...But 
I’ve heard that Fats Domino used to pay Pro¬ 
fessor Longhair to show him licks. Professor 
would play the lick for him once, then split. It 
was like, ‘Better catch it fast.’” 

I feel the same way myself as the man they 
call Dr. John sits down at my trashed old 
upright piano, draping that embalmed rat¬ 
tlesnake he uses for a cane over the side of the 
instrument. His big stubby fingers try the key¬ 
board, rolling dense bluesy chords up and 
down. The topic is New Orleans piano styles, 
and the Doctor is open for consultation—espe¬ 
cially since he’s just completed a new album, 
Coin ’ Back to New Orleans, that reprises some 
120 years of Crescent City musical history. 
Piano is the first instrument Rebennack learned 

as a kid. But when he began playing sessions 
around town in the ’50s, it was on guitar. 

“Strangely enough, that’s when I really 
learned a lot about piano,” he says. “When I 
first started doing sessions with guys like Huey 
‘Piano’ Smith, Allen Toussaint and James Book¬ 
er, I had a great excuse to stand behind the piano 
stool and watch them—I had to catch the 
changes.” 

Rebennack might’ve stuck with guitar as his 
main instrument if a bullet he caught down in 
Florida hadn’t damaged the fourth finger of his 
left hand. “That’s the finger you use to bend 
strings on a guitar,” he says. “Mine can’t do 
much of anything. I can use it a little on piano, 
but a lot of times it just gets in the way. They 
sewed it back on so it wouldn’t look so bad, but 
it doesn’t work. To this day, I don’t know if 
they did me a solid or not.” 

Mac’s damaged digit doesn’t prevent him 
from executing some deft left-hand rolls he 

learned peering over Professor Longhair’s 
shoulder during his tenure as Fess’ guitarist. He 
recreates the Professor’s stride-paced version of 
“Rum and Coca Cola” in D, with frequent 
chromatic rolls up to the tonic or the dominant 
froZm a fourth below—for example, rolling 
from A up to D, using each finger in succession, 
bringing his second finger up over the thumb to 
jump from there up to D. 

“That little thing goes back to Little Brother 
Montgomery,” he says of the move: “The Forty-
Four blues stuff. Longhair’s two influence guys 
were Little Brother Montgomery and Champi¬ 
onjack Dupree. But Longhair syncopated it.” 

Roisterous chromaticism is one thing that 
sets New Orleans piano apart from other blues¬ 
based styles—Chicago blues, for instance— 
which are much more tied to pentatonic scales. 
As further illustration, Mac goes through the 
slow intro that Huey “Piano” Smith played on 
Smiley Lewis’ 1956 recording of “I Hear You 
Knockin’.” The intro, in E flat, resolves to an 
augmented V chord: D, G flat, A flat and B flat 
over a B flat bass. 

“Now this was in 1956!” the Doctor empha¬ 
sizes. “It’s just a whole-tone thing. But on an 
R&B record? Huey did lots of great, unexpect¬ 
ed things like that.” 

If chromatic movement is one big hallmark of 
New Orleans piano, another one is rhythm: the 
magical way those old records seem to pull back 
against the beat while driving it forward at the 
same time. “There was a big change in the music 
between, say, ’55, ’56 and ’57,” Mac recalls: “tak¬ 
ing those old walking basslines [he plays one] 
into this.” He changes to a more syncopated pat¬ 
tern using just the root and the fifth. 

Part of it’s down to the mix of Caribbean and 
regional mainland styles that all met up in the 
Crescent City around that time: “Cuban guys 
had a real pride thing—‘we play dead on the 
beat.’ And jazz cats used to play ahead of the 
beat. That’s one way of adding movement, but 
then if you put some tension on a beat and pull 
it another way, it makes a circular kind of music, 
rather than a square type of music.” 

Definitely not square is Rebennack’s ar¬ 
rangement of the standard “Since I Fell for 
You” on Goin' Back to New [cant'd on page 97] 
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Drums 

Getting Heavy Hands 
A ton of tips from Zach Danziger ❖ «fTony schihmw 

W
hen Zach Danziger 

was a kid, as opposed to a 
wizened 21-year-old, his 
hands were already making 

him money. “I was a hand model. I used to act 
in TV commercials, where they’d say, ‘Okay, 
we need a pair of eight-year-old’s hands for 
Bluebonnet.’ You had to reach on-camera and 
cut a pat of butter just right, and at a difficult 
angle, or they’d get crazy and sick.” 

It was a fact—the kid had good hands, good 
enough to make him a teenage drum prodigy and 
an up-and-coming jazz/fusion star by 20 (some 
recent and current employers: guitarists Leni 
Stern, Chuck Loeb and Wayne Krantz; pianist 
Michel Camilo). The machine-gun single-stroke 
rolls Zach can unleash underneath a soloist may 
be a gift, but he also spent the better part of his 
teens in the practice room; a good chunk of that 
time was devoted to building up his hands. One 
recent afternoon, rushing between a practice pad 

and a kit in Manhattan’s Drummer’s Collective, 
the big redhead outlined the regimen of hand 
exercises he still tries to follow, and recommends. 

“It’s tough—I’ve been moving around a lot. 
When I’m in my thing, I like to do an hour a day 
on the pad or snare drum.” The two-part rou¬ 
tine takes about an hour-and-a-quarter. “If you 
can’t do it daily, try for at least every other day.” 

Part One is a warmup that also builds speed, 
control and stamina; Zach got it from his for¬ 
mer teacher Kim Plainfield. With a metronome, 
Zach starts at 72 beats per minute and goes by 
increments of four up to 100. He plays 16th-
note single strokes first with his right hand, then 
his left, for 100 clicks—four strokes, that is, to a 
click. Then, two-handed, he plays 32nd notes: 
eight beats per click. When all the counting got 
tedious, Zach made himself a tape—100 clicks, 
pause, next tempo; now he can put his brain on 
hold. If Zach feels like it, he’ll go past 100 
bpm—the fastest he can speed through 100 

clicks with either hand is about 120. If he has 
still more time, he’ll start at 60. “Playing slow, 
you should be mostly using your wrist. By 120 
it should be mostly fingers, with your hand 
more or less stationary. There’s a gray area— 
maybe 80 to 92—where you can use wrist or 
fingers, though everyone has different switch¬ 
ing points.” 

Part One takes Zach about 45 minutes. “By 
then, the blood’s really flowing through my 
hands. It’s great for before a gig: When you 
count off your first tune semi-fast, you won’t 
start locking up.” 

Part Two also builds speed and control, but 
for more complex figures. “Take certain rudi¬ 
ments—paradiddles (including inversions), 
paradiddle diddles, double-stroke rolls, flam 
accent, flam taps—and a few that aren’t rudi¬ 
ments, say, R-LLL, or maybe a six-stroke roll, 
and do up to 15 of them for one or two minutes 
each. A half-hour’s worth. 

“When I started doing this I chose a tempo 
that was as fast as I could play each rudiment 
cleanly and comfortably. Let’s say I found that 
for paradiddles, 16th notes at 196 bpm was close 
to my peak. I marked it down and went through 
the rest, with the tempo close to the peak. Every 
time I did it I’d increase the metronome by one 
or two beats, to where my hands wouldn’t 
know it was any faster. Going gradually like 
that, I must have increased my speed for each 
rudiment by 30 or 40, instead of saying, ‘Okay, I 
can do 196, I’m gonna try 240 off the bat,’ 
which is impossible. And though at some point 
there’s a speed that’s just too great, I always 
seem to get it a little faster. 

“If you don’t use a metronome or write your 
tempos down, you won’t know if you’re mak¬ 
ing progress. A lot of times I’ve felt, ‘Boy, my 
chops are sluggish.’ In fact, I was getting faster. 
I’ve got notebooks dating back to ’85, with all 
my tempos for maybe 20 different exercises.” 
And for all Zach’s chops, “I’m using a metro¬ 
nome more and more these days. It just gives 
you more confidence for when it’s not on.” 

He doesn’t practice all the rudiments—“the 
triple ratamacue is a nice little rudiment, but I 
can’t remember any time I might use it on a gig, 
except maybe halftime at the Cotton Bowl. It’s 
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Rhythm. It is the pulse of any city. 
The cycles of nature. The solitude of 
motion. Human spirit is propelled by 
rhythm. Rhythm is matter, soul, and 
Casey Scheuerell. 

"A drummer is the imprint of his 
culture. To me, drums are living 
things. I hear the jungles of Brazil, 
sense the dancers of West Africa, taste 
the inner depth of South India. 
That's why my shell is so important. 

Prestige Custom maple drums can 
literally be caressed to hug warmth or 
attacked to gather thunder. " 
Prestige Custom from Pearl. For an 

artist like Casey. They are the 
illustration of sound. 

Pearl Prestige Custom. See your local authorized Pearl dealer. The best reason to play drums. 



not like there’s 26 distinctly different feels in the 
hands. People don’t realize that almost every¬ 
thing in drumming reduces to a single stroke, a 
double stroke, a flam or a drag. I teach students 
how one of Steve Gadd’s signature licks is really 
just a 6-stroke roll. Maybe Steve doesn’t look at 
it that way, but really, that’s what he’s doing. 

“Don’t reach your goal too quickly: Stay at 
one tempo for a couple of days, a week, to get 
the feel of it. And try bringing some of the fig¬ 
ures down in speed. Fast is good, but a lot of 
drummers will tell you it’s harder to play cer¬ 
tain things slow—say, a slow paradiddle groove 
in a funk setting, snapping off the accents. 

“You can do these exercises on either a pad or 
a snare drum. Or on the set—I’ll orchestrate 
paradiddles around the drums or on the cym¬ 
bals. I don’t know if I totally believe in the prac¬ 
tice pad; a snare drum has a totally different feel. 
Ultimately it would be great if you could prac¬ 
tice on the snare drum, if only it weren’t so 
loud!” 

Grips? “For jazz, I’m more comfortable with 
the traditional grip. For speed around the toms, 
or single-stroke rolls, I like matched. When I’m 
playing hi-hat and snare in a funk or Latin set¬ 
ting, traditional feels better—your sticks don’t 
hit each other—but if I want to really slap the 
backbeat, I’ll switch to matched. Really, I switch 
grips without thinking. I personally think you 
should be able to play with both. Whichever one 
you use, there should be some symmetry. For 
that, a mirror is more helpful than you’d think. 
Are your hands level? If you play matched, do 
your hands really match? Not if one hand is 
weaker. If your left hand’s weak, start slowly 
and use a mirror to match it to your right. 

“And that’s a pretty good little set of hand 
exercises, short of getting obsessive. If anything 
I’m the opposite: I hate practicing. But I love 
playing a gig, and it’s frustrating when things 
come to mind that I can’t play, and I know I 
could if I’d practiced. I practice so I can play 
what I hear in my mind.” '2' 

HAND JIVE 

Z
ACH DANZIGER’S Yamaha Recording 

Series kit (14- by 22-inch bass, 10- by 8-

inch and 12- by 8-inch mounted toms, 14-

by 10-inch floor tom, GMz- by 14-inch 

brass snare; a mix of K. and A. Zildjian 

cymbals; Remo heads) is in his closet; he just 

got back to New York from California. He uses 

5B Zildjian sticks. He’s got a dozen practice 

pads, “not that I collect them, I just always 

think I’m gonna find one that’s good.” 

Performance 

Robyn Hitchcock, Andy Metcalfe and Morris Windsor were escorted into their dressing room at 

New York’s Ritz and shown the accoutrements: “Here’s the cooler of drinks, there’s the deli platter, 

and here’s the toilet.” The stage manager pushed open the toilet door and there, seated on the 

throne, was a giggling blonde woman. He slammed the door. “She’s not on the rider,” he said. 

Robyn Hitchcock made 11 albums in 10 years. His latest, Perspex Island, was his best, a con¬ 

tender for best album of 1991. The trouble was that now it 

was 1992 and Perspex Island had not sold much better than 

Hitchcock’s standard—less than 100,000 copies. The first 

single, “So You Think You’re in Love,” got to number one on 

the college charts but did not cross over to the mainstream 

as A&M Records expected. This tour had been delayed in 

anticipation of a triumphant return to the States; instead the 

Egyptians were coming back amid confusion about what the 

second single should be and whether there was still a chance 

to save the album. 

On Perspex Island the Egyptians used click tracks and 

ringing, open production to give rockers such as “Ocean¬ 

side” and “Ultra Unbelievable Love” the relaxed authority of 

anthems. On stage the songs were a bit faster and more 

ramshackle—less like U2 and more like the Kinks. Hitch¬ 

cock’s hilarious stream-of-consciousness monologues 

between songs delighted the hipsters, but broke the momen¬ 

tum that would have built if the band had allowed one great 

tune to lead straight into another. That he refuses to iron out 

his eccentricities to fit MTV-shaped expectations may be a mark of Hitchcock’s artistic integrity, 

but it also makes it easier for those who decide which music gets pushed to the public to label him 

an alternative artist and stick him back on the shelf. 

During an acoustic set-within-the-set Hitchcock’s brilliant songwriting was given display. 

“Madonna of the Wasps” and “One Long Pair of Eyes” were stripped down and sung beautifully. 

No one with ears could miss that these songs were bom of an extraordinary talent For the acoustic 

set Metcalfe traded his Squier Precision for a Martin B40 acoustic bass while Windsor played 

brushes on a snare drum and rapped on a Roland D8 Octapad. (On the electric numbers Windsor 

used the Octapad to fill out the trio’s sound by adding organ chords to choruses, or chiming 

accents.) Metcalfe also played keyboards on a Roland A90. For a while in the late ’80s Metcalfe 

was playing bass in the Egyptians at the same time that he was playing keyboards with Squeeze. He 

said he learned during that time that it’s better to make less money as a full band member than 

more as a salaried sideman. Such dedication is what makes a band a band. 

“We’ve been playing now as long as The Band had when they broke up at The Last Waltz," 

Hitchcock said backstage. “Our humor used to mask the fact that we’re actually pretty good musi¬ 

cians. And as a songwriter I’m as good as Chrissie Hynde or Lloyd Cole or any of those people that 

you would take seriously. But our image subverted us. And maybe underneath we were scared of 

being taken seriously. I never understood why people had to be taken so seriously. Why did James 

Taylor and Van Morrison look so miserable? Was it because they were rich and lived in California 

and had everything they wanted? So we were always pretty flippant and people took it the wrong 

way. Fans and detractors alike got the wrong idea. We’re musicians. That’s what we do. That’s what 

we value.” 

After more than a decade, Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians continue to grow as players, per¬ 

formers and recording artists. The New York show was a good reminder of something that gets over¬ 

shadowed in the media’s fever to jump on what’s new and novel: Time makes good bands better. 

Robyn Hitchcock & the Egyptians 
By B I L L F L A N A G A N 
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-1 Just The Ticket 
To A Great 
Performance. 

You've paid your dues. You’ve invested 
your soul. Now you're flush with the thrill of 
making it, and ready for a larger stage. But 
you can't ignore reality just yet. Getting into 
a decent sound reinforcement system can 
be a costly endeavor. 

. For you, the emerging performer, 
we've developed the MR Series. 

Y Serious loudspeaker systems that 
deliver out-of-this-world performance 

at down to earth prices. From the single 
transducer guitar boxes and 2-way stage 

monitors to 3-way full range systems 
and 18" subwoofer, MR Series systems 

produce a big, clean, powerful JBL 
sound. The kind of sound 

you and your audience 
will truly appreciate. 

Besides providing the 
launching point for 
new loudspeakers 
with powerful 3 inch 

voice coils, the MR 
Series also relies on the proven technologies of our Bi-Radial® 
horns, titanium diaphragms and ultra-strong trapezoidal 
enclosures. From the crisp, clear tones of a guitar solo to the 
complex textures of a synth, even to the special performance 
needs of mobile DJs, MR Series delivers the efficiency, 
reliability, and power handling capability that has become 
synonymous with JBL. 

MR Series. Check them out at your local JBL dealer. They may 
just be the ticket for your next great performance. 

ÏIBL 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
H A Harman International Company 



DEVELOPMENTS 

The Big Trend at NAMM 
’92 ? AFFORDABI L1TY. 

I
t was the best of NAMMs, it was the worst of NAMMs.... Sorry, 
always wanted to begin a story like that. Actually it was a pretty 
middling NAMM. Lurking in everyone’s psyches at the Anaheim 
Convention Center was the R-word. Yes, recession. Much like the 

video spectacle of Bush losing his cookies in Nippon, recession awareness 
was hard to miss at the National Association of Music Merchandisers’Jan¬ 
uary 17-19 convocation. Manufacturers were low-balling it this year: 
focusing on the affordable lower ends of their product lines. Which is good 
news for musicians. It’s a buyers’ market out there! Anybody got any 
dough to spare on instruments? On to the notable trends and prophetic 
products.... 

The Big Buzz: This year’s attention-grabber was unquestionable the 
Parker guitar, which has been picked up for distribution by Korg. The 
brainchild of Connecticut luthier Ken Parker, it’s a ridiculoush slim-bod-

waves, some D-770 samples, eight-part multitimbral capabilities and a 
groovy user-interface with eight data sliders and large display. Roland 
also introduced theJV-30, essentially a Sound Canvas tone module with a 
keyboard and 128 extra user-programmable tones, and the JW-30, which 
is basically a JV-30 with a built-in 16-track/4900-note sequencer. And 
yes, an onboard disk drive is perched atop the control panel at a raffishly 
oblique angle. 

Trend 2—Affordable Acoustics: Geez, there was a ton of ’em. Among 
the more notable was the Takamine G-Series, surprisingly sound for Tai¬ 
wan-made guitars selling around the $400 mark. A notch up from there 
were the new Ovation Celebrity Deluxe electro-acoustics: Korean-made 
for around 900 bucks, looking and sounding quite sharp with Ovation 
Elite-style soundholes. Washburn came in with a $699 range of D-scries 
electro-acoustic cutaways. And Charvel has its own new line of electro¬ 
acoustic guitars and basses in the $500-$650 neighborhood. But let’s move 
on to a new category.... 

ied axe: a wood-core body and neck surrounded by an exoskeleton of 
rigid space-age stuff. There’s the ultra-svelte Fly model (about four 
pounds) and the downright anorexic Super Fly, which tips the scales at 
just 2*/2 pounds. The neck joint feels about as thin as a pencil. But when 
you plug this axe in...whammo! A bridge-mounted piezo pickup pro¬ 
vides great Ovation-style electro-acoustic timbres: that super-thin body 
behaves much like the top of an acoustic guitar. And the guitar’s specially 
made DiMarzio humbuckers put out quite a creditable roar. A real natu¬ 
ral—particularly for guitarists who need to double acoustic and electric 
sounds onstage—priced around $1500. 

Trend 1—Curvy Knob Arrays: For some reason, lean times always 
seem to have style. Art Deco rose up during the last Big Slump of the 
’30s. And now somebody’s decided it’s time to retire that cold, squared-
off look for high-tech gear. Buck Rogers-style soft contours are the 
new thing. For details, just check out Zoom’s newest miniature guitar 
effects processor, the 9000. The practical reason for that Martian shaver 
shape is so the unit can be wedged under the handle of a combo amp. 
But it sure looks cool—and the 9000 sounds pretty 
good too. 

Then there’s the Yamaha RY 10 Rhvthm Pro¬ 
grammer, with its soft-curve underbelly and 250 
sounds you would’ve killed your favorite auntie for 
three years ago—but now you just gotta pay a few 
hundred bucks. The RYlO’s a real recession-buster. 
As is Yamaha’s EMP700 digital effects processor. No 
retro sci-fi contours here, but plenty of good, 
editable effects, including hard-edged distortions and 
creamy smooth reverbs in one rack space. 

Historians of musical instrument design will no 
doubt trace the origins of the curvy line thing to 
Roland’s JV-800, introduced at last year’s NAMM. 
This year, the company introduced a mid-priced 
synth ($1895 list), theJV-80. It’s got some JV-800 
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DEVELOPMENTS 

Guitar Hero Gear: The Fender Stevie Ray 
Vaughan Strat (unveiled at a special ceremony 
attended by Albert Collins, Buddy Guy, Jimmie 
Vaughan, Danny Gatton and others), the Jackson 
Randy Rhoads model, the Washburn Nuno Bet¬ 
tencourt model (with Nuno’s unique five-bolt neck 
joint) the Peavey 5150 Eddie Van Halen amp—big 
bottom indeed! 

So Obvious It’s Brilliant: This honor must go 
to the Demeter Silent Speaker Chamber. Other 
manufacturers fiddle with speaker emulators and 
similar electronic contraptions to help apartment 
dwellers get a roaring guitar sound without disturbing the neighbors. But 
Demeter has taken a much more literal approach, adapted from an idea 
by Allan Holdsworth: They’ve built a soundproof box and mounted a 
speaker and microphone inside. Kind of like an inside-out speaker cabi-

The buzz be NAMM? Parker/Kbrb’s new 

Fly guitars. 

net. A mono Silent Speaker Chamber goes for $299 (without the speaker 
and mike). The stereo version (room for two speakers and two mikes) 
goes for $399. 

ALAN DI PERNA 

Home Recording at NAMM: High tech trickles down 

his year’s report from Anaheim starts with a few questions. First off, 

what’s with all the bimbos-for-hire? Presumably, the sexist companies 

who put these “naked ladies” on display do it to bring in customers, 

but what they attract is a lot of gawkers. Does this really help business? 

Second, if the NAMM powers-that-be force great musicians to do 

their stuff in steamy, airless booths, why on earth do all these godawful

karaoke singers get to do it out in the open? And how come they all sound like 

Alfalfa? 
Down to business. If you were looking for the kind of techno-splash made 

by products like the DX7 or last year’s sneak preview of the Alesis ADAT, you 

were in for a disappointment. But the astute observer could hear, above the Van 

Halen licks and bass drum kicks, the steady drip drip drip of technology trick¬ 

ling down to where the average home-studio Joe can finally take advantage of 

innovations that until now were way out there price-wise. Fostex, in cahoots 

with Atari, C-Lab, Steinberg/Jones, Dr. T’s 

and Opcode, has started delivering on its 

promise to bring the fun stuff down to the 

musician’s level, adding MIDI machine con¬ 

trol to the R8, G-16 and G-24S tape machines. 

This “thread it and forget it” package allows 

the musician to control all tape transport func¬ 

tions from his computer keyboard. Not only 

is this way cool, the package is surprisingly 

inexpensive. 

Not to be outdone, Tascam introduced the 

MMC100 interface unit, which translates 

MIDI machine control messages to and from 

their 238, 644, 688, TSR-8, MSR-16 and 

MSR-24 machines. MIDIman is one compa¬ 

ny that continues to serve up inexpensive 

tools for the synched-up musician, and its 

new MacMan is no exception. This 1 -in/3-out 

Macintosh interface has a serial thru switch so 

you can bypass MIDI without unplugging your modem or printer, and it 

costs under $100. 

Between visits from heads of state, the Peaveys found time to unveil the new 

Spectrum module series, including a Bass Tone Module that’ll put 100 layered 

preset bass sounds in your rack for under 300 bucks. If those classic, beefy ana¬ 

log sounds are your thang, you should check out the Spectrum Synth Tone 

Module. This 12-voice polyphonic, single-rack-space unit is a great way to 

expand your keyboard setup for around $400. 

If, like most of us, your home rig is built around a Portastudio, you’re more 

than likely dying for more mixer channels. Tascam’s MM100 and MM200 

might be just what you need. They call them “keyboard mixers,” but with eight 

stereo input channels and four effect sends (and a low list price of $600 and 

$700 respectively) these babies pack a lot of neat features into three rack spaces. 

The MM200 also offers BBE exciter circuitry and a MIDI patching system. 

Relative newcomers Mackie flexed their mixer 

muscle with the new MicroSeries 1202, offer¬ 

ing 20 inputs in a one-square-foot package and 

sonic performance to rival the big boys—all for 

a mere $399. DOD have taken their 800 series 

mixer back to the drawing board and added 

nifty stuff like three bands of EQ and stereo 

effects sends—a lot of features for $429.95. 

These arc just a few examples of what could 

be a healthy trend. The lack of big-ticket tech¬ 

no-toys at this year’s show may have some 

writers crying about the MIDI doldrums, but 

don’t you believe it. Having pushed the MIDI 

envelope as far as they can, MI companies are 

beginning to turn around and concentrate on 

improving user interfaces and lowering prices. 

And for the home recordist on a budget (aren’t 

we all?) that’s real good news. 

PETER CRONIN MACKIE’S 1202 (TOP), TASCAM’S MM2DO (BOTTOM) 
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For all the years 
you paid your dues, 
the new Hughes & Kettner 
Access pays you back... 

... in rich, glorious Tone. 
More quickly and easily 
than any other amp. 

" From raw blues to full shred, 
I unequivocally recommend this 
setup. From Gatemouth Brown to 
Metallica, the Access/VS250 
system does it all." 

(Guitar Player 8/91) 

p^The Access Has It All: F 
• • 3 High End Preamps 

• 4 Programmable Loops including 
1 External Preamp Loop 

• 128 User Presets 
• Powerful MIDI Real time Control 
• 2 Recording Outs n own 

Cabinet Simulator Circuitry) 
• Unique "Open System" 
• Elegant, Simple Interlace 

No other investment will 
pay you back so fast. 

Call your dealer NOW to arrange a personal demo.Or 

call us for the location of your nearest Access dealer. 

£ UlUuM-
Hughes & Kettner Inc. 
35 Summit Ave, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 
(215) 558 0345 (USA) 

B&J Music, 469 King St IV. 
Toronto, Ontario, M5V 1K4 
(416) 596 8361 (Canada) 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Guitar Gear Shapes 
Up at NAMM 

raditional guitar shapes are coming 

back, based on evidence at this year’s 

NAMM. A good example is Paul 

Chandler’s new Austin Special. De¬ 

signed by Texan Ted Newman-Jones 

and powered by three of Chandler’s 

lipstick-tube pickups, the guitar’s contours 

seem dictated as much by the company’s 

nuevo-Californio attitude as by Austin’s music 

scene. It’s also available in a Keith Richards-

influenced five-string model. On the acoustic 

front, Martin introduced their large sound¬ 

hole guitar. It seems that a now-deceased blue¬ 

grass/rocker played his old Martin D28 so 

hard that he wore the wood away and made 

the soundhole slightly bigger, giving the guitar 

better volume. Several other companies have 

capitalized on that famous picker’s name with 

their versions of the instrument, but this is the 

first one that sounds like a Martin. 

The old under-the-saddle acoustic pickup is 

undergoing a mini-revolution as well. Both 

EMG and Fishman have new pickup designs 

that replace the traditional (and problematic) 

ceramic crystals. EMG is using an electrically 

active piezo film, whereas Larry Fishman’s 

new pickup is based on an alternative, highly 

sensitive polymer. Like EMG’s, it’s available in 

two different configurations. 

If you’re gigging in clubs with your acous¬ 

tic, you ought to take a look at Rane’s new 

MAP 33, a MIDI-programmable acoustic 

music processor. The unit has a two-channel 

approach to miking the guitar, allowing a 

musician to give separate EQ treatment to a 

microphone and a piezo pickup. There’s also a 

vocal mike input and monitor outputs (each 

with separate programmable EQ), stereo line 

ins for tape or drum machine, effects loop, you 

name it. 

Elsewhere on the processor front, Hughes 

and Kettner’s quest for the perfect crunch 

manifested itself this year with an updated 

version of their Access MIDI-programmable 

stereo guitar amp system with new sounds 

and a new low price of $1999. ART intro¬ 

duced a line of affordable combo amps called 

the Attack Modules, with lightweight carbon 

fiber enclosures. There’s a choice of tube or 

solid-state amps: The design includes stereo 

effects loops, direct and headphone outs, cho¬ 

rusing and ART’s new Quad S spatial sur¬ 

round effect. The SGX T2 is ART’s new flag¬ 

ship rackmount guitar effects processor and 

successor to the SGX 2000. It retains many of 

the 2000’s most popular sounds, adding new 

reverb and chorus algorithms at a lower price 

than the 2000. 

BBE introduced three new preamps, for 

electric guitar, bass and acoustic guitar. All are 

one rack-space high and all include BBE’s 

sonic-enhancement process. All are fairly full-

featured, with bi-amp capabilities on the bass 

unit, for instance, and separate EQ facilities for 

the clean and distortion channels on the guitar 

preamp. 

The newest from MESA/Boogie is a 100W 

dual rectifier guitar head. Two separate recti¬ 

fiers—one tube and one solid-state—provide 

different gain structures that can be used in 

many combinations. There’s an effects loop 

and a gaggle of 6L6s around the back. 

Alesis to Enter Synth Market 
Another NAMM show, another intriguing—though silent— 

PROTOTYPE FROM ALESIS. THIS TIME IT’S A KEYBOARD: THE 55 QUADRA 

Synth Master Keyboard, no less. It’ll be a 64-voice/76-key 

MONSTER WITH EXTENSIVE PROGRAMMING FACILITIES THAT COMBINE 

ADDITIVE AND SUBTRACTIVE TECHNIQUES. PERHAPS MOST COOL IS THE 

FACT THAT IT’LL HAVE DIGITAL OUTS AS WELL. PROJECTED RETAIL PRICE 

is $ 1 495. The company is also planning a rackmount version, 

THE 54, SLATED TO SELL FOR $995 RETAIL. 
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VJvW OR

Where? 
With 400 pages of music industry names, addresses, numbers & 
faxes, the '92 Yellow Pages OÍRock contains complete listings of: 

Plus... You'll receive Jr! It fits into your briefcase or guitar case, with 
260 pages of North America's most popular destinations! Listings include: 

Call Album Network Toll Free In The United States at 18001 222-4382 
Or (81 8¡ 955-4000 and order today. Use the coupon below for $15 savings! 
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AFTER THE REVOLUTION 

MICHELLE SHOCKED 

ARKANSAS TRAVELER 

(MERCURY) 

TRACY CHAPMAN 

MATTERS OF THE HEART 

(ELEKTRA) 

K . D . LANG 

INGENUE 

(SIRE / WARNER BROS.) 

ack in ’88, folks marveled 
that a new wave of 

women, such as Tracy Chapman 
and Sinead O’Connor, dared to 
create strong music without acting 
cute. The really amazing part, of 
course, was that big labels would 
touch the stuff, although subse¬ 
quent chart-toppers from Chap¬ 
man and O’Connor put this en¬ 
lightened outlook into context. 
Now the best news: It wasn’t a fad. 
Sisters are continuing to speak up, 
making records that range from 
fantastic to dull, from platinum to 
f\op, just like guys! 

They don’t come more gifted 
than k.d. lang, whose drop-dead 
voice has yet to realize its potential 
in the studio. On the coyly titled 
Ingenue, this croonin’ Canadian 
chooses absolute torch and skips 
the twang in a cozy set of smolder¬ 
ing love ballads. Not since the 
lounge-lizard zenith of Bryan 
Ferry has someone been so con¬ 
sumed by amour. In her sultriest 
tones, she promises to “grant you 
control of my body and soul” (“So 
It Shall Be”), begs “spoil me with 
you” (“Save Me”) and generally 
seems bewitched. But vou could 

feel the sweaty desperation behind 
Ferry’s grand facade; lang rests lazi¬ 
ly on the surface, content to spin a 
seductive mood. While hardcore 
easy-listening causes chills when 
handled properly—see her breath¬ 
taking version of Cole Porter’s “So 
in Love” for Red Hot + Blue—it’s 
stupefying in large doses, however 
accomplished. 

Having once declined a hefty 
record-company advance in the 
name of integrity, Michelle Shocked 
makes up for such principled frugali¬ 
ty this time. In one of the most cre¬ 
ative uses of expense accounts ever, 
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she cut each of the 14 tracks on Arkansas Traveler 
at a different site, visiting Ireland, Australia and 
spots around the USA in search of...what? 
Shocked intended to comment on the white main¬ 
stream’s debt to black culture, but she’s too wide-
ranging, figuratively as well as literally, to forge a 
coherent statement. No matter, ’cause this is one 
swell time, filled with joyous noises that betray a 
genuine affection for roots music and her fellow 
musicians. Backed by Pops Staples, she plays R&B 
shouter on “33 RPM Soul,” belts a pop anthem on 
“Come a Long Way,” teams with Levon Helm to 
spout homespun wisdom on “Secret to a Long 
Life,” and so forth. Besides radiating good vibes, 
Shocked provides generous space for her cohorts, 
among them Hothouse Flowers, Paul Kelly’s Mes¬ 
sengers and, especially, a host of superb bluegrass 
’n’ country cats. Feels mighty fine. 

Then there’s Tracy Chapman, who sounds 
like a terminal downer after the giddiness of 
Arkansas Traveler. Matters of the Heart won’t 
surprise anyone familiar with her husky vocals 
and dignified bearing, which isn’t a shortcoming 
when you’re this eloquent. Pondering life and 
death in typically blunt fashion, Chapman 
despises the privileged (“So”) and defends the 
despised (“Bang Bang Bang”), though she’s 
equally fiery off-duty. The mesmerizing seven¬ 
minute title track, in particular, dispels the notion 
she’s only a frowning social conscience. “I won’t 
call it love/But it feels good to have passion in my 
life,” she murmurs, suggesting a tenderness best 
explored behind closed doors. Despite the pres¬ 
ence of killer players, including Roy Bittan, Mike 
Campbell, Vernon Reid and Bobby Womack, 
they’re almost irrelevant, ’cause her quiet charis¬ 
ma alone generates ample heat. No fun? Instead, 
call Tracy Chapman intense, stirring, painfully 
honest—just the sort of person we always need 
more of, I think. —Jon Young 

Miniature 
I! uo «Buy Xui jndjjiKii 

I 

M I N I ATU RE 

/ Can't Put My Finger On It 
(POLYGRAM/JMT) 

There are riffs in this music that 

might, on paper, suggest the Count Basie 
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band. There are moments of chicken-scratch 
funk and ironic jabs at the stripper’s blues. 
There are sprawling Bartokesque themes that 
make mincemeat of the grant-funded abstrac¬ 
tions that too often pass for modern composi¬ 
tion. There are glorious slow-motion colli¬ 
sions of sound that would probably please 
Ellington. But with Miniature, things are never 
quite what they seem, and isolating the indi¬ 
vidual characteristics of this trio’s through-
composed music separates them from their 
context. Dissect it to death, but their sonic 
assault strives for—and achieves—one big 
blunt impression. 

On Miniature’s / Can’t Put My Finger On It, 
fragmented motifs become broadsides against 
the numbing neutrality of the too-much-infor-
mation society. Coupled with the jumbled, ran-
som-note-style liner notes—which chronicle 
incidents of doublespeak such as “Cameroon 
calls censorship ‘administrative control’”— 
these pieces can be taken as a loud commentary 
from ’90s guys on the pervasive rigidity that has 
infected the music-making process. Composing 
in shards rather than themes, drummer Joey 
Baron, saxophonist Tim Berne (whose slap-
tongued baritone figures prominently) and cel¬ 
list Hank Roberts advocate a type of redesign-
oriented experimentation that’s only been 
attempted in recent times by Frank Zappa. And 
through intuitive (but rarely unruly) outbursts 
that build upon the peak written moments, they 
ridicule the head-solo-head conventions of jazz 
improvisation. Miniature thinking mirrors the 
pulse of the times, and like similarly spirited 
endeavors by Berne as a soloist, the Bill Frisell 
Band and Arcado String Trio, these diatribes are 
part of a still-emerging direction; boldly imag¬ 
ined scripts and intrusive assaults that might not 
always make sense, but remain as inescapable as 
the wind that shoots down city streets. 

This collaboration is very, ahem, urban. The 
galloping African 6/8 pulse that defines “Jersey 
Devil” might have originated in a tribal ritual, or 
a Paris subway station; the blues that finishes off 
“Combat” has enough camp in it to suggest a 
Hollywood B-movie. These references amount 
to a sidewalk survey of simulated folklore, yet 
none of the material is borrowed outright—the 
idiosyncratic, virtuoso-for-the-hell-of-it themes 
are forever twisting to make even the familiar 
stuff seem dense and provocative and disarming¬ 
ly beautiful. 

Naturally, Miniature doesn’t even sound like 
a trio. In addition to the multi-tracked saxo¬ 
phone and string parts, a chorus of spooky 
bleats haunts the background, and an ever¬ 
changing array of colors (some from Baron’s 
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“shacktronics,” a low-rent electronic rig that 
includes primitive keyboard sounds) lurks 
around the fringes. Berne’s death-scene 
squawks and leaps into the altissimo are not 
mere effects—they’re part of intricate melodic 
constructions that are rarely declarative in the 
traditional sense. Roberts uses the cello in 
equally unorthodox ways—sometimes he 
plucks or strums it like a guitar, while in other 
moments his bowed chords create a menacing, 
enveloping sound that, like much of this work, 
utterly rejects category. I can’t put my finger on 
it, either. —Tom Moon 

The Vulgar Boatmen 

Please Panic 
(Safe H □ u s e / C a r a l i n e ) 

This delightful album achieves 

more in its modesty than most rock does 
in its ambition. The Vulgar Boatmen play airy 
rock ’n’ roll with great warmth and honesty and 
almost no posturing. The group came to some 
attention a couple of years ago through their 
relationship with the Silos, and like the Silos 
they sing without dramatics of the simple pains 
and pleasures of adult life. But unlike the 
Silos—or any other recording artists I can think 
of—the Vulgar Boatmen’s ability to communi¬ 
cate with the listener is not impeded by any 
apparent ambition. You get the sense that this 
record was not made to change the world or to 
win a major label deal or to get gigs or get on the 
radio. Rather this album seems to exist because 
the songs came into the heads of the band, and 
they had good melodies and were fun to play 
and sing, and someone else thought they were 
worth recording. I don’t want to burden such 
pure, uplifting music with a lot of critical bag¬ 
gage, but I think that what makes Please Panic 
sound so fresh is that the music feels unmediat¬ 
ed, like cassettes made in living rooms and 
passed among friends. Except that these friends 
sing like Nils Lofgren harmonizing with Phil 
Everly and write songs that sound like “True 
Love Ways” crossed with “Peaceful Easy Feel¬ 
ing” crossed with “You Are the Everything.” 



Uh-oh—comparisons. The critic’s crutch. 
I’m tempted to tell you that this is the album 
Marshall Crenshaw and Nick Lowe were 
always shooting for, but that while those guys 
wrote ironic lyrics the Vulgar Boatmen are as 
straightforward as early Jackson Browne. But if 
I told you that you might think the album was 
retro or folkie and it’s neither. 1 could try to give 
you a taste of it by saying it’s the album Jonathan 
Richman would have made if he had been 
stripped of his eccentricities. But then you might 
say, “What would that leave?” So at the risk of 
sounding like a real paraquat casualty let me put 
it this way: Please Panic is the album you want 
to hear coming out of the house on a summer 
night when you’re out back looking at the stars. 
It’s rock ’n’ roll with all the windows opened. 
(Available from Safe House Communications, 
P.O. Box 349, W. Lebanon, NH 03784, or from 
Caroline Records, 114 W. 26th St., New York, 
NY 10001) —Bill Flanagan 

as Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare. Talent¬ 
ed, jazz-minded brass brethren like the tor¬ 
mented trombonist Don Drummond, saxo¬ 
phonist Roland Alphonso and trumpeter Dizzy 
Johnny Moore blew fanfarelike charts and then 
stretched out, creating wordless statements that 
evoked melancholy and joy, anger and serenity, 
sexual buildup and climax. 

Vocalists had their moments in the ska sun, 
foreshadowing their heyday in the rock steady 
scene of the mid-’60s. Defining moments here 
include Ken Boothe and Stranger Cole’s blown-
gasket, two-barreled passion on “Arte Bella” 
and the cautionary rude-boy anthem “Simmer 
Down,” featuring young Bob Marley fronting 
the Wailers, attacking the higher-register phras¬ 
es with rough-hewn zeal. A specific New 
Orleans R&B strain as well as the power of the 
church show up in the Professor Longhair-like 
piano pumping behind Clancy Eccles on the 
gospel nugget “River Jordan.” But despite these 
obvious debts to its northern cousins, ska was 
anything but mimicry. 

The music lives on, with neo-ska scenes 
thriving in North America, Europe and Japan, 
while four members of the original Skatalites 
still play to clubs full of awestruck youth shout¬ 
ing out requests for “Spred Satin” and “Phoenix 
City” to their aging heroes. Before the revivals, 
though, was the real deal, and Ska Bonanza is 
the best compilation yet of Jamaica’s first world 
music. —Tom Cheyney 

Various Artists 

Ska Bonanza: The Studio One Ska Years 
(Heartbeat/Rounder) 

W HILE THE U.S. AND SOVIET UNION 

were racing to put men in space in the 
early ’60s, Jamaican ska was going ballistic. Ska 
Bonanza’s 41 tracks chart the progress of this 
danceable tropical jazz, from the homegrown 
R&B licks of the late ’50s to its full bloom in 
1962-64. Like all the archival Jamaican record¬ 
ings released by Heartbeat, these tunes were 
taken directly from the original studio masters, 
and the enhanced sound quality is better than 
the original 7-inch singles. The studios were 
Federal Records and the legendary Studio One, 
and the producer/mastermind was Clement 
“Coxsone” Dodd, a name synonymous not 
only with the birth of ska but with its rock 
steady and reggae offsprings. 

Instrumentals were the heart of ska, and no 
group was as influential as the Skatalites. Bassist 
Lloyd Brevett and drummer Lloyd Knibbs laid 
down a groove whose interplay would fore¬ 
shadow and influence such later rhythmic duos 

Mae Tucker 

I Spent a Week There the Other Night 
(New Rose) 

Ready for some history? on this 

humble indie import, former Velvet 
Underground drummer Moe (née Maureen, 
but you knew that) Tucker has reunited the four 
original Velvets for their first studio collabora¬ 
tion since 1968’s White Light/White Heat. 
That’s right—Lou Reed and Sterling Morrison 
lend guitar fire-power to two and three tracks 
respectively, while John Cale checks in with 
viola and synthesizer on three songs, including 
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Moe’s cover of “(And) Then He Kissed Me” 
(and who but Cale could evoke the Crystals on 
viola?). Plus, they all join forces on “I’m 
Not”—a six-minute guitar-noise epic which 
sounds like the Velvets picking up where they 
left off, just like you hoped it would. Unavoid¬ 
ably overshadowed is some fine work on bass 
and drums by Violent Femmes Brian Ritchie 
and Victor DeLorenzo. 

All that said, the star of the show is ultimate¬ 
ly Moe. Beyond the stellar cast of players, this 
album’s success is due to the newfound assur¬ 
ance of her vocals (they’ve improved ten-fold 
since her last record), the walls-of-guitars pro¬ 
duction and, mostly, the plain-spoken honesty 
of her songs like “Stayin’ Put” and “That’s 
B.A.D.” Throughout I Spent a Week There... 
Tucker holds her own with the most celebrated 
of ’Drella’s kids, and proves once and for all that 
yes, she’s a genuine contender. Here she comes 
now. (25 Rue du General Leclerc, 94270 Le 
Kremlin Bicetre, France) 

—Thomas Anderson 

CHRIS BELL 

Chris Bell 
I Am the Cosmos 

( R Y K □ D I S C ) 

Big Star 
Live 
Third 

( R Y K O D I S C ) 

Ryko has served up a feast for big 

Star-gazers, in the form of a long-mur-
mured-about but never officially released album 
by original member Chris Bell, along with a 
much-bootlegged Big Star radio gig and the most 
comprehensive issue yet of Third, Alex Chilton’s 
morbid Big Star swan song. But Bell’s album is 
the big news. In fact, news is seldom bigger—/ 
Am the Cosmos, recorded with sundry Memphis 
colleagues, is a pop masterwork. 

The title cut here exemplifies Bell’s approach: 
a viscous approach to Beatlemania, all wafting 
melodies, clipped Harrisonian guitar breaks 
and, on the up-tempo numbers, sheer Liver¬ 
pudlian drive. But Bell, who died in a 1978 car 
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the S A X POSTER 
The SAX Poster™ is a comprehensive reference system for sax players which will 
help at every stage of their development. It has the world's all time best sax fingering 
chart, a complete cross reference system for music theory, and it teaches any player 
to solo by showing how to play the blues. • FINGERING CHART • TREBLE CLEF • TABLE 
OF KEYS • CHORD & SCALE TABLE • CIRCLE Of FIFTHS • SAX EFFECTS & TECHNIQUES 
• PRACTICE TIPS • TRANSPOSING FOR SAX • BUILDING & IMPROVISING SOLOS! 

Over the years these big, beautiful art prints have become a valued part of 
millions of homes, libraries, schools and studios. The most comprehensive 
music resources available in any format, they have become true classics, 
and are world renowned for showing musicians how to understand and 
apply the principles of harmony EVEN IF THEY DON'T READ MUSIC! 
GUITAR POSTER'“ 

This poster has 
been answering 
guitarists' 
questions for 
more than a 
decade and is 
still the most 
complete guide 
to the guitar 
ever made! It 
contains a wealth 
of information for 
all guitar players, 
no matter what 
their style or their 
level of musical 
accomplishment. 
•MOVABLE 
CHORDS SCALE 

FORMS • TABLE OF KEYS • CHORD S SCALE 
TABLE • NOTES OF THE NECK • BASIC CHORDS 
• OPEN TUNINGS • CIRCLE Of FIFTHS • MORE!! 

KEYBOARD POSTER™ 
This beautiful 
work of educa¬ 
tional art makes 
visualizing and 
applying the 
principles of 
harmony as easy 
as DO RE Ml. 
The easy-to-use 
music theory 
applies to every 
keyboard 
instrument piano, 
organ, and all 
synthesizers, 
Included are: 
• FOUR OCTAVE 
LIFE SIZE KEY¬ 
BOARD • BASS 

& TREBLE KEY SIGNATURES •TABLE OF 
KEYS • CHORD & SCALE TABLE • TWELVE 
MAJOR SCALES • CIRCLE OF FIFTHS • MORE! 

ELECTRIC BASS POSTER™ MIDI POSTER™ ROCK GUITAR POSTER™ 
Featuring a 
collection of 
vintage bass 
guitars, this 
poster shows 
you how to play 
hot bass and 
hold down the 
rhythm section 
in any band 
playing today's 
popular music. 
•TUNING 
GUIDE • NOTES 
OF THE NECK 
• BASS KEY 
SIGNATURES, 
• BASS LINES 
• ALTERING 

SCALES & ARPEGGIOS • COMMON CHORDS 

MUSICAL 
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crash, was no mere copyist. One may argue 
whether the Beatles ever recorded songs as 
pained as “1 Am the Cosmos” and “You and 
Your Sister." Muted psychodramas like “Speed 
of Sound” and “Though I Know She Lies” nes¬ 
tle against burning rockers about fractured love 
like “I Got Kinda Lost" and “Fight at the 
Table.” The darkest numbers literally reach to 
Heaven for salvation—“Better Save Yourself,” 
“Look Up,” “There Was a Light." Harrowing 
liner notes by Bell’s brother David illuminate 
the dark angst heard in each note of this 
remarkable record. 

Live, cut at Long Island’s WI.IR with 
Chilton, bassist John Lightman and drummer 
Jodv Stephens, is wan compared to Big Star's 
studio work; while the group rocks hard 
enough on selections from No. I Record and its 
successor Radio City, the trio sounds thin and 
pinched. But the highlight, a four-song Chilton 
acoustic run-through of “The Ballad of El 
Goodo,” “Thirteen,” “I’m in Love with a Girl” 
and Loudon Wainwright Ill’s bitter “Motel 
Blues,” will bring a warm glow to hardcore 
fans. 

Third, aka Sister Lovers, is the third issue of 
Chilton’s curdled, disorienting cri de coeur. 
This version adds two tracks—a curiously 
affecting cover of Nat King Cole's hit “Nature 
Boy” and a febrile stomp through the Kinks’ 
“Till the End of the Day”—to the 17-song set 
released in 1985. Chilton worshipers already 
have most of this record, but anyone who’s 
never experienced “Kizza Me,” “Jesus Christ,” 
“You Can’t Have Me" and “Holocaust” 
should snare this still-shocking opus. 

—Chris Morris 

robert wyott dondestan 

Robert Wyatt 

Dondestan 
(Gramavision) 

Eventually Robert wyatt’s going 

to put out a record consisting of one note 
with occasional mumbling. It’s the logical con¬ 
clusion, judging by the way his music’s evolved 
over the last 25 vears. As drummer/vocalist for 

the Soft Machine and Matching Mole, Wyatt 
wrote material that was multi-segmented, jazz-
inflected, but with a playful, childlike quality. 
Then a 1973 fall from a third-story window left 
him confined to a wheelchair for life and unable 
to play a regular drumkit. Subsequently, he’s 
been stripping away those early complexities. 
The result: stark mood pieces, employing few 
instruments, shrugging off chord progressions 
and moving at a glacial pace. 

Dondestan, his first release in six years, is 
another minimalist production. The sound is 
pared to the bone—just keyboards and some 
percussion, all probably played by Wyatt (no 
credits, so you can’t be sure). The record’s first 
half comprises settings for impressionistic 
poems by Wyatt’s longtime companion Alfreda 
Benge, whose visions are just as bleak and 
stripped-down as the music. “The Sight of the 
Wind”’s main image is of garbage dancing in the 
air, while the “lovingly painted saint” of 
“Catholic Architecture” is surrounded by bro¬ 
ken glass which “dares the outsider, or the stray 
cat, to intrude.” There are no melodies to speak 
of, just random lines that let Wyatt’s voice run 
free over the keyboard wash. 

And what a voice, among the more distinc¬ 
tive and arguably more beautiful in popular 
music: thin, reedy, nearly weightless, capable of 
sounding like a wide-eyed child or an irritable 
old man. And always so sad, even when the 
tune’s happv. The way Wyatt delicately phrases 
Benge’s lines on “The Sight of the Wind” or 
adds a quiet majesty to the description of a sun¬ 
set on “Costa” can’t be easily described; it’s got 
to be heard. 

After Benge’s mysterious imagery, it’s a 
shock to hear the more typical Wyatt concerns 
of Dondestan’s second half: the Communist 
Party, Amnesty International, privatization, 
deportees, etc. Happily, his vocals are no less 
sublime. “N.I.O. (New Information Order)” 
is the album’s peak, its melody full of long 
drawn-out lines delivered with devastating 
precision. That song’s closing chord segues 
into the title track, a bouncy number about 
people without a homeland. A catchy one-fin¬ 
ger piano line is repeated several times over a 
swinging snare beat, with an occasional atonal 
bass note superimposed. Then the beat stops, 
and we’re left with a static synth drone and 
Wyatt, just barely audible, humming in the 
background for a minute and a half before fad¬ 
ing out. By the end, you know he’s getting 
close to making that one-note album. If Don-
destan's anything to go by, you can expect the 
one note will be perfect. 

—Mac Randall 
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BY J. D CONSIDINE 

ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE 

SOUNDTRACK 

Juice [Soul] 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

Pimps, Players & Private Eyes [Sire] 

Here’s an interesting indicator of how much our notions 

of style have changed in the last two decades. With Juice, 

toughness is spelled out through gruff, aggressive raps 

like “’Nuff Respect” by Big Daddy Kane, “Shoot ’Em 

Up” by Cypress Hill and Too Short’s “So You Wanna Be 

a Gangster.” Pimps, Players & Private Eyes conveys its 

sense of cool through smooth, soulful numbers like Mar¬ 

vin Gaye’s “Trouble Man,” Bobby Womack’s “Across 

110th Street” and Curtis Mayfield’s “Pusherman.” So 

does that mean it’s cool to be hard, and that only the old-

fashioned have soul? No, because Juice also includes 

Aaron Hall’s insinuating “Don’t Be Afraid,” as well as 

the Brand New Heavies’ “People Get Ready” (not a 

cover). Besides, which would you rather hear, Salt-N-

Pepa’s “He’s Gamin’ on Ya” (Juice), or Millie Jackson’s 

“Love Doctor” (Pimps)} 

THE CHURCH 

Priest = Aura [Arista] 

Haunting, hypnotic and insidiously catchy, this album 

finds the Church conveying a sense of mood so lush and 

vivid that the best songs envelop the listener like a mist. 

That’s as true of the dark, dreamlike “Aura” as the waltz¬ 

like, whimsical “Witch Hunt.” 

CRACKER 

Cracker [Virgin] 

Given the familiarity of David Lowery’s drawling deliv¬ 

ery and deadpan wit, you might think Cracker merely 

updates his last band, Camper Van Beethoven. Not so, for 

in place of the Campers’ warped eclecticism, this band 

goes for the rangy, honkytonk-tinged punk you’d expect 

from a bunch of Crackers—“Cracker Soul,” Lowery calls 

it. It’s a great sound, and perfectly suited for “(Can I Take 

My) Gun to Heaven,” “Mr. Wrong” and everybody’s 

favorite post-hippie singalong, “Don’t fuck me up with 

peace and love.” 

LIVE 

Mental Jewelry [Radioactive] 

As glib as this quartet occasionally gets, it’s hard to argue 

with the basics of its sound: muscular rhythm work, a 

comforting buzz of guitar and strong, soulful vocals. And 

if the songs sometimes rely more on aural appeal than 

melodic ingenuity, remember there are worse things a 

band could be than fun to listen to. 

YO-YO MA 

BOBBY MCFERRIN 

Hush [Sony Masterworks] 

For all its middlebrow predictability—“Flight of the 

Bumblebee,” “Ave Maria,” Rachmaninoff’s “Vocalise”— 

the chemistry between this duo adds enough spark to the 

performances to keep these pop and classical pieces from 

ever seeming merely “pretty.” In fact, the best moments 

are heartwarming. 

DIED PRETTY 

Doughboy Hollow [Beggars Banquet] 

These Australians sure know their Americana, from the 

swirling, R.E.M. rhythm guitar to the Tom Petty twang 

that creeps into Ronald S. Peno’s voice on “Godbless.” 

But the Pretties balance that with a hard-kicking rhythm 

section and a classic Brit-rock melodicism, making the 

likes of “Doused” and “Stop Myself” distinctive and well 

worth hearing. 

JOE PUBLIC 

Joe Public [Columbia] 

Like Boys II Men, Bell Biv DeVoe and Jodeci, Joe Public 

blends old-style R&B harmonies with new jack beats—ad¬ 

mittedly not the most original approach a group could take 

these days. So why bother? In part because the songs are 

solid and the singing is appealing, but mainly because these 

Joes back that up with a genuine, band-based funk groove 

that adds an edge to these songs no sample can match. 
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COL. BRUCE HAMPTON & THE 

AQUARIUM RESCUE UNIT 

CoL Bruce Hampton & the Aquarium Rescue Unit 

[Capricorn] 

As any officer worth his commission will attest, it takes 

more than vision to be a good leader; you need to inspire 

your troops, to bring the best out in them. Which is pre¬ 

cisely what Col. Hampton does here, pulling a perfor¬ 

mance from his jazz-blues-n-boogie band that’s as unpre¬ 

dictable as Captain Beefheart, as virtuosic as the Dixie 

Dregs and more soulful than either. 

THE CHIEFTAINS 

An Irish Evening [RCA Victor] 

If “Behind Blue Eyes” doesn’t exactly strike you as tradi¬ 

tional Irish fare, that’s only because you haven’t heard 

Roger Daltrey sing it with the Chieftains, who manage to 

crystallize the song’s melancholy without compromising 

its drive. That’s one of the highlights of this concert 

recording, which also includes cameos by Nanci Griffith 

and one of the few Irish dance exhibitions ever to make 

sense on album. 

BY CHIP STERN 

DON BYRON 

Tuskegee Experiment [Elektra Nonesuch] 

From the grave folkish splendor oi uln Memoriam: Uncle 

Dan,” the dancing turns of “Next Love” and the swinging, 

elliptical twists of “Tuskegee Strutter’s Ball,” you suspect 

Byron never met a musical style he didn’t like. With a tart, 

distinctive tone and imaginative turns of phrase, he avoids 

the clarinet’s more obvious tonal precedents, as his cubist 

reading of Ellington’s “Mainstem” demonstrates (although, 

in the Klezmorin incarnations of his Mickey Katz tributes, 

he does justice to the Sephardic traditions of the licorice 
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stick). His choice of sidemen (including Bill Frisell, Ralph 

Peterson and Reggie Workman) is provocative, and his syn¬ 

thesis of poetry, jazz, classical, ethnic and new music sources 

indicates that Byron has some original things in mind. 

LEEANN LEDGERWOOD 

You Wish [Triloka] 

An excellent young virtuoso, clearly influenced by Miles 

Davis’ constellation of pianists, with an interesting pro¬ 

gram of jazz, Latin, classical and modern texts—heavy on 

the balladry, hold the onions—who walks the line 

between straight ahead, contemporary fusion and sweet, 

almost new age moods. She has a beautiful touch (“I Want 

to Talk about You”), an expansive, graceful way of devel¬ 

oping her line, a tough, focused rhythmic propulsion 

when the arrangement demands it, and a way of goosing 

along the entire band without getting in anyone’s way. 

Particularly striking is the rapport she shares with flutist 

Jeremy Steig, a master player too often overlooked, which 

gives You Wish an added dimension of lyric serenity. 

ELLIS MARSALIS 

Heart of Gold [Columbia] 

The grand patriarch of the Marsalis clan has checked in 

with a superb trio session, aged in wood, and frequently 

aided and abetted here by the estimable Billy Higgins and 

bassist Ray Brown. Marsalis plays the rhythm section, 

they never play him, and his lyric calm is contagious, 
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which is what makes a slow tempo like “Sweet Georgia 

Brown” so alluring. For all his considerable techniques, 

Marsalis’ music is only intermittently animated by the 

grand rhythmic flourishes that mark so much of modern 

jazz. A terse, understated melodic stylist, he’s always par¬ 

ing away at the canvas, his punctilious lines richly colored 

by supple harmonic inversions (like the beautiful tolling 

chords that wrap up Heart of Gold's concluding ballad “A 

Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square”). Bonus: Ellis’ 

youngest son, drummer Jason, acquits himself beautifully 

on “This Can’t Be Love.” 

KENNY KIRKLAND 

Kenny Kirkland [GRP] 

A rare dip into the pools of mainstream jazz from the label 

that created the market unto themselves for contemporary 

jazz-hyphen. Pianist Kirkland is more than equal to the 

task, swinging from a clever Latin arrangement of Bud 

Powell’s “Celia” (with master percussionist Don Alias, 

who sounds for all the world like an acoustic beat box) to 

no-holds-barred modern jazz originals and standards (a 

fulminating Jeff Watts providing most of the rhythmic 

damage). Most striking is the way Kirkland has matured 

out of his Herbie Hancock bag into that of a modernist 

with expansive harmonic gifts and a sure lyrical touch. 

ELVIN JONES 

In Europe [Enja] 

It shouldn’t be particularly surprising for drum legend 

Elvin Jones and his Jazz Machine to release such a satisfy¬ 

ing live set. Nor that we should be surprised by the mature 

performance of reedman Ravi Coltrane (yes, that 

Coltrane), except that his father still casts a giant shadow, 

which he manages to sidestep with some lyrical devices of 

his own. Or that Elvin has discovered a fresh original 

stylist in pianist Willie Pickens. Or that bassist Chip Jack-

son and reed veteran Sonny Fortune give the band sinew 

and stability on three extended improvisations. The only 

surprise is that it’s been cons since any label with domestic 

distribution deemed Elvin worthy of a shot. Solid swing¬ 

ing modern jazz by the man who wrote the book on con¬ 

temporary rhythm. 

THE EARL KLUGH TRIO 

The Earl Klugh Trio [Warner Bros.] 

With Solo Guitar and this latest recording, Klugh makes it 

clear he’s looking to stretch his wings a bit, expand on his 

core audience and fulfill his vision of jazz guitar. Setting 

the tone for this entire program of standards, The Earl 

Klugh Trio begins with a pleasingly corny rendition of 

that television chestnut “Bewitched,” which to these ears 

suggests those equally corny sessions by the Poll Winners 

(Barney Kesscll, Ray Brown and Shelly Manne) on Con¬ 

temporary’—that is, the familiar, the easy to love, rendered 

in a swinging, straight-ahead manner. Ralphe Armstrong 

and drummer Gene Dunlap comprise a supple, gently 

pulsating rhythm section, who keep the pot simmering 

without ever boiling over, and on the lovely melody 

“Love Theme from ‘Spartacus’” (originally nailed by 

Yusef Lateef), their group rapport is damn near perfect. 

CHAD WACKERMAN 

Forty Reasons [CMP] 

Techno-jazz rock has always been a drag to me, because it 

emphasizes the aerobic aspects of music at the expense of a 
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group dynamic, everyone flailing about and bragging on 

their musical Johnson, so to speak. Zappa drummer Chad 

Wackerman certainly doesn’t spare the hot sauce in this 

quartet recording, with its galloping tempos and equestri¬ 

an rhythm changes, but for some reason (perhaps the sug¬ 

gestion of Master Frank’s better big band works like The 

Grand Wazoo and Uncle Meat), Forty Reasons has a more 

thoughtful, organic feel. It’s simply a more musical 

approach to the genre; the keyboard parts aren’t moronic, 

while Chad provides a wonderful setting for Allan 

Holdsworth to unleash his high-octane, horn-like electric 

guitar lines, thus sparing us the acres of bad art-rock man¬ 

nerisms that mar Holdsworth’s own recordings. 

GEORGE WINSTON 

Summer [Windham Hill] 

I know it’s common critical practice to dismiss George 

Winston as an off-brand Keith Jarrett—it’s easy, it’s fun, 

you can do it at home. But it’s dangerous to dis someone 

simply because they’re popular, and on this, the most 

translucent and upbeat of Winston’s four recorded sea-

sonals, his charm and appeal as a solo pianist rings through 

with quiet grace. As for comparisons with Jarrett, where 

Keith’s work reflects his interest in classical music and the 

modern harmonies of people like Paul Bley, Bill Evans 

and (in earlier incarnations) Cecil Taylor, George’s playing 

has more of a sing-song quality; where Jarrett’s left hand 

ofttimes tends towards gospel, Winston’s glides in the 

striding thump-a-dump manner of James Booker, Profes¬ 

sor Longhair and Vince “You’re a Good Man Charlie 

Brown” Guaraldi. All of which is subsumed in a folk 

music-like approach to incantatory drones and tone 

poems; as befits the season, there’s more major and less 

minor to these moods. Summer is pretty, and that’s meant 

as a compliment. 

TOM CORA 

Gumption tn Limbo [Sound Aspects] 

Extended bowing techniques and fruitful manipulation of 

electronics have confirmed the resourcefulness of Cora’s 

music in the past, but it’s the steady flow of melodic motifs 

which draws you to the meat of the playing here. Having 

deliberated on the solo recital’s parameters, his conclusion 

is simple: Toss out the verbose and buddy up with the 

pithy. But the music, erupting with enthusiastic notions, 

seldom sounds abridged. (Box 1150 D-7150, Backnang, 

W. Germany)—Jim Macnie 

MIRANDA WARNING 

Your Life Is Excellent Now [Presto] 

This Boston trio comes from the same school of guitar 

pop that produced bands like Hüsker Dü, the Replace¬ 

ments and R.E.M., but, unlike these bands, seems less 

willing to explore its idiosyncrasies. The dozen songs that 

make up their second album are short (the entire album 

clocks in at less than 40 minutes), mostly sweet and 

unswervingly to the point. As a result, the more intriguing 

moments occur when they loosen up the tightly woven 

fabric of their music and allow themselves to digress: 

“Hell Bent for Viola” is a meandering instrumental that 

gradually grows out of quietly pulsing harmonics; “Our 

Hero” is a pensive ballad in which Adam Boc constructs 

an animated dialogue between vocals and guitar. (Box 

1081, Lowell, MA 08153)—Sandy Masuo 

ELLIOTT SHARP AND CARBON 

Datacide [Enemy] 

No one has ever accused Elliott Sharp of succumbing to 

the various romantic traditions of the guitar. Datacide 

consists of 18 lacerating tracks, in which Sharp’s anti-hero¬ 

ic guitaring, Samm Bennett’s percussion and sample bat¬ 

tery and Zeena Parkins’ harp, keys and “slab” are set into 

grooving motion by the piston-pounding energy of David 

Linton Bennett’s drums. “Just Another Day’s Work” is 

the “hit single,” with quotes from “Heiter Skelter” and 

stuttering spoken phrases. All in all, it’s a friendly racket, 

full of uncertain tonalities, ear-bending timbres, stowaway 

blues riffs and other ideas dispatched from the primal-

industrial complex. But this incarnation of Carbon— 

Sharp’s mutating, decade-old combo—also has the sple¬ 

netic spunk of a rock ’n’ roll band from another planet. 

(11-36 31st Ave., Long Island City, NY 11106) 

—Josef Woodard 
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BOOKS, VIDEl 
DEI ■2485 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
SERVICES 

MIX BOOKSHELF 

WATCH REPLICAS/OR1GINAI-S Lowest prices nation¬ 
wide! 2 year warranty! Exact weight! 18kt plated! Call (404) 963-3872. 

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER: Train at home for 
High Paying-Exciting Careers. FREE information AUDIO 
INSTITUTE, 2258A Union St., Suite H, San Francisco CA 94125. 

Need an ad fast? 
Call Jeff Serrette. 
In NY State (212)536-5174 
Outside NY St (800) 223-7524 

MUSICIANS NATIONAL REFERRAL—Professional 
musicians seeking bands—bands seeking professional musicians. 
Bands register free. Call now for information. 1 (800) 366-4447, 

BANDS WANTED—LOOKING FOR working bands to 
endorse PGR Guitar and Bass Strings. Your band desenes all the 
benefits of being an endorser. For more info write: PGR, P.O. Box 
1504, Dept. M, Williamsville NY 14231-1304. 

PROGRESSIVE ROCK/FUSION/J AZZ Low prices, fast 
delivery, “Soft Machine Third.” $11.50 plus $3.00 shipping. Free cat¬ 
alog. M&M, Box 466, Framingham, MA 01701. 

AMAZING FREE CASSETTE mail order catalogs. Reggae, 
Dub, New Wave, Rock, Funk, Experimentais, RO1R, 611 Broad¬ 
way, Suite 411M, New York NY 10012. 

FREE!! MANNY’S 1ST EVER music catalog! Mannv’s 
brings 48th St. to your doorstep. Become a charter subscriber. Send 
name and address to: Audio Techniques, c/o Manny’s Mail Order, 
1600 Broadway #9, Suite 803, New York, NY 10019. 

Categories: Please mark category desired 
□ Accessories □ Books/Pubhcations □ Computers 
□ Employment □ For Sale □ Instruction 
□ Instruments □ Miscellaneous □ Musicians 
□ Records & Tapes □ Services □ Software 
□ Songwriters □ Talent □ Video 

NEEDLES-ARE-US...our skilled ncedleologists can mail 
order your cartridge and needle needs. All major brands— obsolete 
fits too! (800) 982-2620. 

UNISEX high quality jackets uniquely decorated with sequin 
appliques. Designed to your specifications! $99.00 up. Call for 
details and picture. (803) 963-4859. 

PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION-We help you to suc¬ 
ceed as an independent label, and make powerful deals with the majors. 
Tel: (818) 753-1404 

EUROPEAN CLUB FOR musicians, singers, producers, con¬ 
tacts, collaborations, job opportunities all over the world. Zanna 
Luca, P.O. Box 128, Anzio 00042 Italy. 

Please fill in the information below if you want to charge the cost 
of your classified advertising 

□ American Express □ Diners Club QVisa □ Master Charge 

Credit Card #. 

OHIO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT EXPOSITION 
May 9 & 10. 1992, International Exposition Center, Cleveland, 
Ohio. “EXPO FOR THE MUSICIAN” Expo Times: Saturday 11 -
8 PM, Sunday 11 -6PM. Sponsors: WMMS-FM, 20th Century Gui¬ 
tar, Avis, Holiday Inn, Encompass Travel ( 1 -800-451-3677). Details: 
P.O. Box 29653, Parma, OH 44129-0653, (216) 467- 1577. 

Includes design and printing 
Deal directly with the plant 
Save $$! 
Call for our free catalog: 

p 1-800-468-9353 

MUSICAL EQUIPMENT YOU CAN AFFORD! Rent to 
own plans. Finance plans. Warranty service center. Worldwide ship¬ 
ping. All major credit cards accepted. STEVE’S QUALITY INSTRU¬ 
MENTS, 18 Water Street, Danvers, MA 01923,1 (508) 777-322 1. 

SELL YOUR MUSIC in a semi-annual publication. All music 
will be listed. You retain all song rights. Send S.A.S.E. Musicians 
International Tape Exchange, 7675 E. Sutton Dr., Scottsdale AZ 
85260. 

ROCK & ROLL CONFIDENTIAL, the controversial 
monthly newsletter edited by Dave Marsh. Sample $2; subscription 
$ 19.95. RRC, Dept. ML, Box 341305, Los .Angeles CA 90034, 

SINGERS! 
r REMOVE VOCALS 
L FROM RECORDS AND CDs! 

MUSICIANS—looking for the right band? Bands—are you one “spe¬ 
cial” musician away from success? Call the Musician’s Connection collect 
at (513) 522-3639 or 1 (800) 743-3619. 

SONGWRITERS AND ARTISTS!!! 
Make important music industry contacts with 1992 National Directors- of 
Record Labels and Music Publishers. Over 3,000 listings feature name, 

address, phone and fax number. Cross-indexed by style of music repre¬ 

sented. Mailing labels available. Only $23.95 (includes shipping). 

Send check or money order to: Rising Star Publishers, 710 Lakeview Ave., 

Atlanta GA 30308(404)872-1431. Allow three weeks for delivery. 

COUPON 
HOW TOORDER AN AD 
REGULAR CLASSIFIED (ads without borders): 
20 word minimum. $2.90 per word, minimum 
$59 per insertion. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY (all adds with borders): 
1 x/1 " $163 per. 6x/1 "$152 per. 12x/1 " $142 
per. 
BOLD FACE CAPS: First line, additional $20. 
Musician Box Number: Add $4.00 per insertion 
for handling. 
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED with your ad. 
Send to Musician Classified, Jeff Serrette. 
1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036. 
DEADLINE: Two months prior to date of 
publication. 
ALL AD CANCELLATIONS MUST BE IN WRITING AND 
MAILED TO THE MUSICIAN CLASSIFIED DEPT 
FAX YOUR AD TODAY (212) 536-5351 

1992 COLLEGE RADIO MAILOUT Pre-uped 
labels, approx. 200 charting stations, U.S., Canada, and Europe. Get 
your music on the charts. SI 9.95, Radio Network, Box 413743, 
Dept. C, Kansas City MO 64141. 

TALENT, TUNES, BUT NO CONNECTIONS’ 
A&R Quarterly Newsletter delivers up-to-date listings of key A&R 
people and record companies, news of who’s signing whom and 
why, analysis of industry trends, advice, interviews, and more. One 
year/S20, check/MO to: RWF Communications, Box 101, Old 
Chelsea Station, New York NY 10113-0101. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW to our monthly used and vintage instru¬ 
ment list with hundreds of quality instruments at down-to-earth 
prices. $5.00/vear ($10.00 overseas). Current issue free on request. 
ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, POB 14210-
C15, Lansing MI 48901 (517)372-7890. 

Sing With the world’s Best Bandsi 
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard 

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live 
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance 
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This 
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by 
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a 
Free Brochure and Demo Record. 

LT Sound, Dept. MU-7,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724 
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound 

BE HEARD! GET SIGNED! 
Be part of a quarterly CD compilation that reaches industry sources 

who can advance your musical career. 
• major labels • management firms 
' independent labels ’ music publishers 
’ European labels * music media 

Demonstration Records is committed to helping new artists 
make the contacts and connections necessary to get 

their music to a wider audience. 
Send Demos To: DEMONSTRATION RECORDS. PO Box 2930. 

Loop Station. Minneapolis. MN 55402 612-874-9369 

FREE MUSIC CATALOGS 
Choose from: piono/vocol, guitar, electronic keyboard 

or drum. Each contains hundreds of songbooks 
and instructional books and videos. 

Call 1 -800-637-2852 or write 

MUSIC DISPATCH, DEPT. MUS5, Milwaukee Wl 53213. 

Recording • Live Sound • Music Business 

Composition • MIDI • and 

Over 550 titles. 

FREE CATALOG (800) 233-9604 4

6400 Hollis St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608 

CLASSIFIED 
HOTLINE a 

Exp Date 

Your Signature 

Your Name 

Company 

Address 

City 

Telephone 

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and gigs. Write: 
MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 7733, Murrav UT 
84107. Phone (801)268-2000._ ' 

MOVIE EXTRAS needed for upcoming productions. All areas. 
Good pay. No experience required. Call 1 (900) 740-0707 for informa¬ 
tion. $2.95/min. 



FOR COMPLETE CASSETTE, C D 
RECORD MANUFACTURING & 
PACKAGING SERVICES CALL: 

QÇQ| (513)681-8400 
aUSlUIM.GROVI AVIMI •CIMIWMl.OIIIOFrS 

COMPACT DISC 
MANUFACTURING AND 

HIGH QUALITY 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

Affordable pricing for the independent labels or 
individuals. Complete services include digital 
mastering, graphics, color separations, printing, 
packaging and fulfillment. Ail work is guaranteed. We 
will be glad to answer any questions that you may have. 

CALL (317) 353-1113 or write to: 

WMC, Inc. 
(World Media Croup) 
8472 Brookville Road 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46239 
Fax (317) 353-0750 

TURN YOURTAPE 
INTO A CD FOR $250 

Now you can have CD quality and convenience 
without ordering 500 units and spending over 
$2,000! 

Windmark will take your cassette, Dat, 1/4" or 1/2" 
recording, up to 62 minutes in length, and transfer it 
to CD!! Eacn additional CD will cost only $100. 

(804)464-4924 
4924 Shell Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23455 

SONGWRITERS 

SEND A 9 1/2’ S.A.S.E. for a free book catalogue that helps songwrit¬ 
ers succeed! Monkey Sounds Music Studio, 40 Hubbard St., Westerly, RI 
02891. _ 

SONGWRITERS, need help? An honest, professional 
evaluation of your original songs and demos. 

Written critique.$20 per song 
Audio Evaluation w/ Breakdown .$35 per song 

Maximum 3 Songs per Tape 

Send Tape and Lyric Sheet to: 

Creative Sound Consultants 
PO Drawer N 

Franklin, Texas 77856 

TALENT 

CALLING ALL MUSICIANS AND BANDS—Be part 
of the future now! New revolutionary promotion technique gives 
vou national exposure. Send SASE & $2.00 handling for registra¬ 
tion form: The Media BBS, P.O. 24295, San Jose, CA 95154. 

You've Waited Long Enough.. .Make It Happen!!! 
FOR SALE 

RECORD CONTRACT 
Includes 1 Recording in a fine quality studio facility 

2 Travel expenses 
3 Manufacturing of product 
4 Full promotion to radio (U.S and European) 
5 Promotion to retail nationally 
6 Promotion to major and minor trade publications 

ROCKIT RECORDS, INC. 
35918 UNION LAKE RD, SUITE 306 
MT CLEMENS, Ml 48043 
(313)792-8452 

WANTED TO BUY 

WANTED TO BUY/SELL: GUITARS, BANJOS, 
Mandolins: Gibson, C F Martin. Gretsch,. D’Angelico, D’Aquis-
to, Stromberg, Dobro, National, older Fender, Rickenbacker, 
Gibson, B&D, Epiphone, Paramount, Vega, Fairbanks, Stewart. 
MANDOLIN BROS., 629 FOREST, #MU, STATEN ISLAND, 
NY 10310. FREE CATALOG. 718-981-3226._ 

_JOHNSO N_ 

[com’¡¿from page 74] ‘Nardis’ and just pedal. From 
there, you can take a standard tune. The Scofield 
Quartet, for example, does a tune called ‘Wabash,’ 
based on “Wabash Cannonball.’” Johnson plays the 
melody, filling in harmony notes whenever there is 
a space in the melodic line. At times, you could 
almost swear there are two bassists playing, one 
doing melody, one harmony. Although there’s no 
tapping involved, Stanley Jordan comes to mind. 

“In order to follow the form,” says Johnson, 
“you have to be willing to travel over the bar lines a 
little bit with the harmony, because every change 
isn’t coming down right on the downbeat It’s often 
a matter of elongating some changes and playing 
towards the general sounds of the harmony 
through signposts, rather than stating each individ¬ 
ual chord change. And you can really create the 
sense of accompanying yourself through dynamics. 

“It helps to be really comfortable with 8-bar 
lengths,” he adds. “I’m still feeling the 2 and 4 of 
each bar, but I try to liberate myself from actual 
bar lines and create different rhythmic shapes 
within four or eight measures. With dynamics 
and different phrase lengths you really can create 
different shapes. That’s what this is really about, 

geometric shapes. 
“It’s still a little unwieldy. I haven’t perfected 

it; it’s just an idea I’ve been playing around with 
for the past couple of years. Let’s face it, the bass 
is a big instrument. It’s hard to move around on 
it fast and say anything. So I’m just trying to 
find an alternative to playing straight melody or 
harmony.” ® 

The Bassment 

J
OHNSON plays a Camilll acoustic bass, 

made In Italy in 1739, equipped with 

Thomastik’s Veich-model strings. His Fish¬ 

man BT-100 pickup is plugged into one of 

various SWR amps: a Baby Blue model (for 

quiet acoustic settings), a Redhead or a 400 

model with a Gallien-Krueger cabinet. 

_ DR. JOHN 

[cant'dfrom page 76] Orleans. It’s based on a ’40s 
recording of the tune by vocalist Annie Laurie, 
whom Mac admits to having a big crush on when 
he was nine or 10. “To me, seeing her sing was 
kinda like when some cats look at the Venus or 
the Mona Lisa.” 

Mac eschews the drippy modulations of Lenny 
Welch’s hit version of the song, putting earthier, 
bluesier changes beneath the melody: E flat, C# 
min/flat 9, Baug, B flat sus 4, A (passing chord), A 
flat, G flat 13, F (flat 9), B/flat sus 4, E flat. And 
then there’s that punchy, dramatic bridge: A flat 
13, A flat min, E7 (flat 9), E flat/B flat, B flat aug, E 
flat, A flat 13, A flat minor, E7 (flat nine), G half 
diminished, C aug (flat 9), B9 (flat 5), B flat aug. 

“...Real traditional style,” Mac growls con¬ 
tentedly, perhaps lost for a moment in memories 
of Annie Laurie. 'S' 

AD INDE 
Aiwo—800 Corporate Drive, Mohwah, NJ 07430 (201 ) 512-3600 35 
AKG— 1525 Alvarado St, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 351 -3500 

.33 
Artist Systems—1150 Industrial Ave., Petaluma, CA 94952 (707) 
778-8893. 41,43 
AudioQuest—Box 3060, Sam Clemente, CA 92674 (714) 498-2770 

94 
Bock Issues—33 Commercial St, Gloucester, AAA 01930 27 
Berklee College of Music—1 140 Boylston St, Boston, MA 02215 
(617)266-1400 34 
Carver—PO. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 (206) 795-1202 49 
CD Sampler—33 Commercial St, Gloucester, AAA 01930 87 
D'Addario— 210 Route 109, E Farmingdole, NY 11735 (516) 391 -5400 

. 59 
Deon Markley—3350 Scott Blvd , #45, Santa Claro, CA 95054 (408) 
988-2456 77 
DigiTech—See DOD Electronics 
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(805) 499-6863.68 
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Homespun—PO Box 694, Woodstock, NY 12498 (800) 33 TAPES 
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Korg—89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590(516) 333-9100 29 
MESA/Boogie—1317 Ross St., Dept 8, Petaluma, CA 94952 (707) 
778-6565 51 
Music Business Seminars—2 Roland Kimble Rood, Freeport, ME 04032 
(800)448-3621 95 
Musician Wear—Mo' Money, Box 12591 -Dept 15, Rensocolo, FL 
32574-2591 . 93 
Nady Systems, Inc.—6701 Bay St, Emeryville, CA 94608 (415) 652-
2411. 73 
Ovation Instruments—PO Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 06002 (203) 
243-7941 66-67 
Pearl—549 Metroplex, Nashville, TN 37211 (615) 833-4477 79 
Peavey—711 A St., Meridian, MS 39301 (601)483-5365 9 
Roland—7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 (213) 685-
5141 . 4 
Samson Technologies—PO Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 
932-3810 . 23 
Scholz— 1560 Trapelo Rd , Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 890-5211 60 
Shure Brothers Inc.—222 Hortrey Ave , Evanston, IL 60202 (708) 
866-2200 70 
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0303.>8-19 
TDK Electronics Corp — 12 Harbor Park Dr, Port Washington, NY 11050 
(516)625-0100 20-21 
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Zoom— 100 Marine Pkwy #435, Redwood City, CA 94065 (415) 
873-5885.6 
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BACKSIDE 

THMHF RO OPMEROES 
They have enormous power, they fight for jus¬ 

tice, THEY ARE IDOLIZED BY MILLIONS, THEY WEAR 

SKINTIGHT CLOTHES, THEIR OWN GIRLFRIENDS DON'T 

RECOGNIZE THEM WHEN THEY’RE DRESSED UP IN THEIR 

COSTUMES. YES, WE’RE TALKING ABOUT ROCK STARS-

THE CLOSEST THING OUR POOR OLD WORLD HAS TO 

SUPERHEROES. IT HAS OCCURRED TO US THAT IF WE 

WERE TO BE SUCKED INTO THE NEGATIVE ZONE AND 

CAME OUT ON A PARALLEL EARTH WHERE SUPERHEROES 

REALLY DO EXIST, IT IS VERY LIKELY THAT WE WOULD 

RECOGNIZE THEM. FOR SURELY ALL ADOLESCENT FANTA¬ 

SY FIGURES ARE CUT FROM THE SAME CLOTH. 

MATERIAL GIRL 

9 B APRIL 1992 MUS C A N ILLUSTRATION: DENYS COWAN 



A human voice 
harmony processor 

that actually 
sounds human. 

The Vocalist from Digitech 

Finally a voice 
processor that 
really sounds like 
human voices, not 
like chipmunks. 

'rhe Vocalist 
from Digitech 
delivers real voice 

TECH STUFF: 

• Up to 5-part harmonies. 

• Vocoder mode. 

• Pitch correction. 

• Pitch randomizing. 

• On-board synth and key¬ 

board for cue-in tone, 

harmony editing and 

selection. 

• Programmable vibrato¬ 

speed. depth, and attack. 

• No delay time between 

patch changes. 

• Built-in mic preamp and 

headphone jack. 

• Simplified harmony pro¬ 

gramming. 

• Full MIDI implementa¬ 

tion. 

• Real time key changes. 

• 128 user-definable pro¬ 

gramsand 128 factory 

presets - each with 4 

variations. 

• And much more. 

can give you 
natural sound¬ 
ing, human 
voice harmony 
and can com¬ 
pensate for 
off-key voices. 
The Vocalist 

harmony and pitch correction. 
It even remembers every song 
and never gripes about 
rehearsal time. 

Ilie Vocalist is perfect when 

you need one or two harmonies 
for back-up, or when you need 
up to five harmonies to save 
time in the studio. 

No other harmony processor 

from Digitech. It’s about time. 
Send $10 for the Vocalist Video Dento. 

::SDiqïïech 
The Sound of the '90s 

H A Harman International Company 

< 1991 DOD Electronics Corp. 5639 South Riley ¡Mne. Salt IA ke City. Utah 84107 / (801) 268-8400 
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NEVER CHANGE. NEVER ADAPT. 

NEVER IMPROVE. 

AND DIE NAKED. COLD AND ALONE. 

The dinosaurs could have used this kind of wisdom. 

Instead they relied on tradition. They relied on old thinking. 

They relied on the weather forecast. Bad move. 

With this in mind we designed the Weddington. It’s one 

spectacular. Look at the picture there. Nice job. 

The neck is mahogany and maple, set-in to the body. The 

heel is beautifully sculpted so it’s easier to play the higher 

frets. They didn’t have this in the old days. This is progress. 

guitar that respects tradition. 

It captures the style and 

sound of vintage guitars with¬ 

out forgetting this simple fact; 

we’ve learned a lot since Ike 

was president. 

Like what makes a vin¬ 

tage guitar sound so good. 

And what doesn't. And it's 

not about how old it is. And 

it's not about the color of the 

pick-ups. It's about wood. 

The Weddington body is a 

single, solid piece ol mahogany. And we’re talking Honduran 

mahogany. The kind the classics were made from. Not the 

heavier, cheaper, more com mon, African variety. Godown to 

the music store and ask the sales 

person fora mahogany guitar. Now 

ask if it’s African or Honduran. 

They love customers like you. 

StajaMuru.» ungulalu.*: Ewlutuman/ fad The top is I igured maple. It 

The fingerboard is bound 

ebony. It’s inlaid with spar¬ 

kling abalone and mother-of-

pearl. And it all looks good. 

But how does it sound? 

Vintage. If you want it to. 

Actually, it'll sound just about 

any way you like. The pick¬ 

ups are genuine DiMarzio 

humbuckers. They're custom-

designed and made in the 

USA. And the switch 

has five positions 

so you can choose from a vari¬ 

ety ol distinctly different and useful 

tones, all hum-cancelling. 

By now you may feel a dull throbbing 

sensation at the base of your cerebellum, 

where your instincts used to be. You should 

go call 1-800-879-1131, ext. 200. We'll send you 

more information about the Weddington Custom, Classic 

brings a bit of brightness to the Weddington’s tone. And it’s 

one of the pieces that was carefully selected by our own 

expert wood buyers. Their sole job requirement is to find 

beautiful wood for our guitars. The end result is 

YAMAHA 
Weddington 

and Special. Or go down toyour local Yamaha Guitar Dealer 

and take a look at the Weddington. You can touch it. You can 

pick it up. Best of all, you can play it. 

The dinosaurs cannot. There's a moral here somewhere. 

© 1991 Yamaha Corporation of America, Guitars, P.O. Box 6600. Buena Park. California 90622-6600. (714)522-9011. 




